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A METHODOLOGY FOR AGGREGATING 
INDUSTRIES OF INPUT-OUTPUT MODELS, 
WITH APPLICATION TO NEW ZEALAND 
INTERINDUSTRY DATA. 
by J.R. Rodgers 
Aggregation, as it applies to input-output analysis, 
is the process of grouping industries of an interindustry 
model into sectors so as to produce an intersectoral model, 
which is more manageable in that its dimensions are smallpr 
than those of the original model. A problem which arises as 
a result of aggregation is that, in general, forecasts of 
sector gross outputs, obtained from the intersectoral model, 
differ from those obtained by aggregating forecasts of 
industry gross outputs produced by the original interindustry 
model. This phenomenon is known as aggregation bias. 
When there is a need to condense an input-output model 
into one of smaller dimensions, it is desirable that the 
resulting intersectoral model is subject to the smallest 
possible degree of aggregation bias. The researcher may also 
wish to place constraints upon the intersectoral model to 
ensure that certain industries are, or are not, aggregated 
into the same sector. Although there is a substantial body 
of theory which specifies the conditions under which the 
intersectoral model is not subject to aggregation bias, the 
extent to which various industry groupings satisfy these 
conditions is difficult to assess subjectively. Therefore, 
a formalised procedure, which groups industries into sectors 
so that aggregation bias is minimized, and which allows the 
imposition of constraints upon the intersectoral model, is a 
useful aid to the input-output analyst. Such a procedure is 
developed in this thesis and is applied to the most recent 
interindustry model of the New Zealand economy. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTHODUCTION 
1 
The aims of this study are fourfold: (1) to analyse 
the problems associated with aggregating industries of a 
static, open, input-output model, (2) to examine the 
theoretical conditions under which the problems are minimized, 
(3) to develop an aggregation procedure which conforms as 
closely as possible with the theoretical conditions, and 
(4) to apply the aggregation procedure to the most recent 
input-output model of the New Zealand economy and evaluate 
its pex.·formance. 
Aggregation problems are not restricted to input-output 
models. Indeed, the aggregation problem is common to many 
areas of economic analysis. Consequently, the next section of 
this introductory chapter presents a brief account of the 
difficulties caused by the necessity to aggregate in building 
economic models which are not of the input-output type. This 
is followed, in Section 1.3, by a discussion of th~ 
undesirable consequences of aggregating industries of an 
input-output model. Despite the problems associated with 
aggregation, frequently the input-output analyst is forced 
to aggregate for a number of reasons which are presented in 
Section 1.4. Finally, in Section 1.5, the main points of this 
2 
chapt.er c:tJ~e surrrrnarised and 1~he cont.ents of the l'emainder of 
this thesis are previewed. 
Aggregation is a p~ocess whereby some of the information, 
which is available for the solution of a problem, is sacrificed 
in order to make the problem more manageable. For example, a 
set of prices of individual commodities might be replaced by a 
single price index number, or a set of incomes of individual 
consumers might be replaced by their total, or average, income. 
The indiscriminate use of aggregated variables in economic 
models leads to various complications when these models are 
used for explanatory, or forecasting, purposes. 
Economic models are often set up on the assumption that 
simple aggregates, or averages, are directly related. However, 
the economic theory underlying the model is usually stated in 
micro terms, based on decisions taken by individual consumers 
or firms. Consequently, economic models, which purport to 
explain the aggregate behaviour of groups of consumers or firms, 
can be viewed as derived relations, the transition from the 
level of the individual economic unit to the level of the 
market, the industry, the economy etc., being made through 
aggregation. Admittedly, economic theory recognises instances 
1. For detailed expositions on this topic see, for example. 
Theil (1954), Allen [(1959), chapter 20] I Green (1964) and 
Fisher (1969). 
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when the whole does not equal the sum of the component parts 
and to this extent the micro theory might be deficient in a 
way which is relevant to the problem of aggregation. For 
example, if each household's consumption expenditure depends, 
not only upon its own income, but also upon total income, then 
a micro theory, which omits total income, contains a 
specification error. However, if no specification error exists, 
then the variables, which appear in a model of aggregate 
economic behaviour, are derived by aggregating individual 
relationships. This procedure frequently results in an economic 
model, the variables of which are not simple aggregates or 
averages. The following two examples, taken from the areas of 
statistical demand analysis and production function analysis, 
demonstrate this phenomenon. 
The classical theory of consumer behaviour states that an 
individual's demand for a good is determined by the relative 
prices of all corruuodities and his real income. Although there is 
no a priori basis for assuming that individual demand functions 
are linear or nonlinear, for simplicity, linearity is assumed: 
where 
a) ,Pk + B, y, 
n /p 1 l/p 
is the ith individual's demand for the good, qi 
••. (1) 
p, is the price of good j (j=1,2, ... ,k) and the same 
J 
prices are assumed to be paid by all consumers, 
y, is the income of consumer i, 
1 
P is a weighted average of all prices, and 
Q tl t of the l,th 0.0" 0,1" ••• a k " JJ' are - 1e parame ers 1 1 1 1 
individual's demand function. 
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The market demand function is derived by aggregating the 
individual delnand functions of all N consumers who comprise the 
market: ~ 
N N N 
L: q. --
. ] 1 1= _ 
[ aO' + ~ al·Pl 
i=l 1 i=l 1 Ip 
+ .' .. + 
N 
By defining L: q.=Q, 
. 1 1 1= 
N N 
N 
L: aO.=a O' '1 1 1= 
N 
L: a] . PJ + . 1 Cl CI 1= p 
N 
L: al.=a l , '1 1 1= 
N 
L: 8.y. 
. 1 1 J_ I 1= P 
• • • (2) 
N 
L: a] . =a
k
, 
. 1 Cl 1= 
L: 8. =8 and [8.Y. = Y the market demand function 
i=l liN .11 -J_=l Ip8 
becomes: 
••• (3) 
This market demand function is simple to interpret. Its 
intercept is the sum of the individual micro intercepts, the 
change in the market demand for the good per unit change in 
the price of good j (j=1,2, ... ,k) is, ceteris paribus, the sum 
of the individual changes in quantity demanded, and the 
marginal propensity to consume in the aggregate, 8, is the 
mean of the individual marginal propensities to consume, 8 .. 
1 
Note, however, that the linear market demand function 
does not express a relationship between simple aggregates; 
aggregate real inc6me equals the market size multIplied by 
a weighted average of individual real incomes, the weights 
being the individual marginal propensities to consume, 8 .• 
1 
Consequently, statistical estimation of a market demand function 
using time series observations of simple aggregates of quantity 
5 
demanded and real income, as well as relative prices, will, 
in general, result in biased estimators of the aggregate 
2 
parameters. Predictions of aggr~gate quantity demanded, 
derived from this estimated model, are also biased. 
Further complications arise if prices vary between 
\ 
consumers/ if aggregation takes place over commodities as 
well as over consumers, or if individual demand functions 
are nonlinear. 
In production function analysis/ the aggregation 
problem is to show how a production function for an industry, 
2. The "true" aggregate econometric model can be written in 
matrix form as Q = Xy + u, but the model being estimated is 
misspecified as Q = Xy + u. Assuming prices and income are 
exogenous, estimators of yare given by: 
A 
6C'X)-lX'Q y = 
= (X' X) -lx, (Xy+u) 
= (X'X)-lx'xy + (X'X)-lX'u 
Hence E(y) = (X'X)-lx'xy 
I- y 
Estimators are unbiased only if all individuals have 
the same marginal propensi"ty to consume the particular good, 
or if the distribution of incomes is stable through time 
[Malinvaud (1970), p. 133J. 
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. . 1 d 1 f' 1 f' 3 or an entlre economy, lS re._ate- to tlose 0- slng e .1rms. 
At the level of the individual firm, economic theory specifies 
a relationship between value added, labour and capital. For 
simplicity, a Cobb-Douglas relationship is assumed: 
s. y. 
1 1 
V. = 0' .. 9,. k. 111 1 
I . 1 dd d fl' th f' Wlere v. lS va. ue ct e. "or t1e J_ - -lrm, 
1 
n • ] b 1 d b h .th f' N' lS ._a our emp .oye y tel 1rm, 
1 
k · . 1 . 1 . d b h . th f' d i 16 caplta utl 1sey tel 1rm, an 
• • • (4.) 
S. and y. th t of the l·th f_1'rm's are e par arne ers 
1 1 
production function. 
For estimation purposes, the model is transformed into a 
form which is linear in logarithms: 
log(v.) ::;; 10g(a.) -I- S.10g(t.) + y.log(k.) ... (5) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Aggregating over N firms within an industry, an 
aggregate production function of the following form is 
obtained: 
N 
l: log (v.) = 
. 1 1 1= 
N 
l: log(a.) + 
i=1 1 
N 
N 
l: S.log(t.) + 
. III 1= 
N 
l: y. log (k . ) 
i=l 1 1 
N 
••• (6) 
By defining log (V) = 1 ~ log (v. ) , 
. 1 1 
log (a) = 1 L: log (ex . ) , 
N i±l 1 N 1= 
3. This should not be confused with the problem relating to 
aggregation of inputs within an individual firm. For a 
di.scussion of the aggregation problem in production function 
analysis, see Bridge [(1971), pp. 348-352]. 
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N N 
L S. log (9, . ) L y. log (k . ) 
N , 1 1 1 i=l :L 1 
S 
1= 10g(L) 1 L 10g(9,,) = --------- y = == N N i=l 1 N L log (9, , ) L log(k.) 
'l 1 i=l .1 1=. 
N 
and log (K) = 1 L log (k. ) 
N . 1 1 
the production function for the 
1= 
average firm becomes: 
log (V) = log (a) + Slog(L) + ylog(K) ••• (7) 
or ••• (8) 
The aggregate production function is also Cobb-Douglas in form 
and is readily interpretable. The parameters Band yare 
weighted averages of the parameters B. and y. respectively 
1 1 
in the micro production functions. The parameter a, however, 
is the geometric mean of the parameters a. in the production 
1 
functions for the individual firms. The variables in the 
aggregate production function are also geometric means of 
value added, labour and capital, respectively. If simple 
averages of these variables are used, instead of geometric 
means, in estimating the parameters aT Band y then the 
estimators so derived are biased and predictions based upon 
the estimated model are also biased. 
The unfortunate fact about aggregation is that, although 
the theoretically correct aggregate model can be derived from 
economic theory, data are seldom available in the form required 
for its statistical estimation. 
8 
Aggregation bias is a po~ential danger in many economic 
models but in this thesis attention is confined to problems of 
aggrega_tion in input--output models. The example gJ_ven below 
demonstrates how the aggregation of industries of an 
input-output model can lead to unreliable forecasting. 
Consider a static, open, input-output model, consisting 
of four industries, each of which produces one and only one 
coromodi ty ( using a single me-thod of production in which inputs 
are nonsubstitutable. The amount of each input required to 
produce one unit of output by a given industry is assumed to 
be independent of that industry's total output. For a given 
set of final demands, the model's solution states the gross 
output which each industry must produce in order to satisfy 
both intermediate and final demand. For example, let the 
interindustry flows be those in Table 1.3.1. 
Table 1. 3.1 
Hypothetical Interindustry Transactions 
Ori9-in Etry Industry Industry I Final Gro~ Ind~stry I 
2 3 Demand Output 
Industry 1 100 300 100 200 300 1000 
Industry 2 200 900 o 400 1500 3000 
Indust-ry 3 150 o 200 o 150 500 
Industry 4 100 300 100 500 1000 2000 
--_._----
9 
The technical coefficients of the system are given in 
Table 1.3.2. The elements of column i (i=1,2,3,4) represent 
the amount of input from each industry, which is required by 
industry i in order to produce orie unit of output. The 
elements of Table 1.3.2, and the tables which follow, have 
been expressed as fractions to avoid rounding errors. 
Table 1.3.2 
Technical Coefficients 
Origin Industry 1 Industry 2 Industry 3 Industry 4 
Industry 1 10 10 20 10 100 100 Too 100 
Industry 2 20 30 0 20 100 Too· 100 100 
Industry 3 15 0 40 0 100 100 100 100 
Indust.ry 4 10 10 20 25 100 100 100 100 
-" 
The interdependence coefficients (or direct and indirect 
requirements) of the system are given in Table 1.3.3. The 
elements of column i (i=1,2,3,4) represent the change in gross 
output of each industry, which is required to meet a unit 
change in final demand for the product of industry i. 
Table 1.3.3 
Interdependence Coefficients . 
----
Origin Industry 1 Industry 2 Industry 3 Industry 4 
Industry 1 30300 5100 11900 5400 23925 23925 23925 23925 
Indus-try 2 10800 37350 7400 11400 23925 23925 23925 23925 
Industry 3 7575 1275 42850 
1350 
23925 23925 23925 23925 
Industry 4 7500 6000 14000 
34500 
23925 23925 "23925 23925 
'----- ------_._-
10 
Given a new set of final demands equal to 700 (industry 1), 
500 (industry 2), 1000 (industry 3) and 1500 (industry 4) f 
gross outputs, required to sati~fy intermediate plus final 
demand, are calculated as follows: 
(3030Q)J2.00) + (5100) (500) + (11900) (l000) 
23925 23925 23925----
= 1829.0 (industry 1) 
(10800) (70q) + (3735_Qli~_OO) + (7400) (1000) 
23925 23925 23925 
= 2120.6 (industry 2) 
(7575) (700) + (!-~)~~Q) + (42850) (1000) 
23925 23925 23925 
= 2123.9 (industry 3) 
(7500) (700) .L (~~Q~2J2Q.Q) + (14000) (1000) 
23925 '23925 23925 
= 3093.0 (industry 4) 
+ (5400) (1500) 
"23925--
+ (11400) (1500) 
-23925---
+ (34500) (1500) 
23925 
Now suppose a new model is constructed in which the 
original four industries are grouped to form two composite 
industries. For convenience, each composite industry will 
be referred to as a sector. The solution to this aggregated 
model specifies the gross output of each sector, which is 
required to meet its intermediate and final demand. For 
example, if industries 1 and 2, in Table 1.3.1, are grouped 
to form sector 1, and if industries 3 and 4 are combined to 
form sector 2, then intersector transactions flows are those 
given in Table 1.3.4. 
11 
'rable 1.3,4 
._-,..--_._--------_. 
Origin Sector 1 Sec-tor 2· Final Demand Gross Output 
------------------
Sector 1 1500 700 1800 4000 
Sector 2 550 800 1150 2500 
L--. ________ J.--________ _ 
The technical coefficients of the aggregated system are given 
in Table 1.3.5. The elements of column i (i=1,2) represent 
the amount of input from each sector, which is required by 
sector i in order to produce one unit of output. 
'rable 1. 3 . 5 
Origin Sector 1 Sector 2 
1---------1-------------------1 
Sector 1 
Sector 2 
30 
80 
11 
80 
7 
25 
8 
E 
~.---------~---------.--------------~ 
The interdependence coefficients are given In Table 1.3.6, 
The elements of column i (i=1,2) represent the change in 
gross output of each sector, which is required to meet a unit 
change in final demand for the product of sector i. 
Table 1. 3.6 
Aggregated Interdependence Coefficients 
Origin l_ Sector 1 Sector 2 
Sector 1 
Sector 2 
1360 
773 
275 
773 
560 
773 
1250 
773 
12 
The previous set of final demands (that is, 700 for industry 1, 
500 for industry 2, 1000 for industry 3 and 1500 for industry 4) 
are aggregated in the same way to give final demands of 1200 
for sector 1 and 2500 for sector 2. Gross outputs, required 
to satify both intermediate and final demand, are calculated 
as follows: 
(275) (1200) 
--773- + (l250~j~5Q..Q) = 4469.6 (sec·tor 2) 
Sector outputs can be obtained from the intersectoral 
model, as demonstrated above, or by aggregating the outputs 
of the interindustry model, but, ln general, the two sets of 
results differ. In the above example, the combined output of 
industries 1 and 2 is 3949.6 compared with 3922.4 for 
sector I, and the combined output of industries 3 and 4 is 
5216.9 compared with 4469.6 for sector 2. The discrepencies 
between the two sets of results are known collectively, and 
individually, as aggregation bias. 
The cause of aggregation bias is the existence of 
"product mixes" in the aggregated model, which violates one 
of the basic assumptions of input-output analysis, namely, 
that each industry produces a single commodity. The preceding 
example demonstrates that conventional grouping of industries 
1 and 2 and industries 3 and 4 into separate sectors results 
in aggregate technical coefficients of the form given in 
13 
Table 1.3.7. 
'rabIe 1,3.7 
----~--.~--------- .. 
Origin Sector 1 Sector 2 ] 
Sector 1 
Sector 2 
(a3l+a4l)Xl+(d32+a42)X2 
Xl +X 2 
(a33+a43)X3+(a34+a44)X4 
X
3
+X
4 
The elements {ao o} are the technical coefficients of the 
1J 
original interindustry model, and Xo (i=1,2,3,4) is the gross 
1 
output of industry i in ·the period in which interindusJcry 
flows are collected, that is, the "base period". 
Sector 1 produces the two commodities originally 
produced by industries 1 and 2, while sector 2 produces the 
two commodities originally produced by industries 3 and 4. 
A change in one or more of the ratios X 1/ (X +X )' 1 2 
X3/(X +X ) 3 4 
or X4/(X +X) will cause the technical 3 4 
X2/(X +X )' 1 2 
coefficients of the aggregated model to change, even if those 
of the original model remain stable. It is this instability 
in the technical coefficients, caused by changes in the 
product mix, which leads to aggregation bias. 
When forecasts, which are subject to aggregation bias, 
are used for economic planning, the result is an inconsistent 
plan. For example, suppose two industries, one of which 
produces cars and the other of which produces trucks, are 
14 
aggregated to form the motor vehi.cle sector. Consider an 
increase in final demand for motor vehicles, which is 
attributable entirely to an increase in demand for cars. If 
planners calculate input requirements for the motor vehicle 
sector using predicted gross sector outputs and aggregate 
-
technical coefficients of the form given in Table 1.3.7, then, 
in general, the car industry will find itself short of some 
inputs but it will have a surplus of others [Ellman (1969), 
p. 72]. 
1.4 The Need for Aggreg~tion in Input-Output Analysis 
It is necessary to distinguish between aggregation, 
which is introduced during the construction of an 
interindustry table, and aggregation as used by the researcher 
to reduce the size of an existing interindustry table. 
Aggregation inevitably takes place at the model 
construction stage, when industries are defined and data on 
interindustry flows are collected. In many countries, inclUding 
New Zealand, the statistical unit used in data collection is 
the establishment, and establishments are classified into 
industries according to their main line of production. However, 
most establishments produce secondary products, either 
independently of the primary product, or as a joint product 
resulting from the same production process as the primary 
15 
product and sharing a conunon input structure with it. Unless 
secondary products are transferred to separate homogeneous 
industries, product mixes invariably result. In practice, 
there are a number of reasons why it is impossible to 
eliminate all product mixes in this way. Firstly, the resulting 
number of industries would be extremely large and the 
interindustry table would be too detailed to be used in 
analysing the behaviour of the economy as a whole. Secondly, 
interindustry flow data, involving such artificially constructed 
industries, would be of dubious quality, and thirdly, the 
cost and effort involved in compiling the table would be 
prohibitively high. Furthermore, as the number of industries 
increases, the possibility of technical substitution between 
the products of different industries increases. Thus, a more 
detailed model is more likely to approximate the assumption 
of homogeneity of outputs, but it is also more likely to 
violate the assumption of nonsubstitutability of inputs. 
Obviously, a compromise is required when industries are 
defined. Consequently, all input-output models contain some 
degree of aggregation, which is introduced at the time when 
interindustry flows are estimated. 
Faced with the inevitability of aggregation, model 
builders should be aware of the problem of aggregation bias 
and of th~ conditions under which it is likely to be more, 
or less, serious. Such knowledge will be of use in defining 
industries and in deciding whether or not to transfer specific 
secondary products from the industry into which the parent 
16 
establishment has been classified. 
Once the basic data have been collec-ted, further 
aggregation may take place before the interindustry table is 
published. If an industry is so small that its interindustry 
transactions are not significant when data are rounded to a 
common unit of measurement, it may be grouped with another 
industry for publication purposes. 
The most recent interindustry model of the New Zealand 
economy pertains to the year 1965-66, and it has been 
aggregated for both the reasons mentioned above. Most of its 
109 industries contain product mixes which were introduced 
when industries were defined. The only secondary product to 
receive special attention is slipe wool which has been 
transferred from the freezing industry to the farming 
industry. Establishments were originally classified into 142 
industries and those which did not have significant 
interindustry flows, when monetary values were rounded to 
th~ nearest $100,000, were aggregated with other industries, 
reducing the final number in the published tables to 109 
[New Zealand Department of Statistics (1974), Part 1, p. 14J. 
A separate table has also been published in which the 109 
industries have been aggregated further into 44 cQmposite 
industries. 
'On~e the interindustry table is in its final published 
form, further aggregation may be necessary, or at least 
desirable. 
17 
Firstly, aggregation of industries in an input-output 
model may be used to aid analysis of the economic system which 
the model represents. After all,. a model, by definition, is 
a simplified representation of a more complex system, and it 
is a useful analytic tool if it reveals the essential structure 
of the underlying system, while ignoring the less important 
details. This is the same reasoning which leads to the use 
of averages, index numbers and various other aggregates in 
economic analysis. Originally, input-output models were seen 
as an alternative to the use of models based on highly 
aggregated data [Leontief (1951), p. 210] but the emergence 
of models containing hundreds of industries raises the 
question of whether simplicity has been sacrificed for the 
sake of detail. Of course, if one is interested in detail 
then no type of aggregation will be satisfactory. Frequently, 
however, detailed analysis of just a few industries is all 
that is required so if the remainder can be grouped into 
just a few sectors, without introducing an unacceptable 
amount of aggregation bias, then the result is a more tractable 
model. 
Secondly, changes in the technical coefficients of an 
input-output model may result from technological 6hange as 
well as from changes in the product mix. If a significant 
proportion of coefficient instability in an aggregated model 
is due to changing product mix, then a more detailed model 
will become obsolete less rapidly than the aggregated model. 
However, if technological change is the primary factor 
18 
causing changes in the coefficients, then an aggregated 
model, which can be updated frequently, may produce more 
accurate forecasts than a detailed model which can be 
updated infrequently owing to cost constraints. Empirical 
studies, carried out to date, offer conflicting evidence on 
-- ---
this matter. The most comprehensive study of this type is 
that of Bezdek and Dunham (1976). The authors point out that 
a change in technology is, itself, likely to result in a 
change in the product mix so it is impossible to isolate 
changes in the input-output coefficients which are due to 
technological change, from those which are due to changes in 
the product mix. Consequently, their empirical investigations 
were designed merely to measure the degree to which 
coefficient change is associated with changing product mix. 
An index of product mix change between 1958 and 1963 was 
compiled for each of 53 sector~ in the 85 sector input-output 
model of the united States economy. Each of the 53 sectors 
was chosen because it is an aggregate of two or more 
industries which appear in the more detailed interindustry 
models of the u.S. economy for 1958 and 1963. The indices of 
product mix change and the changes in the sectors' technical 
coefficients, over the same "period, were compared'but no 
statistically significant relationship was found to exist. 
The authors then constructed an 85 order hybrid matrix by 
aggregating the 1963 detailed coefficients using 1958 output 
weights. Theoretically, if changes in the product mix are 
important in causing changes in the sector coefficients, one 
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would expect the elements of the hybrid matrix to be close to 
those of the 1958 matrix. Alternatively, if factors other 
than changes in the product mix ~re important in causing 
changes in the sector coefficients, the elements of the 
hybrid matrix would be expected to resemble those of the 
1963 matrix. For each of the 53 sectors under consideration, 
the elements of the hybrid matrix more closely approximated 
the 1963 coefficients than the 1958 coefficients. On the 
basis of these results, Bezdek and Dunham conclude that 
changes in the product mix are not significantly related to 
intertemporal instability in the technical coefficients, 
although in doing so they disagree with earlier findings 
which are cited and briefly discussed in their paper. The 
implication arising from this research is that an aggregated 
model may be preferable to a detailed model if the 
coefficients of the former can be updated frequently using 
published, official statistics. 
Finally, there is little doubt that high speed 
computers have eliminated much of the need to aggregate 
interindustry tables in order to avoid the computational 
burden of solving the model. However, with the linkage of 
several national input-output models to form international 
input-output models, the number of industries could 
conceivably run into the thousands. since the time required 
to invert a matrix with known methods increases with the 
cube of the number of rows (or columns), aggregation of 
industries in models of this kind is likely to be necessary, 
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both to reduce computation and to aid comprehension. 
1.5 Summary 
In previous sections of this chapter, the aggregation 
problem has been discussed in relation to economic model 
building in general and input70utput analysis in particular. 
Although aggregation enables the construction of a more 
manageable model, it is likely to result in biased estimators 
of parameters of econometric models and biased forecasts of 
gross output obtained from input-output models. Nevertheless, 
aggregation is unavoidable in input-output analysis. It takes 
place when the model is constructed and further aggregation 
may be necessary to simplify analysis, to enable frequent 
updating of the technical coefficients or to reduce the 
computational burden of solving extremely large systems of 
equations. 
Aggregation in input-output models has received its 
fair share of attention in the economic literature and there 
is now a substantial body of theory which specifies the 
conditions under which industries of an existing interindustry 
table may be aggregated, without introducing bias into the 
results. Unfortunately, most of these conditions are so 
stringent that they are unlikely to be fulfilled in practice. 
Relatively few attempts have been made to translate the 
res\llts of theoretical research into a practical procedure 
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which can be used to aggregate large-scale input-output 
models, without introducing an unacceptable level of 
aggregation bias. The primary objective of this study 1S to 
develop such a procedure. 
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. 
Chapter 2 contains a review of the literature dealing with 
aggregation bias in static, open, input-output models. The 
conditions under which aggregation bias disappears, entirely 
and approximately, are derived and previous contributions 
to the development of a practical aggregation procedure are 
discussed. Chapter 3 develops a method of aggregation which 
is demonstrated in Chapter 4. The 109 industry input-output 
model of the New Zealand economy, published by the 
Department of Statistics is aggregated into 44 sectors and 
the results are compared to the 44 industry model, published 
by the same department. Finally, the main conclusions of 
the study are presented in Chapter 5. 
CH1WTEH 2 
AGGREGATION IN STATIC, OPEN, INPUT-OUTPUT 
ANALYSIS: A REV}:EW .OF THE LITERA'l'URE4 
2.1 A Mathematical Statement of Aggregation Bias 
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Consider an economy consisting of n industries whose 
interrelationships are represented by an input-output model 
of the form: 
AX -:- F = X ••• (9) 
where A is an nxn matrix of technical coefficients, 
X is an nxl vector of gross outputs, and 
F is an nxl vee-tor of final demands. 
The usual assumptions concerning the model are made: each 
industry produces one and only one conunodity, using a single 
production process in which inputs are strictly complementary 
and are used in fixed proportions. Given any final demand 
vector, F, the gross outputs of the n industries, which are 
required to satisfy both intermediate and final demand, are 
given by: 
X = (I-A)-lF ••. (10) 
4. Throughout this chapter it will be assumed that interindustry 
transactions are expressed in value terms. Two studies, which 
discuss aqgregation of industries when interindustry flows are 
expressed in physical units are McManus (195Ga) and Morimoto 
(1971). A treatment of aggregation bias in lagged and dynamic 
input-output models can be found in McManus (1956a), Ara (1959), 
Morimoto (1970) and Ven (1974). A review of aggregation in 
input-output models is given by Kymn and Norsworthy (1976). 
2 ') ,> 
The industry outputs, given by equation (10) I can be 
consolidated into the outputs of m sectors (m<n) by 
premultiplying X by an mxn aggregation operator of the form: 
1 1 0 o . . 0 o 
o o 1 1 o o ,,',.-
T = · .. (11) 
o o 0 o . . 1 1 
Each row of T contains at least one unit and the remaining 
elements are zero, signifying that each sector contains at 
least one industry. Each column of T contains exactly one 
unit and the remaining elements are zero, specifying that 
each industry is allocated to one, and only one, sector. 
Hence, the m sector outputs are given by: 
TX = T(I~A)-lF • •. (12) 
Alternatively, the original input-output model can be 
aggregated to form a hybrid model of the form: 
AX + F = X · .. (13) 
where A is an rnxm matrix of aggregated technical coefficients, 
obtained by aggregating base period transaction flows 
\ 
between industries of the same sector, and dividing by 
aggregated base period outputs of industries within 
sectors. ('l'his procedure was illustrated in Section 1. 3, ) 
<'2 
X is an mxl vector of sector gross outputs, and 
-
F is an mxl vector of aggregated final demands, equal 
to TF. 
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The gross outputs of the m sectors, which are required to 
satisfy intermediate plus final demand, are given by: 
... (14) 
Hence, the gross outputs of the m sectors can be 
determined by equation (12) or by equation (14). The 
discrepencies between the two sets of results are the elements 
of the vector: 
... (15) 
1 . h' 1 . b' 5 h h . \- h d . d Wl1C lS (nown as aggregatlon las. W en t e rlgllt an Sl e 
of equation (15) is a zero vector, aggregation bias is said 
to vanish, or, alternatively, aggregation is said to be 
perfectly consistent. 
-1 - -1 
Expanding (I-A) - and (I-A) as power series [Waugh 
(1950) ] of the form: 
-1 
(I-·A) = I + A + A2 + A3 -I-
(I-A) -1 - -2 -2 = I + A -I- A -I- A + 
(16) 
(17) 
and substituting equations (16) and (17) into equation (15) gives: 
(18) 
successive terms of which converge to zero. The approximation 
5. The term "aggregation bias" was first used by 'Theil [( 1957) , 
p. 116] although the concept had been discussed earlier by 
Leontief (1951), Hatanaka (1952), Holzman (1953) I Barna (1954), 
Malinvaud (1954), Balderston and Whiten (1954), Morgenstern and 
Whiten (1955), McManus (1956a) and (1956b) and Fei (1956). 
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obtained by truncating second and higher order terms: 
· .. (19) 
is known as first-order aggregation bias [Theil (1957), p. 117]. 
A grouping of industries such that first-order 
aggregation bias vanishes is satisfactory for most purposes, 
even if total aggregation-bias is not zero, since second and 
higher order terms of equation (18) are usually small. 
The expression for aggregation bias, given in equation 
(15), can be expressed as: 
~-TX (I-~)-lTF - T(I-A)-lF 
= (I-A)-l{T(I-A) - (I-A)T} (I~A)-lF 
= (I-A) -1 (AT - TA) (I.-P,) -IF 
" b' . h . f6 Hence, aggrega~lon las vanls es 1 : 
-
A'l' = TA 
• •• (20) 
· .. (21) 
Equation (21) provides us with a necessary and sufficient 
condition for perfectly consistent aggregation; that industries 
grouped into the same sector require equal, aggregate inputs, 
from industries within sectors, in order to produce one unit 
• 6. This condition was originally derived by Hatanaka [(1952), 
p. 302] for an input-output model with no intraindustry 
transactions, that is, X is a vector of net outputs and A has 
a leading diagonal of zeros. Later McManus [(195Gb), p.484] 
proved that equation (21) is valid only for a model in which 
intraindustry transactions are included and X is a vector of 
gross outputs. 
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of output. In other words, the following equalities must hold 
La. , 
i 1J 
La .. 
1J 
1 
La .. 
1J 
1 
= L:a'k 
· 1 1 
La . . = 
1 1J >=a 'J , 1 C 1 
La .. 
. 1J 
1 
-- La,] 
, 1 C 
1 
L:a. . = 
i 1J 
La .. _. 
i 1J L:a'k · l' 1 
La .. 
. 1J 
1 
= Ea'k 
· 1 1 
(=a ) 
11 
(=a ) 
12 
(=a ) 
2m 
(=a ) 
ml 
for all j,k 1n sector 1; jfk 
for all 1 in sector 1 
for all j,k in sector 2; j~k 
for all 1 in sector 1 
for all j,k 1n sector m; jfk 
for all i in sector 1 
for all j,k in sector 1; j~k 
for all 1 in sector 2 
for all j,k in sector 2; jfk 
for all i 1n sector 2 
for all j,k in sector m; j~k 
for all i in sector 2 
for all j,k in sector 1; j~k 
for all i 1n sector m 
for all j,k in sector 2; jtk 
for all i in sector m 
for all j,k in sector m; j~k 
for all 1 in sector m 
••• (22) 
where A = {a .. }, .A = {a .. } and La .. and La.] are known as the 
1J 1J i 1J i 1C 
partially aggregated input coefficients 
2'7 
When the partially aggregated input coefficients are 
equal, the technical coefficients of the aggregated model are 
not affected by changes in the product mix. For example, 
suppose A is a 4x4 matrix of technical coefficients of the form: 
a 1.1 a 12 a 13 a 14 
a 21 a 22 -- 90 23 a 24 A = 
a 31 a 32 a 33 a 34 
a 4l a 42 
a 43 a 44 
and industries 1 and 2 are grouped ·to form sector 1, while 
industries 3 and 4 are grouped to form sector 2, using the 
aggregation operator: 
r: 1 0 :] T = 0 1 
Therefore, 
'rA 
[a1]+a21 a 12 +a 22 a 13+a 23 a~~+a24] = 
a 31+a 4l a 32+a 42 a 33
+a
43 
a 34 +a 44 
The aggregated matrix of technical coefficien)cs is of the form: 
where all -- (all+a21)Xl -I- (aI2+a22)X2 
Xl + X 2 
a l2 = (aI3+a23)X3 -I- (a14+a24)X4 
X3 -:- X 4 
a 21 = (a31+a41)Xl + (a-32+a42)X2 
Xl + X2 
a 22 - (a33+a43)X3 + (a34+a44)X4 ---.--. X·-------X + 3 4 
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Therefore, 
AT [ :ll all a 12 :12] = 
a 21 
a
21 
a
22 a 22 
~ 
Consequently, A'r=TA if the partially aggregated input. 
coefficient:s are equal, "chat is, if: 
all + a 21 = a 12 + a 22 (=a ll ) 
a 13 + a 23 = a 14 + a 24 (=a ) 12 
a 31 + a 41 
=: a 32 
-/- a 42 (=a 21) 
a 33 + a 43 = a 34 + a 44 (=a 22 ) 
in which case the aggregate technical coefficients are not 
affected by changes in the product mix. 
The equalities of equation (22) are satisfied when 
industries, which are consolidated into a single sector, have 
identical input coefficients, but this condition, though 
sufficient, is not necessary for perfectly consistent 
. 7 
aggregatlon. 
7. Balderston and Whiten [(1954), p. 109] maintained that 
industries must have identical input coefficients and identical 
output coefficients to avoid aggregation errors. Hatanaka 
[(1952), p.303], Malinvaud [(1954), pp. 198-199] ~.nd Chenery 
and Clark [(1959), pp. 35-36] weakened the condition to 
identical input coefficients but held it to be both necessary 
and sufficient. Theil [(1957), pp.118~119], Dorfman, Samuelson 
and Solow [(1958), p. 242] and Ara [(1959), p. 260] pointed out 
that equality of input coefficients is a sufficient, but not a 
necessary, condition for aggregation bias to vanish. 
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Perfectly consistent aggregation is also achieved by 
aggregating two industries, providing the output of one 
industry is wholly absorbed as an input into the second 
industry, [Holzman (1953), p. 33D and Barna (1954), p. 180]. 
For exomple, an industry mining iron ore might be aggregated 
with an industry producing iron and steel, provided that the 
entire output of the iron mining industry is an input into the 
iron and steel producing industry. Under this condition the' 
coefficients of the aggregated model are not affected by changes 
in the product mix. For example, suppose industry 1 sells its 
entire output to industry 2. The matrix of technical 
coefficients is given by: 
o o . 0 
A = 
. . a nn 
and the matrix of aggregate technical coefficients is given by: 
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Now, if industry 1 sells RII its output to industry 2, 
then B I2 X2=X I " Consequently, the matrix of aggregate technical 
coefficients takes the form: 
A 0-
a2IaI2+aI2+a22 
a 12+1 
a31a12+a32 
a
12
+1 
anla12+an2 
a 12+1 
a
23 
a
33 
a n3 
a 2n 
a 3n 
a 
nn 
the elements of which are riot affected by the product mix of 
industries I and 2 and therefore remain stable, provided the 
elements of A are stable. 
Aggregation bias was given 1n equation (20) as: 
~-TX = (I-~)-l(~T - TA) (I-A)-lp 
and this simplifies to: 
i-TX = (I-~)-I(~T - TA)X 
If industry 2 absorbs the entire output of industry 1, X is 
a column vector, the first two elements of which are a l2 X2 
and X2 , respectively. Under these conditions, ~TX equals TAX 
and so aggregation bias vanishes for any final demand vector, 
the first element of which is equal to zero. 
This result can be extended to more than two industries. 
Por example, industries I, 2 and 3 can be aggregated, without 
introducing aggregation bias, if industry 1 sells all its 
output to industry 2, and if industry 2 sells all its output 
to industry 3. In general, if industries l,2, ... ,k are such 
'-,,-.. " ,-"--"---" 
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that indu.stry i sells all i·ts output ·to industry i+l 
(i=1,2, ... ,k-l), then aggregation bias vanishes for any final 
demand vector, the first k-l elements of which are equal to 
zero. 
If final demands are proportional to those of the base 
period, then industries may be aggregated in any manner at all 
without producing biased results [Balderston and Whiten (1954) I 
8 
p. 108; Theil (1957) f p. 120; Neudecker (1970) I p. 922]. With 
fixed technical coefficients, the only source of change in the 
product mix is gross output changes. However, if new final 
demands are proportional to base period final demands, then 
the correi:;ponding gross outputs are proportional to gross 
outputs in the base period, and so the product mix remains 
stable. 
The formal proof of this condition begins with a 
derivation of an expression for the matrix of aggregate 
technical coefficients. Conventional aggregation of n 
industries into m sectors leads to: 
-
Y = TY T' 
0 0 
(23) 
-D TXDT' X = 
0 0 
(24) 
y --D = AX 
0 
... (25) 
0 
where Y is an nxn matrix of interindustry transaction flows o 
in the base period and 
Y 
o 
••• (26) 
8. 'rhe "doubting Thomas" will find empirical verification of 
this condition j.n an article by Hewings [(1972), p. 17]. 
_. -.- ..... ;-~. 
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~ 
Y is an mxm matrix of intersector transaction flows 
o 
in the base peri6d. 
XD is an nxn diagonal matrix, the elements of which 
o 
are gross outputs of industries in the base period. 
i D is an mxm diagonal matrix, the elements of which 
o 
are sector gross outputs in the base period. 
Equation (25) implies tha"t: 
- - -D --I A ;~ Y (X ) 
o 0 ... (27) 
substituting equations (23) and (24) into equation (27) gives: 
A = TY T' (TXDT,)-l ... (28) 
o 0 
Finally, substituting equation (26) into equation (28) gives: 
A = TAXDT' (TXDT,)-l '0' (29) 
o 0 
or 
where 
and 
A :::: 
G 
o 
TG = I o 
(30) 
(31 ) 
••• (32) 
Equation (29) states that input coefficients to each sector 
are weighted averages of the partially aggregated input 
coefficients of industries within sectors. The weights are 
base period outputs of the constituent industries, expressed 
as proportions of the total base period output of the sector, 
as was demons-tra ted in Section 1.3 above. 
The expression for A, given in equation (3Q), is 
substituted into equation (20) and aggregation bias becomes: 
X-TX = (I-A)-l(TAG T TA) (I-A)-lF 
o 
= (I-A)-lrrA(GoT I) (I-A)-lF ... (33) 
Now, if final demands are proportional to those of the base 
period (that is, if F=¢F
o 
where ¢ is a scalar) then 
aggregation bias is: 
X-TX - ¢(I-~)-lTA(G T 
. 0 
- ¢ (:[--A) -l'l'A (G T 
. 0 
I) (I-A)-lF 
o 
I)X . 0 [by 
33 
equation (10) ] 
= ¢(I-A)-lTA(G TX 
o 0 - X ) o 
••• (34) 
But, by equation (31): 
G TX = XDT' (TXDT,)-lTX 
00000 
where (TXDTI) is TX written in diagonal form, and so 
o 0 
(TXDT,)-lTX = i (an mxl v~ctor of units). Also, Tli 
o 0 m m 
so: 
(35) 
1 
n 
G TX = X 
o 0 0 
••• (36) 
Finally, substituting equation (36) into equation (34) r it is 
evident that aggregation bias vanishes when final demands all 
change by the same proportion. Note that when ¢=l final 
demands equal those of the base period. Consequently, there 
is no aggregation bias in the base period. 
Perfectly consistent aggregation also results when 
industries, which are combined to form a single sector, are 
strictly complementary in the sense that their outputs are 
always used in fixed proportions, both by other industries 
and by final consumers. This condition is stated mathematically 
by the two equations~ 
and 
G Ii' = F o 
G TA 
o 
A 
(37) 
(38) 
--- -------- ---------------
9. Note that equation (37) does not contradict the aggregation 
rule, TF=~, since TF=TG F which equals ~ since TG =1. o 0 
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When equations (37) and (38) hold, the product mix ln each 
sector is perfectly stable and so are the aggregate technical 
r,..· . t 10 At' b' . h . tl b t' t t' coerrlClen s. ggrega lon las vanlS es slnce 1e su S l-U lon 
of A=G TA and F=G F into TX~T(I-A)-lF gives: 
o 0 
TX = T(I-G TA)-lG F 
o 0 
2 -
T{I + (G TA) + (G TA) + ... }G F 
000
= {TG + T(G TA)G + T(G TA)2G + }F 
00000 
= {TG + TG (TAG) + TG (TiG )2 + }F 
00000 
and since A=TAG o [by equation (30)] and 
TG =1 [by equation (32)] o 
(I - -2 )F 'rx -- + A + A + ... 
= (I A)-IF 
-= X 
Furthermore, when industry outputs are used in fixed 
proportions, they can be calculated from sector outputs, 
using X=G X o since: 
G X = G (I-A)-lp 
o 0 
= G (I + A + A2 + )F 
o 
= G {I + (TAG) + (TAG )2 + ... }F 
000 
= {G + (G TA)G + (G TA)2G + ... }F 
00000 
= {I + (G TA) + (G TA)2 + ... }G F 
000
= (I + A + A2 + ... )F [from equations (37) & (38)] 
= (I-A)-lF 
= X 
10. This condition was stated by Holzman [(1953), p. 327], 
Dorfman, Samuelson and Solow [(1958) r p. 243] and Chenery and 
Clark [(1959), pp, 35-36]. It was proved by Ma1invaud [(1954), 
p. 199] and Stone [(1961), p. 103] although their proofs differ 
from that given here. 
... '.; ,'-" 
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Finally, Theil [(1957), pp. 120-121] put forward a 
procedun:~ which he called "perfec·t aggregation". It entails 
replacing the matrix G ln equa~ion (30) by the matrix: o 
G = xDT' (TXDT') -1 (39) 
where xD is an nxn diagonal matrix, the elements of which 
are industry gross outputs in the current period. 
However, current outputs are unknown at the time 
aggregation takes place (indeed, if they are known there is 
no need to forecast sector outputs) so this is no solution to 
the aggregation problem. Stone [(1961), p. 104], however, 
when discussing perfect aggregation, points out that in some 
cases it may be possible to update G , in which case 
o 
aggregation bias might be reduced. 
In summary, consisten·t aggregation of n industries 
into m sectors is possible under the following conditions: 
(1) When industries, which are grouped into a single sector, 
have equal, aggregate/ per unit input requirements from 
industries within sectors (that is, equal partially 
aggregated input coefficients). 
(2) When industries, which are aggregated into the same sector, 
have identical input coefficients. 
(3) When k industries, which are aggregated into the same 
sector, are such that the entire output of industry i 1S 
absorbed by indus·try i+l (i=1,2, ... ,k-l). 
(4) When final demands are equal, or proportional, to base 
period final demands. 
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(5) When -Lhe products of industries, which are grouped into 
the same sector, are always used in fixed proportions by 
other industries and by final consumers. 
Each of these conditions is extremely stringent and it 
is unlikely that any of them will be fulfilled exactly in 
practice. However, they do suggest strategies, which might be 
followed when aggregation is necessary. 
Condition (2) is more binding than condition (1) but 
both imply that industries with similar input structures are 
potential candidates for aggregation, for example, cars and 
trucks, or mutton and wool. However, it is quite possible 
that more unlikely combinations of industries may have 
similar input structures. In a large input-output model, it 
is extremely difficult to determine which industries best 
approximate condition (l) (particularly) or condition (2), 
simply by scanning its technical coefficients. 
Condition (3) is useful in determining which industries 
can be aggregated safely for the input-output analyst is 
likely to have a priori knowledge of industries, which are 
likely to satisfy this condition. Verification is easily 
performed using the interindustry table. 
Final demands must be specified for each industry 
before condition (4) can be tested. If it is satisfied, then 
any aggregation pattern is admissible. However,_ it is more 
likely that the intersector model will need to be determined 
before final demands are known. In such cases, there is no 
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way of knowing whether or not condition (4) is satisfied when 
the grouping of industries neGds to be undertaken. 
Condition (5) suggests that industries producing 
complementary goods, such as nuts and bolts, or skiis and 
bindings, might be aggregated. However, less obvious 
combinations, which satisfy this requirement approximately, 
will be difficult to find in a large input-output model, 
without a systematic search procedure. utilisation of this 
condition also requires some knowledge of final demands when 
the intersector model is constructed. 
Vanishes 
In Section 2.2, first-order aggregation bias was 
defined as~ 
(~T - TA)F = (I + ~)TF - T(I + A)F ... (40) 
There are a number of conditions under which expression (40) 
is a zero vector. 
Firstly, it is evident that first-order aggregation 
bias vanishes if ~T=TA. This conditon has been di~cussed 
already in Section 2.3. 
Secondly, if final demands are proportional to base 
period outputs, that is, if F=~X where ~ is a scalar, then 
o 
first-order aggregation bias vanishes since: 
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(A'r - TA)F = cjJ(AT - TA)X 
0 
= q) (TAG T ~ TA)X 
0 0 
[from equdtion (30)] 
= <PTA(G TX X ) o 0 0 
= 0 [from equation (36)] 
However, since final demands are usually unknown at the time 
when aggregation is required, this condition is of limited use. 
Theil has derived two conditions, under which first-
order aggregation bias vanishes, and which can best be seen 
by examining the elements of the vector (AT-TA)F, as given 
in Table 2.4.1 below. 
'I'able 204..1 
--------------~---"------.--
TIl TIl TI2 TIl TIm _ 1TI 
L. (all - La . . )F. + L (a 12 - La . . )F. -I- '" + L (a l - L a .. )F. . 1J J l' 1J J . m 1J J J 1 j J i 
TIl TI2 TI2 TI2 TIm _ TI2 
L (a
21 
- L a .. )F. -I- L. (21
22 
- l.: a .. )F. + ... + L (a
2 
- La . . )F. 
. . 1J J J l' 1J J J' m l' l"J J J 1 
TIl TIm TI2 TIm TIm _ TIm 
L: (amI - l.: a .. ) F. -I- L: (am2 - L: a .. ) F. + ... + l.: (a - l.: a .. ) F . j i 1J J j i 1J J j mm i 1) J 
where TII,TI2, ••• TIm represent sectors 1,2, ... m~ The notations 
TI TI 
L: and L: represent summation over all industries 1n sector TI. 
j i 
2 
If each of the m terms, which form this vector, are zero then 
first-order aggregation bias vanishes [Theil (1957), p. 119]. 
Alternatively, if these terms are zero in the base period and 
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industries within sectors have final demands which are 
proportional to those of the base period, that is, if: 
F. == ¢ IF' . 
J JO 
for all j in sector 1 
F j = Q)2F jo for all j in sector 2 
for all j in" sector m 
(where ¢l' ¢2' ... , ¢m are scalars) 
then first-order aggregation bias vanishes [Theil (1957) f 
p. 120]. Both these conditions require a knowledge of final 
demands at the time when aggregation takes place, which limits 
their usefulness. Even if final demands are known, these 
conditions do little to suggest an appropriate pattern of 
agg:r.:egation. 
First-order aggregation bias vanishes if the outputs of 
industries grouped into the same sector are always used in 
fixed proportions, since: 
T(I + A)F = T(I + G TA)G F [from equations (37) & (38) ] o 0 
= (TG + TG TAG )F 
0 o 0 
= (I + TAG )F [from equat.ion (32) ] 
0 
= (I + A)F [from equation ( 30) ] 
= (I + A) rrF 
This cqndition has been discussed already in Section 2 . 3 . 
Morimoto [(1970), pp. 121-122] has proved that first-
order aggregation bias vanishes if the structure of final 
demands within each sector corresponds to that of outputs in 
the base pe:ciod, that is, if F=G F 
o ' 
T(1 + A)F = T(1 + A)G F o 
= (TG + TAG )F o 0 
= (I + A)F 
= (I + A)TF 
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since: 
[from equations (32) & (30)] 
This condition is weaker than the condition of fixed 
proportional usage but it still requires that final demands 
are known when industries are grouped into sectors. 
A second theorem by Morimoto [(1970), p. 122] states 
that if some industries are not aggregated and the changes in 
final demand occur only in the unaggregated industries, then 
first-order aggregation bias vanishes, regardless of the way 
11 
in which the other industries are aggregated. The final 
demand vector takes the form: 
F = 
Hence, the vector 
F 
n 
where F. = F. in aggregated 
1 1.0 
industries, and 
F. - F. +6F. in industries 
1 10 1 
which are not 
aggregated. 
6F = F-F contains zero elements except o 
for those corresponding to industries which are not aggregated. 
Morimoto proceeds to prove that (AT-TA)6F equals zero by 
11. An empirical test of this theorem can be found in Hewings 
[(1972), p. 19]. Hewings aggregated a 51 industry model in 
successive stages to form a four sector model, three of which 
were left unaggregated. The amount of aggregation bias in the 
solutions was found to be very small. 
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-
observing that the columns of AT and TA, which correspond to 
the unaggregated industries, are equal and hence the same 
columns of ~T-TA contain only zero elements. The only nonzero 
elements in ~F are those corresponding to the unaggregated 
industries, so (KT-TA)~F = o. 
Since ~F = F-F and (~T-TA)~F = 0, 
o 
(~T - TA)F = (~T - TA)F ... (41) o 
But total aggregation bias vanishes in the base period, so, 
using equation (18), 
(AT-TA)F + (~2T_TA2)F 
o 0 + .. < = 0 
Therefore, 
(~T TA)F = -(K2T-TA2 )F - (i3T-TA 3 )F -- ·0 0 0 
Total aggregation bias in any period is given by: 
~-TX = (iT-TA)F + (~2T-TA2)F + (i3T-TA3 )F + 
which, by equation (41) f equals: 
~-TX = (iT-TA)F + (~2T_TA2)F + (i3T-TA3 )F + ... 
o 
and, by equation (42), equals: 
X-TX = (A2T_TA2 ) (F-F ) + 
o 
so aggregation bias is of the second order. 
... (42) 
This is a useful result for if one wishes to assess the 
effect of changes in final demands of just a few industries 
from their base period values, the remainding industries may 
be aggregated in any manner without introducing a large amount 
of bias into the solution. 
The bulk of the literature dealing with aggregation 
bias in inpu"t··output arwlysis has been concerned with 
inconsistencies in forecasts of gross output, derived from 
an original and aggregated model. It would appear that only 
two studies have considered the effects of aggregation on 
output and income multipliers. The first is that of Doeksen 
and Little (1968) who, using four empirical input-output 
models, observed that the output and income mUltipliers of 
three industries, which were left unaggregated, changed very 
little as the remaining illdustries were aggregated, two at a 
time I until they formed one composit:e sector, 
In the case of the output multipliers, the result is 
not surprising [see Rodgers (1977), pp. 154-155]. Output 
multipliers from an original n industry model are given by: 
m I _ i I (I-A) -1 
n 
where i' is a row vector of n units. 
n 
••• (13) 
Output mUltipliers from an aggregated m sector model, the 
first k sectors of which contain a single industry, are 
given by: 
ill' = i' (I-A)-l 
m 
where i' is a row vector of m units. m 
·Si~ce il = i'T and n m (I-A) -1,1' is 
••. (44) 
last column repeated n-k times, the difference between output 
multipliers of the k single-industry sectors, as derived from 
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the original and aggregated model, form the first k elements 
of the vect.or: 
m'-'m' == i' (I-A)-lT - i'T(I-A)-l 
m TIl ••• (45) 
Expression (45) can be expanded as: 
rn'-m' == i'{(AT-TA) + (A2T-TA2 ) + '0' } m ... (46) 
Morimoto [(1970), p. 122] has pointed out that the columns of 
AT and TA, which correspond to the unaggregated industries, 
are equal, and therefore these same columns of (AT-TA) are 
zero vectors. Therefore, the difference between output 
multipliers for these industries, obtained from the original 
and aggregated models, is of the second order bnly. 
The second result is more difficult to explain. Income 
multipliers obtained from the original model are given by: 
ml = Wi (I-A)-l 
y 
where w I is a lxn row vector, the elements of vJhich are 
income arising per unit of output for each industry. 
Income multipliers, obtained from the aggregated model, are 
given by: 
m' = Wi (I-A)-l y 
where Wi is a lxm row vector, the elements of which are 
(47) 
(48) 
income arising per unit of output for each.sector, and 
Wi == wiG 
o 
... (49) 
Since postmultiplication of equation (48) by T simply results 
in the last column being repeated ~-k times, aggregation bias 
in the income multipliers of the k unaggregated industries 
forms the first k elements of the vector: 
== wIG (I-t-A+A2 + 
o 
= w'{(G T-I)+(G ~T-A)+(G A2T_A2 )+ ... } 
000 
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Although the columns of G T and I which correspond to the 
o 
unaggregated industries are equal, the same columns df :the 
second term of equatio~(50) are equal only under the 
following conditions: 
(a) If the technical coefficients of income arising in the 
aggregated industries are all equal. 
(50) 
(b) If the products of industries, which are aggregated into 
the same sector, are used in fixed proportions by all 
other industries. In this case G TA=A and 
o 
-G AT ~ A 
o G '1'AG T - G T A o 0 0 
= G TA (G T - I) o 0 
and the columns of G '1' and I f which correspond to the o 
un aggregated industries, are equal. 
So, in general, aggregation bias in income multipliers 
is of the first order. It is therefore surprising that 
Doeksen and Little observed such a small difference between 
income multipliers of the unaggregated industries in the 
original and aggregated models. 
'Tto first author to suggest a formal procedure for 
grouping industries into sectors was Fisher (1958b). His 
approach was extended by Neudecker (1970). Their contributions 
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are reviewed in Section 2.6.1 below, under the heading of 
"non clustering" methods of aggregation, to di.stinguish them 
from the methodology of Mukherjee (1970), Kossov (1972) and 
Blin and Cohen (1977), all of whom employ "clustering" 
algorit~ns to aggregate industries. A review 6£ these three 
papers is preceded by a brief description of the technique 
known as "cluster analysis". 
2.6.1 Non Clustering Me·thods of Ag~regation 
Fisher [(1958b), p. 251] distinguishes between "special 
purpose" aggregation, where the objective is to predict t:he 
output of a single key industry for a given set of final 
demands, and "gene:cal purpose" aggregation, where output 
d · t' f ] J . d t' . d 12 I . th pre lC· lons or a __ ln .us-rles are requlre. n el er case, 
Fisher assumes that final demands are unknown at the time 
when aggregation is required, and consequently, they may be 
regarded as random variables. Since the aggregation bias 
associated with each sector is a function of the final 
demands, it too is a random variable. 
With special purpose aggregation, Fisher's method 
entails grouping industries, other than the key industry, 
into m-l sectors, in such a way that the expected squared 
12. Fisher's methodology was converted from algebraic to 
matrix notation by Neudecker [(1970), p. 921-922]. Both 
notations will be used in this section, depending upon which 
is the more convenient and illuminating form in which to work. 
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aggregation error, associated with the key industry, is 
minimized. In other words, the problem is to find an 
aggregation operator, T, such that 
A. :0; E{ (X-TX) (X __ r.rx) , } .. 
1 II (51 ) 
th is minimized. The subscript i refers to the i element in 
the leading diagonal of the matrix on the right hand side of 
. (51) 1 . th . db' 1.- J • d t h equatlon r t~e 1 In ustry elng tIle {ey In ~s rYe T e 
matrix, T, is as defined in equation (11), except that row i 
contains a single nonzero element, equal to unity, in column i. 
If the matrix, T, which minimizes Ai' results in large 
aggregation errors for the other sectors, this is irrelevant. 
Morimoto's second theorem, stated in Section 2.4, is 
pertinent to special purpose aggregation, since the key 
industry is left unaggregated. Consequently, if the only 
final demand which changes is that of the key industry, then 
first-order aggregation bias vanishes, and total aggregation 
bias is small, regardless of the way in which the other 
industries are grouped. However, if some of the other final 
demands change, then aggregation bias again becomes a problem. 
With general purpose aggregation, Fisher's method 
involves grouping the n industries into m sectors such that 
l 
the expected sum of squared aggregation errors, for all m 
sectors, is minimized. The objective, in this case, is to find 
an aggregation operator, T, which minimizes 
A == tr{E{ (X-TX) (X-TX) , }} ••• (52) 
Here, aggregation errors in each of the sectors are considered 
to be equally important. 
Minimization of \. or \ requires some specific 
1 
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assumptions about the distribution of final demands. Fisher 
makes two assumptions: 
(a) that the expected value of each industry's final 
demand equals its value in the base period, that is: 
E(F) = F o • •• (53) 
(b) that final demands are uncorrelated and have variances 
which are proportional to their base period values, 
that is: 
D E{ (F-F ) (F-F ) I} ::0 cpF 
o 0 0 • •• (54) 
where cp is a scalar and FD is a diagonal matrix, the 
o 
elements of which are base period final demands. 
Therefore, 
E (FF I ) = <jJFD -I- F F' 
000 
• •• (55) 
substituting equation (15) and (55) into equation (52) 
gives: 
~ = tr{{(I-~)-lT 
= tr{{(I-A)-lT 
- <jJtr{{ (I-A)-lT 
T(I-A)-l}E(FF ' ) {(I-A)-lT - T(I-A)-l},} 
T(I-A)-l}{cpFD-I-F F'}{ (I-A)-lT - T(I-A)-l},} 
000 
- T(I-A)-l}FD{(I-A)-lT - T(I-A)-l},} ... (56) 
o 
. .... h b . d 13 Slnce aggregatlon blas vanlshes ln tease perlo . 
13. {(I-A)-lT - T(I-A)-l}{cpFD+F F'}{(I-A)-lT - T(I-A)-l}, 
000 
= cp{ (I-A)-lT T(I_A)-l}FD{ (I-A)-lT - T(I-A)-l}, + 
o 
{{(I-A)-lT - T(I-A)-l}p }{{(I-A)-lT - T(I-A)-l}F }I 
o 0 
= cp{(I-A)-lT T(I_A)-l}pD{ (I-A)-lT - T(I~A)-l}, 
o 
since in Section 2.3 it was proved that: 
{(I-~)-lT - T(I-A)-l}F = 0 
o 
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Similarly, substituting equations (15) and (55) into 
equation (51) gives: 
/ .. "" {{(I-A)-lT - ~[,(I-A)-l}E(FF'){(I-A_)-lT - T(I~A)-l},} .. 
1 11 
= ~{{ (I-~)-lT - T(I-A)-l}FD{ (I-A)-lT - T(I-A)-l}I} .. 
o 11 
m TI J 2 
- <P L: L: (b. J - b .. ) F . 
J=l j 1 1J OJ 
... (57) 
where b
iJ 
is the J th element in row i of the matrix (I-A)-l, 
b . hId' h .th .. l5 tee ement correspon 1ng to t e J 
1J 
industry 
of sector J in row i of the matrix (1-A)-l . 
To avoid as much computation as . bl 14 . I POSS1 e, F1S1er 
proposed the use of two approximate criteria for both A. and 
1 
A. The first approximation is derived by replacing the 
interdependence coefficients of the aggregated model with 
weighted averages of the partially aggregated interdependence 
coefficients of the original model. The weights are base period 
final demands of industries within sectors, expressed as 
proportions of the total base period final demand for the 
- -1 
sector. Hence, the matrix (I-A) in equation (56) is replaced 
by: 
(1-A)-l ~ T(1--A)-lFDT' (TFDT' )-1 ... (58) 
o 0 
and equivalently, the coefficients b
iJ 
in equatioR (57) are 
replaced by: 
1f J 
L: F .b .. 
b
iJ 
j OJ 1J b iJ 
;:: = ••• (59) 
TI
J L: F oj j 
14. The need to avoid computation was, of course, far more 
important at the time that Fisher was writing than it is today. 
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substituting equation (58) into equation (56) gives: 
A ~ A' :=: <jJtr{ {T (I-·A) --lFD} {I -. T' (TFDrr') -lrrFD} {,r (I-A) -I} I} 0.' (60) 
000
and substituting equation (59) into equation (57) gives: 
A. 7' 
1 
A! - ¢ 
1 
2 b .. ) F . 
1J OJ 
both of which avoid the calculation of A and (I_~)-l. 
· •• (61) 
-1 
In Fisher's second approximation, the matrices (I-A) 
and (I_~)-l are replaced by15 (I+A) and (I+~), the technical 
coefficients of the aggregated model are approximated by 
unweighted averages of the partially aggregated technical 
coefficients of the original model, that is, 
~ =i: 'TA'I" (TT I ) -1 • •• (62) 
o 
and F is replaced by I, implying homoscedastic final demands. 
o 
Substituting these approximations into equation (56) gives: 
• •• (63) 
Analogously, for special purpose aggregation, b
iJ 
in equation 
(57) is replaced by: 
a .. 
1J 
where n J is the number of industries in sector J~ 
• •• (64) 
15. These approximations are justified by the expansion of 
the inverse matrices as power series: 
(I-A) -1 = I + A + A2 + 
(I-A) -1 - -2 = I + A + A + 
Hence, equation (57) is approximated by: 
A ... A!' 
l 1 
) 2 a.. F . 
1J oJ 
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... (65) 
Equations (63) and (65) avoid the calculation of (I-A)-l as 
well as A and (I_~)-l. 
Fisher [(1958b), p. 255] mentions a procedure, which 
he developed for finding the "optimal" aggregation scheme 
for special purpose aggregation. It involves partitioning the 
n numbers b .. in equation (61) or a .. in equation (65) into 
1J 1J 
ill groups such that the weighted sum of squared deviations 
from each group mean is as small as possible, the weights 
being base period final demands. A method of solving such a 
problem is discussed in another article by Fisher (1958a) and 
involves a recursive partitioning of the set of numbers into 
two groups until the desired number of groups is obtained. 
In the absence of a similar procedure for use with 
general purpose aggregation, Fisher performs a partitioning 
of the diagonal elements of the matrices (I-A)-l and A into 
. d t d' 1 f' 1 16 m groups 1n or er 0 erlve tIe 1na_ sectors. 
Neudecker [(1970), pp. 923-926] extended F~sher's 
methodology by treating the matrix ~ as a variable, rather than 
being fixed p for a given pattern of aggregation, equal to TAG o 
as in equation (30). He found that the expression for A, 
16. It was noted that the diagonal elements of these matrices 
were large compared to the off-diagonal elements. 
~- ---.~.~ 
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which minimizes the expected sum of squares of aggregation 
errors, ~, as given in equation (56), is equal to: 
~ = TA(I-A)-lFDT'{T(I-A)-lFDTi}-l 
o , 0 ... (66) 
The minimum expected sum of squares of aggregation errors for 
. 17 
a given aggregation operator, T, is equal to: 
~ = tr{'I'(I--A)-lFD{I-T ' (TFDT,)-lTFD}{T(I-A)-l},} (67) o 0 0 
Neudecker seems to suggest [(1970), p. 923] that a 
suitable aggregation scheme can be found by experimenting 
with various forms of the matrix, T, and chosing the one 
which minimizes ~ in equation (67). The matrix of aggregated 
technical coefficients is then calculated from equation (66). 
In practice, this is an impossible task, for the number of 
possible ways, in which n industries can be grouped into m 
sectors, is a Stirling number of the second kind, equal to: 
m 
1 L: 
m! k=O 
( 1) m~k C k n m k ... (68) 
For example, the number of possible ways of aggregating 25 
industries into five sectors is 2,436,684,974,110,751. 
Consequently, it is impossible to investigate more than a 
small subset of all possible aggregation patterns. No 
indication is given as to how one might decide which aggregations 
are potentially promising. Furthermore, the expreS'~ion, used 
by Neudecker for the matrix of aggregated technical coefficients, 
is difficult to interpret, compared to the conventional form 
17. Since equations (66) and (67) are a little tedious to 
derive, their derivation (which is not given by Neudecker) 
appears in the appendix at the end of this chapter. 
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given in equation (30). 
Finally, the methods of both Fisher and Neudecker 
depend upon assumptions concerni,ng the behaviour of final 
demands, which are difficult to test, and which can be 
questioned on a priori grounds. 
2.6.2 Cluster Analysis 
Cluster analysis encompasses a number of techniques 
which can be used to sort a set of data units, such as persons, 
objects etc. I in'to a number of mutually exclusive categories 
or "clusters". Each data unit is described by an observation 
on each of a number of variables and all variables are taken 
into acbount when data units are sorted into groups. Data units, 
which are allocated to the same cluster, have a high degree 
of similarity, measured over all variables, while data units, 
which are allocated to different clusters, are relatively 
dissimilar. 
Cluster analysis can also be used to sort the variables 
into groups. Each vaiiable is described by a set of observations 
over all data units, and variables which are allocated to the 
• same cluster have a high degree of similarity, compared to 
variables which are allocated to different clusters. 
Hence, the aim of cluster analysis is to sort entities 
(that is, data units or variables) into groups, such that there 
is a high degree of "natural association" between members of 
the same group, and a low degree of "natural association" 
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between members of different groups [Anderberg (1973), p. 3J. 
Whether the aim is to group data units or variables, a 
f . .] . J' • d fl' .... ," 18 measure o~ Slm1 .ar1cy 1S requ1re or eaCl pa1r or en~lt1es. 
When variables are being clu.stered, i:he most cornmon measure 
of similarity is the product moment correlation coefficient: 
m 
L: (x .. -x.) (xki-Xk ) 
r .) i=l J1 J J \: 11 /J -m _ 2 m _ 2 L: (x .. -x.) L: (x) .-xk ) i=l J 1 J i=l (l 
where is the .th observation the 
.th 
variable, x .. 1 on J J1 
is the .th observati.on of the kth variable, Xki 1 
is the of the .th variable, x. mean J J 
is the of the th variable, and xk mean k 
m is the number of data units. 
When data units are being clustered, similarity is measured 
by a distance function, such as the squared Euclidean 
dis·tance: 
d 'J 
n 2 
= L: (x .. -x. k ) J \: i=l 1J 1 
where is the .th observation the 
.th data unit, x .. 1 on J 
1J 
is the .th observation of the kth data,unit, and Xik 1 
n is ·the number of variables. 
18. For a full discussion of similarity measures, see 
Anderberg [(1973), chapters 4 and 5] and Duran and Odell 
[ (1974), chapter 1, pp. 3-18J. 
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Measures of similarity are used to construct a 
triangular similarity matrix, depicting the strength of 
association between each possible pair of entities. For 
example, if there are n entities a~d Sjk represents the 
.th th . similarity measure between the J and k entltYt then the 
similarity matrix consists of nC2 elements, arranged as 
follows~ 
s31 s32 
8 41 8 42 s43 
s n2 s n,n-l 
Beginning with n clusters, each containing one entity, 
the similarity matrix is searched to find the most similar 
pair of clusters, (say) p and q (p>q). If similarity is 
defined by a correlation measure, s is a maximum. If 
pq 
similarity is defined by a distance measure s is a minimum. , pq 
clusters p and q are merged to form a new cluster, which 
assumes the label q, the number of clusters is reduced by 1, 
and entries in the similarity matrix are updated to reflect 
the degree of similarity between the new cluster t ~, and all 
remaining clusters. Similarity measures involving cluster p 
are deleted from the similarity matrix. The search of the 
similarity matrix resumes and the next most similar pair of 
clusters is identified t merged, and the similarity matrix is 
updated again. The procedure continues until the required 
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number of clusters is obtained, or until all entities have 
been merged into a single group. 
Various clustering algorithms differ in terms of the 
way in which similarity is defined and the way in which the 
similarity matrix is updated. 
The groups formed during this process are nested, in 
the sense that once two entities are merged, they are joined 
together permanently and cannot be reallocated to different 
clusters at a later stage in the procedure. As a result, the 
number of possible groupings, which need to be examined at 
each stage (except the first), is considerably less than what 
would be required under a system of complete enumeration. On 
the other hand, cluster analysis does not guarantee an optimal 
grouping of entities past the first stage. 
2.6.3 Aggregation using Cluster Analysis 
Mukherjee [(1970), pp. 661-670] used a clustering 
algorithm to group the 36 industry input-output model of the 
Indian economy into nine sectors. The criterion used to 
combine industries is similarity of input coefficients, as 
measured by the distance function: 
d'k J 
36 
E I a, ,-a, k I 
i=l 1J 1 
... (69) 
where d
jk 
is a measure of the distance between industries j 
and k in 36 dimensional space spanned by the input 
coefficients. 
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The smaller the value of d jk , the more similar are the input 
structures of industries j and k. With 36 industries there are 
630 distance measures, which Mukherjee ranked in ascending 
order, and the ranks were arranged in the form of a similarity 
matrix, that is, 
s = rank (d
J
. k) jk 
Beginning with 36 sectors, each consisting of one 
industry, the two sectors, (say) p and q, with the smallest 
(70) 
rank are merged to form a new sector, which assumes the label 
q. Measures of similarity are updated, using the complete 
linkage method [see Anderberg (1973), pp. 138-139]: 
s + max{s ,s } 
qr pr qr 
s -<- 0 
pr 
where r is any sector other than p or q. 
(71 ) 
(72) 
with 35 sectors, one consisting of two industries, and 
the other 34 of one industry each, the next two most similar 
sectors are merged. Similarity measures between the new sector 
and all others are updated, using equations (71) and (72), and 
the process continues until the original 36 sectors have been 
grouped into the nine required. 
Mukherjee found that the procedure described above 
grouped certain industries which, on a priori grounds, appeared 
unrelated. He therefore imposed constraints to ensure that 
aggregation took place only within the three major groups of 
industries in the Indian interindustry table, namely, 
"agriculture and allied activities II , IImining and manufacturing ll 
and lIall other activities ll • This is achieved simply by setting 
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the initial similarity measures between industries in different 
groups, at artificially high levels. The nine sectors so 
produced were more acceptable on a priori grounds. 
Although there is no guarantee that Mukherjee's 
methodology will produce an aggregation pattern for the nine 
sectors which minimizes aggregation bias, the criterion used 
to group industries is theoretically sound. Furthermore, it is 
superior to the method of Neudecker in that it does not require 
the evaluation of numerous aggregation patterns, chosen in a 
subjective manner by the analyst. 
Kossov1s method [(1972), pp. 241-248] is similar to that 
of Mukherjee in that it systematically combines industries into 
sectors, using similarity of input coefficients as the 
criterion for aggregation. However, unlike Mukherjee's 
procedure, similarity of input structures is measured by the 
product moment correlation coefficient and the final number 
of sectors in the aggregated model is determined by the 
algorithm, itself. 
The procedure begins by normalising input coefficients 
such that: 
n 
L: a. = 0 
i=l lj 
j=1,2, ... ,n ••• (73) 
n ~2 
and L: a. == 1 
i==l lj 
j=1,2, ... ,n ••• (74) 
which eliminates the influence of value added. The coefficient 
of correlation between the input coefficients of industries j 
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and k 18 calculated as: 
n 
r == jk I: a, ,a'k i=l lJ 1 
••• ('15) 
where the symbol "~" denotes normalised input coefficienJcs . 
The larger t.he value of r 'J f -thE:! more acceptable is the 
J C 
aggregation of the two industries. 
Extending the correlation measure from two industries 
to a sector, TI, containing N industries, the average correlation 
between their input structures is: 
a = 28 N(N-I) (76) 
where S == I: Irk' I 
k>j J 
for all k,j in sector TI ... (77) 
The average correlation between the input structures of all 
industries in sector TI and those of all other industries is: 
n 
(3 == I: I: r, , 28 for all 1 in secJcor TI , ... (78) 
i j=l lJ 
N(n~N) i7~j . 
and the aggregation of these N industries into a single sector 
is considered acceptable if y = a/ S > 1. 
The algorithm used by Kossov can now be outlined as 
follows. Beginning with n sectors, each consisting of one 
industry, the correlation coefficient between the input 
structures of all pairs of industries is calculated, using 
equation (75), and N is set equal to two for each of the nC2 
potential two-indus-try sectors. The "within sector" correlation 
is calculClted, using equations (76) and (77), the "between 
sector" correlation is calculated, using equation (78), and 
their ratio, y, is determined for each potential two-industry 
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sector. The values of y form the elements of the similarity 
matrix. 
The two sectors with the largest value of yare merged, 
provided y>l, N is increased to N+l, for the newly formed 
sector and entries in the similarity matrix are updated, using 
equations (76) r (77) and (78). The procedure continues until 
no two sectors have a value of y which is greater than unity. 
Kossov's algorithm is an attractive one but it has one 
major disadvantage; the use of the correlation coefficient as 
a measure of similarity, even though input coefficients have 
been normalised, leads to the grouping of industries whose 
original input coefficients are either equal or proportional, 
in approximate terms. For example, if one industry has input 
coefficients {0.10, 0.20, 0.05, O.OS} and another industry has 
input coefficients {0.20, 0.40, 0.10, 0.10} then both 
industries display the same normalised input structure of 
{O.OOO, 0.816, -0.408, -0.408}. Theoretical results, on the 
other hand, suggest that industries should be aggregated if 
their input coefficients are equal, but not if their input 
coefficients are proportional. Hence, the application of a 
distance function to the original input coefficients, as used 
in the method suggested by Mukherjee, is a more suitable 
procedure for aggregating industries of an input-output model. 
Alternatively, the correlation coefficient may be used if 
input coefficients, including value added, are normalised. 
Blin and Cohen (1977) use two clustering algorithms to 
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aggregate the 1967 input-output model of the United States 
economy from 83 industries into one sector, in 82 successive 
stages. The criterion used to aggregate industries is 
technological similarity, as measured by: 
(a) either the correlation coefficient between normalised 
input coefficients, as given in equation (75) f that is, 
n 
sJ'k = L: a .. a.] 
i=l 1J 1 <-
••• (75) 
(b) or the squared Euclidean distance between input 
coefficients, including value added, that is, 
n-I-l 2 
sJ'J(" = L: Ca .. -a. J ) ••• (79) . i=l 1J 1 <-
where an+l,j and an+l,k are per unit value added for 
industries j and k, respectively. 
The first algorithm is a centroid method
19 
which was 
developed by Sokal and Michener (1958). The method merges, at 
eacJl stage, sectors with the most similar mean vectors (of 
input coefficients) or centroids. At the beginning of the 
procedure, each sector consists of only one industry so its 
centroid is its set of input coefficients and the initial 
similarity matrix is constructed using either equation (75) or 
equation (79). 
Following the merger of the two most similar sectors, 
the centroid of the new sector is calculated as a weighted 
average of the centroids of the merged sectors~ The correlation 
coefficients, or squared Euclidean distances, between the 
-_ .. _--_ .. __ ._---_. 
19. Centroid methods are discussed by Anderberg [(1973), 
pp. 140 -14 2] . 
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centroid of the new sector and all remaining sectors are 
calculated and the similarity matrix is updated. The next 
two most similar sectors are then merged and the process 
continues until a predetermined level of aggregation is 
reached, or until all sectors are merged into one. 
The second algorithm was developed by Ward (1963) and 
was implemented by Wishart (1969). It employs only squared 
Euclidean distances as measures of similarity. The objective 
is to find, at each stage, the two sectors whose merger results 
in the minimum increase in the total within sector sum of 
squared deviations of input coefficients from their means. 
That is, if we define: 
then 
a i1j as the input coefficient from industry 1 to the 
1th of n. industries in sector j, and 
J 
a .. = 
1J 
E. = 
J 
n. 
"J 
w a i1j / as the mean input coefficient from 1=1 n. 
J industry i to sector j, 
n+l n. _ 2 
~ ~J (a.
1
. - a .. ) 
i=l 1=1 1 J 1J 
is the within sector sum of 
squared deviations of input coefficients to sector 
j, from their means. 
Similarly, 
E]( = is the within sector sum of 
squared deviations of input coefficients to sector 
k, from their means. 
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The total within sector sum of squared deviations of input 
coefficients from their means is given by: 
m 
E L: E, 
j=l J 
where m is -the number of sectors. 
It can be shown [s~e Anderberg (1973), p. 143] that 
the increase in the total within sector sum of squared deviations 
of input coefficients from their means, resulting from the 
potential merger of sectors j and k is given by: 
~ E,} 
J <: 
n+l _ 2 
L: (a .. - a
1
'k) 
i=l 1J 
and so is proportional to the squared Euclidean distance 
between the centroids of the two sectors. 
••• (80) 
Again, at the beginning of the procedure, each sector 
contains one industry so the initial similarity measures are 
equal to half the squared Euclidean distance between the input 
coefficients of pairs of industries. 
Following the merger of the two most similar sectors, 
(say) p and q, to form a new sector, labelled q, the similarity 
matrix is updated. Updates may be calculated using equation (80) 
but a more convenient method is available [see Anderberg (1973), 
p. 144]: 
s = ~E +-qr qr 
s -{- 0 
pr 
1 
n +n +n 
p q r 
{(n +n ) ~E + (n +n ) [l,E -n ~E } •. , (81) 
p r pr q r. qr r pq 
••• (82) 
where r is any sector other than p or q. 
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The two next most similar sectors are merged and the process 
continues until the desired level of aggregation is reached, 
or until all sectors have been merged into one. 
Blin and Cohen found that the pattern of aggregation 
produced by the two algorithms conformed with what was expected. 
They also found that discrimination between sectors was not as 
sharp when value added was excluded from the measure of 
technological similarity. However, their use of the correlation 
coefficient as a measure of similarity is subject to the 
criticism mentioned earlier, namely, that it will result in 
the grouping of industries whose input coefficients are 
proportional. 
2 . 7 SUl~uuary 
In this chapter the conditions under which aggregation 
bias, and first-order aggregation bias, vanish, have been 
discussed. The effect of aggregation on output and income 
multipliers has also been examined. In addition, existing 
methodologies for grouping industries into sectors have been 
reviewed. The methods of Fisher and Neudecker are less than 
satisfactory in that they incorporate assumptions ,about future 
final demands which are unlikely to be satisfied. Neudecker's 
method is not practicable in that it involves experimentation 
with various aggregation schemes, from which the best is 
chosen. Mukherjee, Kossov and Blin and Cohen all use cluster 
analysis to aggregate industries into sectors, on the basis 
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of similarity of input structures. In each of these methods, 
the grouping of industries is determined by the algorithm 
itself, and no knowledg-e of f or .assumptions about f final 
demands is required. The use of a distance function, such as 
the squared Euclidean distance, as a measure of similarity 
of input structures is more theoretically sound than the use 
of the correlation coefficient, as the latter may lead to 
aggregation of industries whose input coefficients are 
proportional, rather than equal. 
In the next chapter, these results will be used to 
develop an improved method of aggregation. 
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CHAPTER 2~ APPENDIX 
In this appendix the following are derived: 
(a) the matrix A which minimises the expected sum of squares of 
aggregation errors, and 
(b) 20 the minimum expected sum of squares of aggregation errors. 
We begin with equation (56) with ¢ omitted, that is 
~ = tr{{ (I_~)-lT - T(I-A)-l}FD{ (I_~)-lT - T(I-A)-l},} 
o 
UsinCL t~ (V{·W) = tr (V) 
A - tr{(I-~)-lTFDT'{ (I-A)-l},} 
o 
+ tr (vV) 
tr{ (I-A)-lTFD{ (I-A)-l}IT I } 
o 
• •• (56) 
tr{T(I-A)-lFDT'{ (I-A)-l},} + 
o 
tr{T (I-A) -lFD{ (I-A) -I} 'T' } ... (83) 
o 
Since tr (VW) = ·tr (W I V I) and FD is svmmetric the third o J. 
term i~t.he above expre:ssion can be written as 
· .. (84) 
Substitutj.ng equation (84) into equation (83) gives 
A = tr{(I-A)-1(TFDT 1 ){ (I-A)-l}l} 
o 
2tr{ (I_~)-lTFD{ (I-A)-l}'T'} 
. 0 
+ tr{T(I-A)-IFD{ (I-A)-l}'T ' } o 
Since d(tr(V» = tr(d(V» equation (85) becomes 
· .. (85) 
dA = tr{d{ (I-A)-l(TFDT I ){ (I_A)-l},} 2d{ (I_A)-lTFD{ (I-A)-l}'T'} 
o 0 
+ d{T(I-A)"-lFD{(I-A)-l}'lr'}} ... (86) 
o 
Since d(VW) = (dV)W -1- V(dW) equation (86) becomes 
dA - tr{{d(I-A)-l} (TFDT') {(I-A)-l}, + (I-~)-l(TF~~I){d{ (I_~)-l}l} 
o \ 
2{d(I-A)-1}TFD{(I-A)-1}IT I } ••• (87) 
o 
20. The theorems relating to traces and matrix calculus can be 
found in Malinvaud [(1970), pp. 196-200]. 
GG 
since tr(VW) = tr(W'V') and FO and (TFOT') are 
- 0-------0----
symmetric, equation (87) becomes 
d\ = tr{ (I_~)-l(TFOTi){d(I_~)-l}i + (I_~)-l(TFOTI){d(I_~)-I}1 
o 0 
- 2T(I-A)-IFDTI{d(I-~)-I},} 
o 
= 2tr{{(I-~)-I(TFDT') -- T(I--A)--lFDT'}{d(I-A)-I},} ... (88) 
o 0 
from equation (88)_we see that \ is minimised when 
(I-A)-l(TFDT') = T(I-A)-IFDT' 
o 0 
'rherefore, 
(I_~)-l _ T(I-A)-lFDT , (TFDT,)-I 
o 0 
••• (89) 
and (I-A) .- (TFDT'){T(I~l\)-lFD'r,}-1 o 0 
A = I - (TFDT'){T(I-A)-IFDT,}-I 
o 0 
-1 D D -1 D -1 - {T (I~A) -1." T'-TF cr'}{T (I-A) F T'} -
000 
-- T{I - (I--A)} (I __ A)-IFDT' {T(I_A)-lFD'r,}-l 
o 0 
= TA(I-A)-lFDT '{T(I-A)-IFDT,}-1 
o 0 
(90) 
Equation (90) gives the matrix A which minimises the expected 
sum of squares of aggregation errors. 
Substituti~g equation (8~) into equation (56) gives 
\ _ tr{{T(I-A)-lpDT , (TFDT,)-IT T(I_A):"'l}F
D{T(I_A)-lFDcr , (TF
D'I1 ,)-lT 
o 0 000 
-T(I-A)-l},} 
= tr{T(I-A)-lFD{T' (TFD'r,)-ITFD - I}{FDT' (TFDT,)-lT - I}'{T(I-A)--l},} 
00000 
= tr{T(I-A)-lFD{T' (TFDT,)-lTFDT , (TFDT,)-ITFD - T' (TFDT,)-lTFD o 0 000 0 0 
- T' (TFDT,)-ITFD -:- I}{T(I-A)-l},} 
o 0 
__ tr{T (I-A) -lFD{I - T' (TFDT') -.l'rFD}{'r (I-A) -I},} ... (91) 
000 
Equation (91) gives the minimum experted sum of squares of 
aggregation errors. 
': ,-
A ME'I'HODOLOGY FOR AGGELCATION 
This chapter begins, in Section 3.1, with a 
specification of thE capabilit.:Les f which are required of 
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a methodology for aggLegating industries of an input-output 
model into f3ectors. A cluster.ing algorithm, which mee·ts these 
requirements, is developed in Section 3.2. Finally, the 
implementation of the clustering algorithm, in a form which 
lends itself to compu.teri zai.:ion r is pre,senteci. in Secti.on 3 . .3. 
A methodology is required, which can group industries 
of an input-output model into sectors, so that aggregation 
bias in forecasts of gross output, produced by the aggregated 
model, is as small as possible. In Chapter 2 the theoreti.cal 
conditions, under which aggregation bias, and first-order 
aggregation bias, vanish, were reviewed. Broadly speaking, 
these conditions can be classified into two categories: those 
which relate to the technical coefficients, and those which 
relate to final demands. Since, in general, final demands 
are unknown at the time when the model needs to be condensed, 
the criterion for aggregation should be based upon theoretical 
conditions concerning tIle technical coefficients. On the other 
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hand, the aggregation procedure should be flexible enough to 
allow information concerning future final demands to be taken 
into account, should it be available. 
There are two conditions, pertaining to the technical 
coefficients, under which aggregation bias vanishes: 
(a) Industries may be combined to form a single sec)cor if, 
in order to produce one unit of outpu-t, they each require 
equal, aggregate amounts of input from industries in the 
same sector. In other words, aggregation bias vanishes if 
industries, which are grouped into the same sector, have 
equal, partially aggregated input coefficients. 
(b) Industries, with identical input coefficients, may be 
grouped into the same sector without introducing 
aggregation bias into forecasts of gross output. 
Equality of input coefficients was used as a criterion for 
aggregation in the procedures reviewed in Section 2.6.3. 
However, being a sufficient, but not a necessary, condition 
for consistent aggregation, equality of input coefficients is 
a more restrictive condition than equality of partially 
aggregated input coefficients, which is both necessary and 
sufficient. Therefore, equality of partially aggregated input 
coefficients is considered to be the better criterion for 
aggregation. 
3.1.2 Aggregation Constraints 
The methodology should allow various constraints to be 
imposed upon the pattern of aggregation, either to take account 
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of information concerning future final demands, or to allow 
for particular uses to which the intersectoral model is to be 
put. More specifically, it should be possible to ensure that: 
(a) Certain industries are aggregated into the same sector. 
For example, the analyst may wish to take advantage of 
the fact that b'lO industries, one of which consumest.he 
entire output of the other, can be aggregated, without 
producing biased forecasts of gross outputs. 
(b) Certain industries are not aggregated into the same 
sector, or, equivalently, aggregation takes place only 
within specific groups of industries. For example, in 
aggregating industries of an international input-output 
model, normally one would not wish to aggregate industries 
of different countries into the same sector. Also, if the 
objective is to determine the aggregate change in gross 
output of a set of industries, in response to changes in 
final demands, then these industries should not be 
aggregated with others, which are not included in the set. 
(c) Certain industries are not aggregated with any others 1n 
forming the intersectoral model. For example, if interest 
is focussed upon the effects of changes in final demands 
upon the outputs of a few, key industries, then the key 
industries should remain isolated in the aggregated 
model. This is, in fact, a special case of requirement (b) 
abov2, for each key industry may not be aggregated with 
any other industry. 
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(a) The aggregation of industries into sectors shouJ.d be 
performed by the algorithm itself; it should not be 
necessary for the analyst to experiment with various 
aggregation schemes, from which the best is chosen. 
(b) The methodology should be capable of aggregating large 
input-output models within reasonable time and cost 
constraints. 
In accordance with ·the result.s of t.heoreJcical research r 
industries are to be aggregated into the same sector if they 
have relatively similar partially aggregated input coefficients. 
Similarity will be measured by the within sector, sum of squared 
deviations of all partially aggregated input coefficients from 
their means. 
Let: 
h be the number of sectors into which industries have 
been aggregated, at a given stage of the clustering 
procedure. 
b J ' 'f h' th , d f t ' a, 'J n e tle lnpu~ -rom tel 1n ustry 0 sec or J, 
1J C'V 
which is required to produce one unit of output b~ 
1 J th , d f n t 1e <: J_n ustry o. sector N. 
n, be the number of industries in sector j. 
J 
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be th(~ number of industries in sect"O:L 51, 0 
h 
n = L n, == be the total number of industries in 
j::.:1 J 
the model. 
n, 
,,] a 
f.., "iJ'Jd 
i=l 
be the total input from all industries 
of sector j r which is reqll ired to produce one uni J :. 
th of output by the k industry of sector 51,. That is, 
a jk1 are the partially aggregated input coefficients. 
n
1 
a j 5!, = k~l ajk1/n1 be the mean of the partially aggregated 
inpu-t coefficient.s from sector j to sector 1. 
Also let: 
E~ be the sum of squared deviations of the partially 
aggregated input coefficients of sector 51, about 
their means (or -the "error sum of squares" for 
sector 1) in the h sector model. Therefore, 
Eh 
h n5l, - 2 = L L: (a -' ) 1 a j 51,) 5!, j=l k=l J <: 
h n 1 2 h -2 
= L: L: a j Jc5!, - n5!, L: a j1 · j=l k=l j=l 
Eh 
h 
Eh 
h h n 2 h h -2 -- L = 2: L L: ~. a jk 5!, - L: n5!, 2: a j 5l, • •• (92) pq Q.=l 51, 51,=1 j=l k=l 51,=1 j=l 
be the total sum of squared deviations of the 
partially aggregated input coefficients from their 
means for all h sectors, which would result from 
the merger of sectors p and q, in the h+l sector 
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model, to form an 11 sector model. Eh is referred 
pq 
to as the !I-to-Utl error sum of squares" p [md the 
smaller its value, the more similar are the 
partially aggregated input coefficients within 
each of the h sectors. 
o { h } --- nun E 
pq ••• (93) 
be the total error sum of squares, resulting from 
the merg-er of sectors rand s in the h+l sector 
model, to form the actual h sector model. 
Initially, there are n sectors, each consisting of one 
indus-i:ry, so the input coefficien-ts, ao oJ n (i==l; j=l,2" .. (n; 
1] (Iv 
k=l; £=1,2, ... ,n), the partially aggregated input coefficients, 
a
jk
£ (j=1,2, ... ,n; k=l; £=1,2, .. o,n) and the means of the 
partially aggregated input coefficients, a
j
£ (j=1,2, ... ,n; 
n 
£=1,2'0" ,n) are all equal. Consequently, E£ (£=1,2, ... ,n) are 
all equal to zero and the total error sums of squares, En pq' 
are also equal to zero. 
The aggregation of sectors p and q (p>q) to form a new 
sector, labelled t(=q), would lead to an increased total error 
sum of squares: 
n-l n-l 
E = l: pq Q,=l 
n-l 
- l: 
j=l 
where 
n-l 
l: 
j==l 
11t 
L 
k==l 
llQ, 
l: 
k=l 
2 
a
jkt 
-:- n 
q 
2 n-l n-l -2 
a jk£ l: 11Q, l: ajQ, 
£=1 j=l 
n-l -2 - n
t 
l: a j -t ... (94) j=l 
Equati on (94) is used too construct the initial similarity 
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matrix. For example, consider the matrix of technical 
coefficients, given in Table 3.2.1 below. 
Table 3.2.1 
Matrix of Hypothetical Technical Coefficients 
Sector 1 Sector 2 Sector 3 Sector 4 Sector 5 Sector 
(Il) (I2) (I3) (I4 ) (IS) (I6 ) 
Sector 1 (Il) 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.05 
Sector 2 (I2 ) 0.40 0.10' 0.30 0.20 0.25 0.20 
Sector 3 (I3) 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.05 0.30 
Sector 4 (I4 ) 0.10 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.00 0.00 
Sector 5 (IS) 0.00 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.25 
Sector 6 (I6 ) 0.10 0.20 0.10 0.20 0.20 0.10 
Note that in Table 3.2.1, and the tables which follow, the 
symbol "In" is used to denote the nth industry in the 
original model. For example, I3 is the third industry in 
the original model. 
The aggregation of sectors 1 and 2 to form a new 
6 
sector, labelled 1, would result in the partially aggregated 
input coefficients, and the means of partially aggregated 
input coefficients, displayed in brackets in Table 3.2.2 
below. Note that in those sectors, where the partially 
aggregated input coefficients and the means of partially 
aggregated input coefficients are equal, the latter are not 
presented. 
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Table 3.2.2 
Partially Aggregated Input Coefficients Resulting 
from the Potential Merger of Sectors 1 and 2 
-
Sector 1 I 3 Sector 4 Sector 5 Sector 6 I Sector 
(Il) (12) (Mean) I (I3) (14) (IS) (16) 
(Il) 0.10 0.05 
I 
0.10 0.10 O.to 0.05 I 
Sector 1 I 
(12 ) 0.40 0.10~-- I 0.30 0.20 0.25 0.20 
I -
(0.50) (0.15) (0.325) I (0.40) (0.30) (0.35) (0.25) 
-------- -
______________ J _____________________ 
Sector 3 (I3) (0.20) (0.20) (0.200) 
I 
(0.20) (0.00) (0.05) (0.30) I 
I 
Sector 4 (14 ) (0.10) (0.05) (0.075) I (0.05) (0.10) (0.00) (0.00) 
I 
Sector 5 (IS) (0.00) (0.10) (0.050) I (0.05) (0.10) (0.20) (0.25) 
I 
I 
Sector 6 (16) (0.10) (0.20) (0.150) I (0.10) (0.20) (0.20) (0.10) 
The total error sum of squares, resulting from the potential 
merger of sectors 1 and 2, is computed as: 
5 (0.50
2 + 0.15 2 + 0.20 2 + 0.20 2 + 0.10 2 + E21 = 
0.05
2 + 0.00 2 + 0.10 2 + 0.10 2 + 0.20 2 ) -
2(0.325
2 + 0.200 2 + 0.075 2 + 0.050 2 + 0.150 2 ) 
= 0.0725 
The total error sum of squares, resulting from the potential 
merger of each other pair of sectors, is calculated in the 
same way and these measures are arranged to form a similarity 
matrix, as in Table 3.2.3,. 
Table 3.2.3 
Similarity Matrix 
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The merger of sectors 4 and 5, in Table 3.2.1, produces the 
smallest total error sum of squares, so these two sectors are 
aggregated to form a new sector, labelled 4. The resulting 
five sector model is depicted in Table 3.2.4 and the total 
5 
error sum of squares for the five sector model is E54=O.0025. 
Table 3.2.4 
Technical Coefficients of the Five Sector Model 
Sector 1 Sector 2 Sector 3 
, 
Sector 4 
, 
Sector 6 
(II) (12) (I3) 
, 
(14 ) (IS) , (16) 
Sector 1 (Il) 0.10 0.05 0.10 ' 0.10 0.10' 0.05 , , 
Sector 2 (12 ) 0.40 0.10 0.30 , 0.20 0.25, 0.20 , , 
Sector 3 (I3 ) 0.20 0.20 0.20 , 0.00 0.05, 0.30 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(14) 0.10 0.05 0.05 ' 0.10 0.00' 0.00 
Sector 4 , , 
(IS) 0.00 0.10 0.05 , 0.10 0.20, 0.25 
I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -, - - - - - - r - - - - -
Sector 6 (16) 0.10 0.20 0.10 , 0.20 0.20, 0.10 
Having aggregated sectors 4 and 5 to form a new 
sector 4, the elements of the similarity matrix, given in 
Table 3.2.3, must be updated. This is performed by 
considering the potential aggregation of pairs of sectors, 
which appear in the five sector model, given in Table 3.2.4, 
and calculating the total error sum of squares for each, 
using equation (92). 
:. ,', 
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The aggregation of sectors 1 and 2 into a new sector, 
labelled 1, would result in partially aggregated input 
coefficients, and means of partially aggregated input 
coefficients, as displayed in brackets in Table 3.2.5 
below. 
Table 3.2.5 
Partially Aggregated Input Coefficients Resulting 
from the Potential Merger of Sectors 1 and 2 
Sector 1 ISector 3 I Sector 4 ISector 
(Il) (I2) (Mean) I (13) I (I4) (I5 ) (Mean) I (I6) 
(Il) 0.10 0.05 I 0.10 I 0.10 0.10 I 0.05 
Sector 1 I I I 
(I2) 0.40 0.10 I 0.30 I 0.20 0.25 I 0.20 
(0.50) (0.15 ) (0.325) I (0.40) 1(0.30) (0.35) (0.325) I (0.25) 
r- - - - - - - I I I - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Sector 3 (I3) (0.20) (0.20) (0.200) I (0.20) 1(0.00 ) (0.05) (0.025) I (0.30) 
f- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - -l - - - - - - - - - - + - - -
(I4) 0.10 0.05 I 0.05 I 0.10 0.00 I 0.00 
Sector 4 I I I 
(IS) 0.00 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.25 I I I 
(0.10) (0.15) (0.125) I (0.10) 1(0.20) (0.20) (0.200) I (0.25) 
f- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - -l - - - - - - - - - - + - - --Sector 6 (I6) (0.10) (0.20) (0.150) I (0.10) .(0.20) (0.20) (0.200) I (0.10) 
6 
-
-
-
The total error sum of squares, resulting from the potential 
, 
aggregation of sectors 1 and 2, is computed as: 
4 
(0.50
2 
0.15
2 
0.20
2 
0.20
2 
E2l = + + + + 
0.10
2 + 0.15 2 + 0.10 2 + 0.20 2 ) -
2(0.325
2 + 0.200 2 + 0.125 2 + 0.150 2 ) + 
(0.30
2 + 0.35 2 + 0.00 2 + 0.05 2 + 
0.20
2 + 0.20 2 + 0.20 2 + 0.20 2 ) -
2(0.325 2 + 0.025 2 + 0.200 2 + 0.200 2) 
= 0.0700 
4 4 4 4 and 4 calculated in similar way. E3l
, E
32
, E
61
, E62 E63 are a 
!~.- ,: = 
,<,-.- .• - ---'.+-.--
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The aggregation of sector 1 with sector 4, to form a new 
sector, labelled 1, would result in partially aggregated 
input coefficients, and means of partially aggregated input 
coefficients, as displayed in brackets in Table 3.2.6 below 
Table 3.2.6 
Partially Aggregated Input Coefficients Resulting 
from the Potential Merger of Sectors 1 and 4 
Sector 1 
1 
Sector 2
1
Sector 3
1
Sector 6 
(Il) (I4 ) (IS) (Mean) 1 (I2) 1 (I3) 1 (I6) 
(Il) 0.10 0.10 0.10 1 0.05 1 0.10 1 0.05 
1 1 1 
Sector 1 (I4) 0.10 0.10 0.00 1 0.05 1 0.05 1 0.00 
1 1 1 
(IS) 0.00 0.10 0.20 1 0.10 1 0.05 1 0.25 
(0.20) (0.30) (0.30) (0.80/3 ) 
1 
(0.20) 
1 
(0.20) 1 (0.30) 
1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;- - - - - - - - - j" - - - -
Sector 2 (I2) (0.40) (0.20) (0.25) (0.85/3 ) 
(0.10) 
1 
(0.30) (0.20) 
1 1 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - -
Sector 3 (I3) (0.20) (0.00 ) (0.05) (0.25/3 ) 
(0.20) (0.20) (0.30) 
1 1 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r - - - -1- - - - ,. - - - -
Sector 6 (I6) (0.10) (0.20) (0.20) (0.50/3) 1 (0.20) 1 (0.10) 1 (0.10) 
The total error sum of squares, resulting from the potential 
aggregation of sectors 1 and 4, is computed as: 
4 
(0.20
2 
0.30
2 
0.30
2 
0.40
2 
E41 = + + + + 
0.20
2 + 0.25 2 + o . 2 0 2~ + 0.00 2 + 
0.05
2 
0.10
2 2 
0.20
2
) + + 0.20 + - "---.-'-
= 0.0567 
4 4 4 E42 , E43 and E64 are calculated in a similar manner. 
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Finally, all elements involving sector 5 are deleted from 
the similarity matrix. Its final form is given in Table 3.2.7. 
Table 3.2.7 
---.------~----.-----
4 
E
21
=0.0700 
Ejl=0.0075" 
LA -0 or:: 6'1 
Jj 41- . -) 
Ei2==0.0325 
E: 2==0.0450 
----------~--
The merger of sectors 1 and 3 produces the smallest total 
error surn of squares, so these tV,70 sectors are aggregated to 
form a new sector, labelled 1. The resulting four sector 
model is given in Table 3.2.8 and the total error sum of 
4 
squares for the four sector model is E31= 0.0075. 
Table 3.2.8 
Technical Coefficients of the Four Sector Model 
,-------------
Sector 1 I Sector 2 I Sector 4 I Sector 6 
(II) (13) I (12) I (I4) (IS) I (16) 
--I +- ------j---_._---
(II) 0.10 0.10 I 0.05 I 0.10 0.10 1 0.05 
Sector 1 I 
(13) 0.20 0.20 I 0.20 I 0.00 0. 05 1 0.30 
- ~ - - - - - - - - - ~ - -I - - - - -I - - - ~ - T - -- - - -
Sector 2 (12) 0.40 0.30 0.10 0.20 0.25 0.20 
I I I - - - - .- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -. - - _. - -
(14) 0.10 0.05 I 0.05 I 0.10 0 .. 00 I 0.00 
Sector 4 I 
(IS) 0.00 0.05 I 0.10 I 0.10 0.201 0.25 
-s:c~o~ ~ (I~) L;.io- ~.;:o-: - ;.;0- -I - - .- "' - T - - - - -0,20 0.20 1 0.10 ._-.-_._-- ---.,...,.----~---~--~---~-
'ThE:' [oimilariL:.y mEt·trix lS updated again by considering 
the potential aggregation of pairs of sectors, wllich appear 
in the four sector model given in Table 3.2.8, and calculating 
the total error sum of squares for each, using equation (92). 
The result is given in Table 3.2.9. 
3 
E
21
=0.0783 
E3 =0.0388 E
4
3
2
=0.0383 
41 
Table 3.2.9 
--_. -~~------------
The merger of sectors 2 and 6 produces the smallest total 
error sum of squares, so these two sectors are aggregated to 
form a new sector f labelled 2. 'The resulting t11ree sector 
model is given in Table 3.2.10 and the total error sum of 
squares for the three sector model is E~2=0.0175. 
Table 3.2.10 
Technical Coefficients of the Three Sector Model 
-- ]]sector 1 
(II) (13) 
"' -~-----c 
(II) 0.10 0.10 10.05 0.0510.10 0.10 
1 Sector 2 Sector 4 
1 (12) (16) 1 (14) (IS) 
Sector 1 1 
(13) 0.20 0.20 10.20 0.30 0.00 0.05 
- - - - - -
(12) 0.40 0.30 1 0 .10 0.20 1 0.20 0.25 
Sector 2 
(16) 0.10 0.10 1 0.20 0.10 1 0.20 0.20 
- - ... - - - - - - - - --I - - - - -- I - - - - - -
(14) 
Sector 4 
0.10 0.05 1 0.05 0.00 1 0,10 0.00 
(IS) 0.00 0.05 1 0.10 0.25 1 0.10 0.20 
. ____ .1. ______________ 
eo 
The similarity matrix is revised again by consideTing 
the potential merger of all possible pairs of sectors, which 
appear in the three sector model given in 'l'able 3.2.10. The 
result is given in Table 3.2.11. 
E2 '-0 0 r:: 2 5 21--' J •. 
Table 3.2.11 
Sectors 1 and 4 are aggregated and the resulting two sector 
model, given in Table 3.2.12, has a total error sum of squares, 
E~1=0.0338. 
'l'able 3.2.l~ 
Technical Coefficients of the Two Sector Model 
Sec·tor 1 
(II) (13) (14) (IS) 
-----------I-----------.---~--.~-------
Sector 1 
(II) 0.10 
(13) 0.20 
(14) 0.10 
(IS) 0.00 
- - - - ~ - - - -
Sector 2 
(12) 
(I 6) 
0.40 
0.10 
- -
------. -
0.10 0.10 0.10 
0.20 0.00 0.05 
0.05 0.10 0.00 
0.05 0.10 0.20 
- - - - - ~ - - - -
0.30 0.20 0.25 
0.10 0.20 0.20 
Sector g 
(12) (I6) 
0.05 0.05 
0.20 0.30 
0.05 0.00 
0.10 0.25 
I - - - - - - - - -
0.10 0.20 
0.20 0.10 
~ "- --.. --<-~~ ... ,-. 
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The final step of the clustering procedure groups the 
two remaining sectors into a single sector, with a total error 
sum of squares equal to 0.04. 
As with al1clustefing algorithms, the procedure 
described above ~oes not guarantee an optimal pattern of 
aggregation, except at the first stage. However, by 
significantly reducing the number of aggregation patterns 
which need to be considered, from the number which would be 
required with a complete enumeration, it is possible to 
produce reasonable solutions to large-scale input-output 
models. For example, in aggregating six industries into three 
sectors, 31 aggregation patterns need to be considered, 
compared with 90 which would need to be investigated to 
obtain the optimal solution using a complete enumeration. 
Generally, in aggregating n industries into m sectors, the 
number of patterns investigated by the clustering algorithm is 
while the number investigated by complete enumeration is 
It is possible to ensure that certain industries are 
aggregatpd into the same sector by flagging their similarity 
measures for immediate aggregation. For example, to ensure 
that industries 1, 2 and 3 are aggregated into the same 
sector r t:he similarity matrix would be set up as shown in 
'rable 3.2.13. 
* 
-I, 
------~-.. 
n-l 
E2l 
En - 1 
31 
En-I 
41 
n-l 
ECI ,) 
En-I 
61 
* n-l 
E32 
n-l 
E42 
n-l 
E52 
Fn - l 
~6 2 
n-l 
E 2 n 
n-l 
E43 
En-I 
53 
n-l 
E63 
n·-l 
E n3 
Table 3.?. 13 
n-l 
E54 
n-l 
E64 
n-l 
E L1 n. 
11-1 
E65 
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Prior to the commencement of the clustering algorithm itself, 
industries 1 and 2 are aggregated, the similarity matrix is 
updated, then sector 1 (containing industries 1 and 2) is 
aggregated with industry 3. The similarity matrix is updated 
again and the clustering algorithm takes over. 
It is also possible to ensure that certain industries 
are not aggregated into the same sector, by fetting elements 
of the initial similarity matrix to artificially high values. 
For example, to ensure that industries 3, 4 and 5 are not 
aggregated with each other, the initial similarity matrix 
would be set up as in Table 3.2.14. 
En - l 
21 
n~"l 
E31 
n-1 
E32 
n-1 
E4l 
n-l 
E42 
n-1 En-I 
ESl 52 
En - l n-l 
61 E62 
<Xl 
<Xl 
n-l 
E63 
'l'able 3, 2.14 
<Xl 
n--l 
E64 
n-1 
E6S 
n-l 
E n5 
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The updating process bypasses those elements, which have been 
set to artificially high levels. 
Alternatively, it is possible to ensure that aggregation 
takes place only within specified groups of industries, by 
setting the appropriate elements of the initial similarity 
matrix to artificially large values. For example, aggregation 
is restricted to within industries Ij 2 and 3 and to within 
industries 4, 5 and 6, of a six industry table, if the initial 
similarity matrix is set up as in Table 3.2.15. Elements, 
which have been set to aitificially large values, are bypassed 
during the updating of the similarity matrix. 
Table 3,2.15 
En - 1 n~1 
31 E32 
00 00 00 
n-1 
co 00 00 E54 
n-l n-l 
00 00 00 E64 E65 
-------.--.----~--~-
Finally, it is possible to ensure that certain key 
industries are left unaggregated in the intersectora1 model r 
by setting the initial similarity measures between each key 
industry and all others at artificially large values. Thus, 
industries 1 and 3 are guaranteed to remain isolated if the 
initial similarity matrix is constructed as in Table 3.2.16. 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
n-1 
E42 
n-1 
ES2 
n-l 
E62 
n--l 
E n2 
00 
00 
00 
00 
Table 3.2.16 
n--1 
ES4 
n-1 
E64 
n-l 
E65 
n--1 
E n~j 
n-1 
E n,n-1 
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Again the updating process bypasses those elements, which 
have been set to artificially large values. 
The successful implementation of the clustering 
algorithm, described in Section 3.2, requires a more efficient 
method of setting up the initial similarity matrix, and of 
updating its elements at each stage of the clustering 
procedure. 
Initially, each sector consists of one industry, so 
the technical coefficients are given by al'lt (j=I,2, ... ,n; 
J 
t=1,2, ... ,n). For simplicity, the first and third subscripts 
will be dropped temporarily, and the technical coefficients 
will be written as a jt " 
The total error sum of squares, resulting from the 
potential aggregation of industries p and q (p>q), is given 
by equation (94), which can be simplified to: 
( ) 
2 
a +a + 
+ 
pp qp 
n 2 
L: a, 
j=l JP 
jiPrq 
+ 
(a +a ) 
pq qq 
11 2 
L: a. 
j=l Jq 
jip,q 
2 2 
2(a +a +a +a ) l pp qp pq qq 
n 2 
2 L: (a, +a, ) 
l j=l JP Jq 
jip,q 
n 
>= a ~ 
j=l JP 
+ 
n 2 
L a. 
~j==l ]q 
r: 2 - 1 L (a. +a. ) 
;r j==l JP Jq 
+ 
n 2 
== La. + 
n 2 
L a. 
j=l Jq 
= 
J [J j=l 
n 
La. a. -}-
j=l JP Jq 
n 
\' 2 
L, a. 
j=l JP /2 
-I-
n 2 
L a. 
j==l Jq/2 
2 (a a +- a a ) 
PP qp pq qq 
(a +a ) (a. +a ) 
PP pq qp qq 
1: 2 
L a.. 
j==l Jp/2 
n 
L a. a. 
j=l JP ]q 
-I-
BG 
(a -a ) (a -a ) 
PP pq qp qq 
••• (95) 
Equation (95) does not require that the partially aggregated 
input coefficients, or the means of the partially aggregated 
input coefficients, be calculated. Similarity measures, for 
each pair of industries, can be calculated simply and quickly 
using equation (95). compared with the general procedure, 
described in Section 3.2. The general procedure required the 
construction of nC2 matrices of partially aggregated input 
coefficients and their means, prior to the application of 
equation (94). 
3.3.2 Updating the Similarity Matrix 
Given a similarity matrix showing the total error 
sums of squares, Eh r of all potential h sector ~odels 
pq 
(h=n-l,n-2, ... ,2), and given that sectors rand s (r>s) are 
merged to form a new sector, labelled z(=s) in the actual h 
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sector wodel r t.he obj ecti ve is ·to find the simplest. method 
of updating the elements of the similarity matrix, so that 
they represent the total error sums of squares, E~;l, of all 
potential h-1 sector models. 
Firstly, an updating equation is developed to find 
h-l E where piz,r and qizrr. Ideally, it would be desirable pq 
f ' d l' l' b h -1 d h th 1 t t b' to :In. a re.atlonsl1p etween E an E e a' '~er elng . pq pq' 
the element in the current similarity matrix, which needs to 
be updated. 
Suppose the potential aggregation of sectors p and q 
(p>q) results in a new sector, labelled t(=q). Hence r the 
1 
h e ement E , pq' ln the current similarity matrix is given by: 
= 
h h n 1 2 h h_2 ~ ~ ~ a
J
'k1 - ~ n 1 ~ a J'1 £=1 j=l k=l £=1 j=l 
... (96) 
where 1=l,2, ... ,t, ... ,s, ... f~, ••• ,h and 
j = I, 2 , . . . , t, . . . ,:s f • • • , r, . . . , h . 
In equation (96), sectors rand s remain separate. In 
h-1 the updated element, E , sectors rand s are aggregated to 
pq 
form sector z, hence: 
h-l h--l h--1 nQ, 2 h-1 h--1 ~2 
E = ~ ~ ~ . a jk1 ~ n 1 ~ a'1 pq £=1 j=l k=l 1=1 j=l J 
.•• (97) 
where 1=1,2, ... ,t, ... ,2, ... ,h-1 and 
j=1,2, ... , t, ... , Z f ••• , h-1 
t.". 
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In ordpr to simplify equation (97) f we will make use 
of the following relationships: 
a zk9, 
a z1 
-2 
a z9-
Also 
== 
== 
a + a rld sk Q, 
~1a2 n 2 2 n 1 
w + 2: J a ' + 2 2: a a 
k=l rk1 k=l sk1 k=l rk1 sk1 
a rl + a s1 
-2 -2 .-
a + a + 2a a r1 89- r1 s1 
= 
n 2 11S 2 
2: r a- + 2: a 
k==l 9-kr k=l lks 
n a z 9,z ·-11a o -(-nan r x..r S x..S 
-2 
a 1z 
Also 
2 = n r 
-2' 
n z 
-2 
a + 1r 
2 -2 
n a o + s x..S 
-2" 
11 
z 
n n 
= rr(a k + a ) + 2: s (a + a ) 
k=l r r skr k=l rks sks 
n 
2 
n 
2 n 2 n z 
2: r a 1:' 2 rra r a = + r a + a + 
k=l zkz k=l rkr k=l skr k=l rkr 
skr 
n 
2 n 2 n rSa s 2 s rks 
-I- 2: a sks 
-I- r a 
rks 
a 
sks k=l k=l k=l 
n a = I1 r (21rr + asr ) + 11 (a + ass) z zz s rs 
• •• (98) 
• •• (99) 
(1r!z) ••• (100) 
(1~z) • •• (101) 
(1;1-z) .•. (102) 
( 9-;1- z ) ••. (103) 
••• (104) 
(1t-z) .•. (105) 
.•• (106) 
• •• (107) 
••• (108) 
89 
-- 2 a zz 
2 ·-2 
n (a 
r rr 
~2 
+ a 
S1:' 
-{- 2a a ) 
rr sr 
2 · .. 2 
-I- n (a 
s rs 
.t ~2 a 
ss 
-I- 2a a ) 
rs S8 
-2 
n 
z 
-I- 2n n (; 
r s rr ·_-Z-
n 
z 
where n = n + n z r s 
- -+ a ) (a ·5r rs 
2 
n z 
substituting equations (99), (l01), (103), (105), (107), 
(109) and (110) into equation (97) gives: 
h h 112 2 h h -2 h n£ 
.•. (109) 
... (110) 
= L: L: L: 
2=1 j::=l k=l 
a -
jld L: n£ L: a . .Q, + 2 L: L: £=1 j=l J 2=1 k=l 
a a 
rk2 sldv 
h 
- 2 L: n a a + 2n a a + 2n a a -I-
£=1 2 r.Q, s2 r rr sr s r8 ss 
h 
-2 
a. 2 2n a a 2 2n a a 
n 11 
r s 
n +11 r s 
+ n n r s L: j=l JS r rr sr s rs ss ---n +n 
r s 
h 
---n +n r s n +n r S 
- 2n n r s 
L: 
j=l 
a. a. + 2n n (a a + a a ) 
Jr JS r s rr rs sr ss 
11 +n 
r s n +n r s 
- 2n n (a + a ) (a + a ) 
r s rr sr rs ss 
n +n r s 
where £=1,2, ... ,t, ... ,s, ... ,r, ... ,h and 
j=1,2, ... ,t, ... ,s, ... ,r, ... ,h. 
h 
L: 
j=l 
-2 a. 
)r 
•.. (111) 
Comparing equation (Ill) with equation (96) f it is 
evident that the first two terms of equation (Ill) equal E~q. 
The remaining terms of equation (Ill) can be simplified 
to give~ 
h-1 h 
E .- E + 2 pq pq 
h nQ, 
l~ L: 
Q,==:l k=l 
a a -rkQ, skQ, 
11 
2 l: n () a () a c. () + 
>1,=1 lv rlv ._.N 
90 
n n 
r s 
h _ 2 
L: (a. - a.) + 2n n (a - a ) (a - a ) 
j=1 Jr JS _]~~_ rr 'rs sr 5S 
n +n 
r s n +n r s 
where Q,=lr2, ... It •... ,s, ... ,r, ... ,h and 
j=l,2, ... ,t, ... ,s, ... ,r, ... ,h. 
h-1 
Equation (112) expresses the new element, Epq , 
... (112) 
in the 
similari ty matrix as' a func'cion of i t.S previous value, Eh . 
pq 
However, equation (112) is not the simplest upda-ting equation. 
The searcll for the latter continues by considering the 
smallest clement, in the current similarity matrix. 
h 
The element, E , is the total error sum of squares 
rs 
resulting from the actual aggregation of sectors r and Sf to 
form a new sector, labelled z, in the actual h sector model. 
Its value is given by: 
Eh 
h h nQ, 2 
h h ~2 
= L: L: L: ajkQ, - L: n L: a. Q rs Q,=l j=l k:=:l ,(!,=l Q. j=l J 0 
... (113) 
where Q,= 1 r 2 , .•. ,q I ••• If p, ... , z , ... , hand 
j=lr2, ... ,q, ... ,p, ... ,Z, .•. ,h. 
In equation (113) sectors p and q remain separate. In the 
h--1 
updated element, E , sectors p and q are aggregated into pq 
. h-1 sector t (see equatlon (97)). However, E can be expressed 
pq 
as a function of E~s by sub~~ti tuting the following 
'-,~ .. 
relationr;hips into equation (97): 
a = a + a tk£ pk£ qk£ 
at 9., = a -I- a p9v q9. 
-2 -2 -2 -
-I- + 2a C"it,Q, = a a a p,Q, q,Q, pR. q,Q, 
Also 
~ 
= n an + n an 
p iVP q iVq 
Also 
n
t r a tkt k=l 
n n 
= rP(a +a ) + rq(a +a ) 
k=l pkp qkp k=l pkq qkq 
n n n ~Pa2 + ~Pa2 2 ~P '-' 1 '-' k + ,-,aka k + k=l ptp k=l q P k=l P .p q P 
n ~q 2 
'-' a k 
k=l q q 
n 
+ 2 rqa a 
k=l pkq qkq 
n (~ + ~ ) + n (~ + ~ ) p pp qp q pq . qq 
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••• (114) 
(9.,~t) .•• (115) 
(9.,~t) .,.(116) 
.•. (117) 
00.(118) 
• • 0 (119) 
••• (120) 
• 0 • (121) 
••• (122) 
0.0(123) 
0.0(124) 
2 -2 
= n (a 
p pp 
+ ~2 + 2a a ) + 
qp pp qp 
-I- ~2 + 2a a ) 
qq pq qq 
"2 
n t 
-I- 2n n (a -I- a ) (a + ~ ) 
~~ pp qp pq qq 
2 
• .0 (125) 
n
t 
92 
where n "" n -I- n t p q ••• (126) 
substituting equations (115) r (117) f (119), (121), (123) f 
(125) and (126) into equation (97) gives: 
h-1 
E 
pq 
~ 11 ~9, 2 h h -2 h n 9, 
~ L ~ a
J
· k 9, - L n9, L a J
.9, + 2 L E 
£=1 j=l k=l 9,=1 j=l 9,=1 k=l 
a a pk9, qk9, 
h 
- 2 E 11 a a -I- 2 n a a + 2 n a a -1- n n 
9,=1 9, p9, q9~ P pp qp q pq qq L.L 
h 
L 
j=l 
-2 
a. 
h 
+ nnE 
L.9_ j=l. 
11 +n 
P q 
h 
~ 2n n L: 
--1?3 j=l 
11 +n 
P q 
-2 
a. 
Jq 
2n2 a a 
--p- pp qp 
n +n 
P q 
n +11 
p q 
2n2 a a _s_ pq qq 
n +n 
p q 
a. a. -I- 2n 11 (~ ~ + a a ) 
JP Jq --E~ pp pq qp qq 
n +n 
P q 
JP 
- 2n n (a + ~ ) (~ + ~ ) 
_'p __ q pp qp pq qq 
... (127) 
n +n 
p q 
where 9,=1,2, ... ,q, ... ,p, ... ,zt ... ,h and 
j=1,2, ..• ,q, ... ,p,. , .. ,z, ... ,h. 
Comparing equation (127) with equation (113), it is 
evident that the first two terms of equation (127) equal Eh . 
rs 
The remaining terms can be simplified to give: 
Eh - 1 Eh 
h 119, h 
= + 2 E E a a - 2 L: 119,a 9,B 9, + pq rs 9,==1 k=l pJd qk9, 9,=1 P q 
n n 
- p q 
h _ 2 
E (~. - a.) + 2n n (a 
j=l JP Jq __ e~ pp 
n +n 
- a ) (a - a ) 
pq qp qq 
n +n 
p q P q 
..• (128) 
where 9,=1,2, ... ,q, ... ,p, ... ,z, ... ,h and 
jo=l,2, ••• ,q, ... ,p, ... ,z, ... ,h. 
Equation (12B) b d 
h can e use to ex[~ress E as a 
rs 
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function of the total error sum of squares in the h+1 
J d 1 "h+1 "" d sec cor mo .e. , Eab , a an. 
lib" being the two sectors, 
which are merged prior to the aggregation of sectors r 
and s: 
n 11 
r s -----
n +n r s 
a a -
rld sk.Q, 
h+1 
2 L: 11.Q,2 . .Q,a .Q, + 
.Q,=1 r s 
h+l _ 2 _ _ 
L: (a. -- a.) + 2n n (a - a ) (a - a ) 
j=l Jr JS __ r ~ rr rs sr S5 
n +n 
r s 
where .Q,=1,2, ••• ,q, ... ,p, ... ,s, ... ,r,. on,h and 
j::::l,2, ... ,q,., ,. ,p, .. ,. ,s, ... ,r, ... ,h. 
Corr~ining sectors p and q in equation (129) to form 
sector t, gives! 
h 
= Eh+1 
ab 
11 11.Q, 
+ 2 L: L: a a ~ rk.Q, sk.Q, 2 L: nna_n a n + £=1 ;1, IN sN 
11 11 
r s ---
11 +11 r s 
.Q,=1 k=l 
h _ 2 _ _ 
L: (a. -- a.) + 2n n (a: - a ) (a - a ) 
j=l Jr J5 __ ~~ rr rs sr ss 
n +n 
r s 
- 2 
ats) } 
(129) 
•.• (130) 
where .Q,=1,2,0 • • ,t, ... ,s, ... ,r, ... ,h and 
j=l,2, n •• ,t, ... ,s, ... ,r, ... ,h. 
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Comparing equation (130) to equation (112), it is 
evident that terms two to five in equation (130) are equal 
Eh-l ~ Ell to ~, hence: 
Now 
and 
so 
Also 
and 
so 
pq pq 
_ Eh+1 + Eh ·- 1 
ab pq 
n a a - n a a ) 
p rp sp q rq sq 
+ n n r s 
- - 2 - 2 - - 2 { (a ~ a ) + (a - a ) - (a - a ) } 
---n +n 
r s 
n a == t rt 
ntast 
--
n a a 
t rt st 
n 
n 
a 
p 
a 
p 
-
pr ps qr qs tr ts 
· •• (131) 
+ n a • •• (132) rp q.rq 
+ n a ••• (133) sp q sq 
-n a a - n a a p rp sp q rq sq 
+ n n a a -L5L rp sq 
2 -+ n a a 
-.9:. rq sq 
n t 
- n a a - n a a 
p rp sp q rq sq 
= -n n (a - a ) (a - a ) 
-p_q rp rq sp sq 
a ·tr 
l1
t 
= a pr 
-- a 
ps 
-I- a 
qr 
+ a qs 
- ~ 2 - - 2 - 2 
(apr - a ps ) + (aqr - a qs ) - (atr - a ts ) 
=-2(a -a )(a -a) 
pr ps qr qs 
n
t 
••. (134) 
... (135) 
· . , (136) 
••. (137) 
Substituting equations (134) and (137) into equation (131) gives: 
__ Eh+1 + Eh - 1 
ab ' pq 
Eh - 2n n (a - a ) (a - a ) 
pq __ p q rp rq sp sq 
n
t 
- 2n n (a - a ) (a - a ) 
~_~ pr ps qr qs 
••. (138) 
n +n r s 
Finally, rearranging equation (138) gives: 
h+l + E 
ab 
- a ) (a ~ a ) 
rq sp sq 
h-l Equation (139) expresses the new element, E ,in the pq 
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••. (139) 
similarity matrix as a function of its previous value, E~q' 
the total error sum of squares for ·the h sector model f 
E~sf and the total error sum of squares for the h+l sector 
h+l 
model, Eab . Equation (139) is used to calculate all elements, 
h-·l 
Epq , in the revised similarity TI0trix, where p/z,r and q/z,r. 
h-l An updating equation is also required to find Ezp , 
that is, the total error sum of squares resulting from the 
potential merger of any sector, labelled p, and the most 
recently created sector, labelled z. Sector z is formed as a 
result of the merger of sectors rand s in the h+l sector 
model. The potential merger of sectors p and z in the h sector 
model gives rise to a new sector, labelled t(=z). 
From equation (92) we see 
Eh - 1 = 
zp 
11-1 h-l no 2 
L: L: L:'
IV 
a
J
, k~ 
~=l j=l k=l 
where ~=1,2, ... ,t""fh-l and 
j=J.,2, ... ,t, ... ,11-1. 
that 
h-l 
L: n~ 
~=l 
h-l 
E zp 
h-l 
L: 
j=l 
is of the form: 
.•. (140) 
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In order to simplify equation (140) f we employ the 
following relationships: 
nQ, 2 nQ, 2 nQ. 
L: a 1 n -/- L: a J n -/- 2 L: a kna kn 
k=1 z (x., k=-l P (x., k::=l z x., p Yo 
atQ. = a + a zQ, pQ 
-2 -2 ~2 -
atQ, - a zQ, -/- a pQ, 
~f· 2a ZQ,ClpQ, 
Also 
n t 2 L: a = 
k=l Q,kt 
-
n a = n a + n a t Q,t z Q,z p Q.p 
-2 
a = Q,t 
Also 
2 -2 --' naT z Q,z 
2 -2 
n an -/-p x.,p 
:2 
n
t 
2 
n·t 
n n 
= L:z( -/- a k ) -/- EP(a + a ) 
k=l a zkz p z k=1 zkp pkp 
== 
n z 2 
L: a k 
k=1 z z 
~Pa2 -/- ~Pa2 + 2 ~Pa a 
k=1 zkp k=1 pkp k=1 zkp pkp 
-= n (a z zz 
(Q.it) · .. (141) 
(Q.~t) · .. (142) 
(Q,~t) ... (143) 
, •• (144) 
(£~t) · .. (145) 
( .Q,it) ••• (146) 
(£it) ... (147) 
••• (148) 
... (149) 
•.. (150) 
· .. (151) 
-2 2 -2 
a tt = n (a z zz -/- a
2 -/- 2a a )-/-
pz zz pz 
2(-2 n a 
-2 + a -/- 2a a ) pp zp pp 
-2 
n
t 
p zp 
-2 
n
t 
+ 2n n (a -/- a ) (a -/- a ) 
z p zz pz zp pp --y-
n
t 
... (152) 
9 '7 
where n =, n + 11 
t z P o •• (153) 
substituting equations (142), (144) j' (146), (148), (150) f 
(152) and (153) into equation (140) gives: 
h h n 2 Eh~l :, = L~ zp 
£"" 1 
L: 2;£ 
j=l k=l 
a jk £ 
~~~ a a zkS~ pk£ 
h h 
- 2 L: nna na n + 2n a a 
9,=1 N ZN PN Z ZZ pz 
+ 2n a a + 11 n E 
p zp pp _~~ j=l 
n +n 
h 
- 2n n L: 
_z-.-£ j=l 
n +n 
z P 
~2 
a. 
JP 
Z p 
2 
2n a a 
z zz pz 
n +11
0
-
z P 
a, a. + 2n n (a a + ~ ~ ) 
JZ JP ___ z-E. zz zp pz pp 
11 +n 
Z p 
-2 a, 
JZ 
- 2n n (a +- a ) (a + a ) 
~ zz pz zp pp 
... (154) 
n +n 
Z p 
where £=l,2, ... ,p, ... ,z, ... ,h and 
j=1,2, .0. ,p, ... ,z,. o. ,h. 
Comparing equation (154) with equation (113), it is 
evident that the first two terms of equation (154) equal Eh 
rs 
The remaining 
h-l Eh E -. + zp rs 
terms can be simplified to give: 
h n9, h - --2 E E a a 2 E n a a + 
9,=1 k=l 
zk£ pk,e, £=1 9, z£ p£ 
h 2 
L: (a. - a.) + 2n n (a 
j=l JZ JP . Z P zz 
n +n 
Z p 
- a ) (~ - a ) 
zp pz pp 
... (155) 
where £=1,2, ... ,p, ... ,z, ... ,h and 
j=1,2, ... ,p, ... ,z, ... ,h. 
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Since equation (155) cannot be sinvlified any further, it is 
used to update those elements of the similarity matrix, which 
involve the most recently created sector, z. 
3.3.3 The C9mputer Routine 
The availability of the two updating equations, numbered 
(139) and (155) above, greatly reduces the amount of 
comput,a'tion f which is necessary when ,the clustering algori,thm 
is applied to a specific input-output model. Note that the 
general updating procedure, described in Section 3.2, requires 
the construction of hC2 matrices of partially aggregated input 
coefficients and their means in order to determine the 
similarity matrix, which is used to reduce the h sector model 
to h-l sectors (h=n-l,n-2, ... (2). However, using equations 
(139) and (155) to update the similarity matrix requires the 
construction of only one matrix of partially aggregated input 
coefficients and their means at each stage of the clustering 
procedure. 
In fact, the matrices of partially aggregated input 
coefficients and the means of partially aggregated input 
coefficients can be updated themselves in a recursive manner 
at each stage of the clustering procedure. Initially, each of 
the n sectors contains one industry, so the partially aggregated 
input coefficients, the means of Lbe partially ,aggregated input 
coefficients and the technical coefficients are all equal. 
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Therefore, the two matrices are initialised as follows: 
a j1d = a, 'J 9, (i=1, j=1,2, ... ,n; k~li 9,=1,2, .. o,n) 1J ~ 
a, 9- = a, 'k9, (i=l; j=1,2 r ••• ,n; k=l, 9,::::1,2, ... ,n) 
J " 1J r 
'rhe number of sectors, h, i c ~, initially set to n (the number 
of industries) and the number of industries in each sector, 
n9.' (9"==1,2, .•• ,h) is set ·to uni"ty. 
Following the merger of sectors rand s in the h sector 
model to form a new sector, labelled z(=s), in the h-l sector 
model, the partially aggregated input coefficients and their 
means are updated using the following sequence of equations: 
n == n -I- n 
Z r s ••• (156) 
k=1,2 f ••• ,n9, ••• (157) 
9.=1,2, ... ,h-l 
= 0 k=l,2, ... ,n9. ... (158) 
9.=1,2, ... ,h-l 
a z9. a r9. + a s9. 9.=1,2, ... ,h-l (159) 
a r9. =0 9,=1,2, ... ,h-l (160) 
a, = (nrEl j r + n a, ) / JZ s JS n z 
j=1,2, ... ,h-l '0. (161) 
a, = 0 
Jr 
j=l,2, ... ,h-l ... (162) 
The entire clustering algorithm is set out, in 
flowchart form, in Figure 3.3.1. A description and listing 
of a computer program, in corpora ting the clustering" algorithm, 
is given in the Appendix at the end of this thesis. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
o. 
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!;:'L')~Il:e ~_:2.J:. 
Flc)VlC~~E_!-_of the Clu'~terinSLAlC]Grithm 
Set matrix of partially aggregated input coefficients equal to the inltia;:-t 
technical coefficients. - .! 
J 
Set 
the 
matrix of means of the partially 
initial technical coefficients. 
J 
aggregated input coefficients equal 
Set up the initial similarity matrix, using equation (95). 
I 
] 
_______ ---.:L ___ _ ----------, 
Set elements of the similarity matrix to infinity, as required to prevent J 
aggregation of certain industries. Also flag elements of the similarity 
matrix, as requiJ:ed to force the aggregation of cert.ain industries. ____ _ 
I 
Set the number of sectors in the model, h, equal to the number of industries, 
n, in the initial~~ut-ou_t~~p~u~t~m~o~d~e~l~.~T~h~a~t~l=·=s~,~h~=~n~. ______________ ~ 
,l 
Set the number of industries in each sector, n
1
, equal to unity. That is, 
n 1 = 1 for 1=1,2, ... ,h. 
Set the number of sectors required in the final aggregated model to m. 
! 
Set the current total error sum of squares to zero. That is, E~b o. 
1 !~ 
J 
10. LJ;O:arch the similarity matJ:ix for the next pair of flagged sectors. --~~~-'I·~--~~~~~·~~--~--
I 
flag not found 
I 
flag found 
.----------1------- J, 
11. Determine the total error 
sum of squares in the h 
l~. Search the similarity matrix for 
the smallest element and note the 
corresponding sectors rand s. sector model, Eh . 
rs 
12. Record the aggregation of 
sectors r an;::d----==s:..:.~ _____ _' 
15. 
.---_____ .L __ _ 
Determine the total error sum of 
squares in the h sector model, 
Eh . 
rs ·1 1 
13. [!"emov_-'--=e---=f:.:l=-a-'-'!g . ..:..,-_______ J-l 16. Record aggregation of sectors 
~ ~r---=a~n::.:cd~s~.~ __ -,,_----------~ 
10. 
19. 
~----------J .------~ 
17. ~ yes ----[S'l'op! 
r--__ nol 
Update those elements of the similari.ty matrix whi.ch do not involve sectors J 
rand S, using equation (139). 
L
_u_p_d_a_t_e_t_h_e __ n_u_m_b_e~r_o_f_=-i.n._d_U_S_l:_' r_i.e1_S--,1.::.:· n __ t_h_e_n_e_w_l_y __ f_o.r __ IT_le_d _ s_e_c_t_o_r_a_n_d __ i_n __ ;ector r. I That is, ns -<- nr + ns and nr -<- O. 
20. Update the matrix of partially aggregated input coefficients, using equations 
(156) to. (158) and update the matrix of means of the partially aggregated 
input coefficients, using equations (159) to (162). 
21. 
. J 
Update elements of the similarity matrix, involving sector s, using equation 
(155) and delete elements involving sector r from.the simi:!,arity matrix. 
T 
22. rDpdate the current total error sum of squares. That is, Ehb -<- Eh j-L':' _____ --,-0 '--_~r:..s::. ______ _ 
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A methodology has been de-v'eloped to aggrega'te industries 
of an input-output model into sectors, using similarity of 
partially aggregated input coefficients as the criterion for 
aggregation. The methodology takes the form of a clustering 
algorithm. Beginning with an initial input-output model, 
consisting of n sectors of one industry each, a measure of 
similarity of partially aggregated input coefficients is 
calculated for each ~ossible pair of sectors. The two sectors 
with the most similar partially aggregated input coefficients 
are merged to fOTIn a new sector, reducing the number of sectors 
in the model to n-1. Similarity measures are recalculated for 
each possible pair of sectors in the n-l sector model, the most 
similar pair of sectors are merged I and the process continues 
until the model is aggregated into the desired number of 
sectors, or until all the original sectors have been merged 
into one. 
The implementation of the clustering algorithm is aided 
by the development of three equations, labelled (95) I (139) and 
(155) in Section 3.3 above. The first of these equations 
provides a convenient way of calculating the initial similarity 
measures between all possible pairs of industries in the 
original input-output model. The latter two equations simplify 
the process of revising the similarity matrix at each stage of 
the clustering procedure. 
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Finally, the aggregation procedure allows the analyst 
to place constraints upon the intersectoral model. It is 
possible to force the aggregation of certain industries into 
the same sector, to ensure that specific industries are not 
aggregated into the same sector and to ensure that certain 
key industries remain isolated in the intersectoral model. 
10 ~: 
CHAPTER 4 
APPLICATION OF THE METHODOLOGY FOR AGGREGATION 
4.1 The Resu_~ts oj Agg~egation Based on _~imilari ty of. Partially 
~ggrega·~~_?- Inpu-t Coefficients 
The 19G5-66 input-output model of the New Zealand 
economy, constructed by the New Zealand Department of Statistics, 
contains 109 industries. For easy reference, these industries 
are listed in the fold-out Appendix A at the end of this 
chapter. The clustering algorithm, developed in Chapter 3, 
was used to aggregate these industries, in 65 successive stages, 
until they were merged into 44 sectors. In this section, the 
sectors so produced are compared to those used by the New 
Zealand Department of Statistics [(1974), Parts 1 and 2] in 
their 44 sector model of the 1965-66 New Zealand economy. 
The sectors, ~hich were formed in the process of 
aggregating the 109 industries into 44 sectors, are listed in 
Table 4.1.1. This table also gives the value of the total, 
within sector, sum of squared deviations of partially 
aggregated input coefficients from their means (that is, the 
total error sum of squares) for each of the 108 to 44 sector 
models, formed during the aggregation procedure. An examination 
of Table 4.1.1 reveals the degree of discrimination between 
sectors. The larger the percentage of sectors, which are formed 
at high levels of similarity, out of the total of 65 mergers 
Table 4.1.1 104 
Progressive Aggregation of 109 Industries into 44 Sectors 
Based on Similarity of Partially Aggregated Input Coefficients 
Stage Number 
of Sectors 
1 108 
2 
3 
4 
6 
7 
8 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 ' 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
107 
106 
105 
104 
103 _ 
102 
101 
100 
99 
98 
97 
96 
95 
94 
93 
92 
91 
90 
89 
88 
87 
86 
85 
84 
83 
82 
81 
80 
79 
78 
77 
76 
75 
74 
73 
72 
71 
70 
69 
68 
67 
66 
65 
64 
63 
62 
61 
60 
59 
58 
57 
56 
55 
54 
53 
52 
51 
50 
49 
48 
47 
46 
45 
44 
3 
3 
3 
71 
Aggregation of Industries 
108 109 
78 81 
62 86 
71 72 
71 72 78 81 
53 56 
71 72 78 81 76 
62 86 83 
25 26 
54 67 
85 106 
49 75 
27 34 
22 24 
1 21 
61 92 
105 108 109 
28 33 
82 84 
49 75 99 
79 87 
19 31 
53 56 54 67 
49 75 99 85 106 
90 91 
20 65 
27 34 30 
88 95 
62 86 83 105 108 109 
61 92 90 91 
71 72 78 81 76 100 
13 18 
46 47 
73 77 
53 56 54 67 104 
17 89 
27 34 30 42 
59 61 92 90 91 
64 66 
19 31 25 26 
71 72 78 81 76 100 79 87 
73 77 101 
20 
72 
28 
15 
78 81 
33 49 
59 
1 
45 
76 100 
75 99 
46 47 
61 92 90 
21 22 24 
79 87 
85 106 
91 
19 31 25 
65 62 86 
26 29 
83 105 108 109 
44 3 
3 44 48 
98 
44 48 71 72 78 81 76 100 79 
24 23 
87 
44 
44 
2 
48 
17 
71 
89 
1 21 22 
72 78 81 
28 33 49 
76 100 79 87 
75 99 85 106 
13 
48 
13 
71 72 
102 
4 
64 
18 15 
64 66 
88 95 
78 81 76 100 
4 88 95 
66_ 70 
59 61 92 90 
70 82 84 
27 34 
18 
2 27 34 
30 42 
15 59 61 
39 73 
30 42 
53 56 54 
92 90 
77 101 
79 87 
91 
67 104 
91 52 
20 65 62 86 83 105 108 109 107 
98 
98 102 
98 
Total Error 
Sum of Squares 
0.00000 
0.00032 
0.00078 
0.00127 
0.00185 
0.00242 
0.00306 
0.00375 
0.00446 
0.00539 
0.00635 
0.00735 
0.00838 
0.00954 
0.01078 
0.01203 
0.01336 
0.01470 
0.01614 
0.01757 
0.01907 
0.02068 
0.02232 
0.02390 
0.02509 
0.02663 
0.02825 
0.03003 
0.03188 
0.03388 
0.03588 
0.03792 
0.03996 
0.04204 
0.04433 
0.04614 
0.04856 
0.05104 
0.0535-4 
0.05606 
0.05861 
0.06118 
0.06407 
0.06713 
0.07091 
0.07477 
0.07853 
0.08016 
0.08405 
0.08805 
0.09050 
0.09240 
0.09642 
0.10042 
0.10444 
0.10860 
0.10930 
0.11280 
0.11735 
0.12213 
0.12710 
0.13274 
0.13846 
0.14434 
0.15058 
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required to produce the 44 sector model, the greater is the 
degree of discrimination between sectors. On the other hand, 
if approximately the same percentage of sectors are formed 
over the entire range of the similarity scale, then there is 
little discrimination between sectors. The number and 
percentage of sectors formed within various ranges of the 
similarity scale are presented in Table 4.1.2. A high degree 
of discrimination exists between sectors, as the 109 industries 
are aggregated into 68 sectors, but the degree of 
discrimination between sectors formed later in the aggregation 
procedure, is not very great. 
'l'able 4. 1. 2 
Number and Percentage of Sec_cors Formed Wi thin Various 
Ranges of the Simila~ity Scale 
Similarity Number of Percentage of 
Measure Sectors Formed Sectors Formed 
0.00-<0.02 21 32.3 
0.02-<0.04 12 18.5 
0.04-<0.06 8 12.3 
0.06-<0.08 6 9.2 
0.08-<0.10 6 9.2 
0.10-<0.12 6 9.2 
0.12-<0.14 4 6.2 
0.14~<0.16 2 3.1 
----------------------
_ .. '- _'~" I.. _,. _'.' .• '_-_ 
:LOG 
The 44 sector classification of industries, given by 
the New Zealand Department of Statistics and hereafter referred 
to as Model I, is given in Table 4.1.3. The 44 sector model, 
produced by the clustering algorithm and hereafter referred to 
as Model 2, is given in Table 4.1.4. The total, within sector, 
sum of squared deviations of the partially aggregated input 
coefficients from their means for Model 2 is equal to 0.15058. 
The same measure was calculated for Modell, by forcing the 
algorithm to produce the Department of statistics' 
classification. Its ~alue is 1.46481. Hence, it is concluded 
that the grouping of industries, produced by the aggregation 
methodology, results in partially aggregated input coefficients 
within sectors, which are more similar than those associated 
with the Department of Statistics' grouping. Consequently, 
Model 2 should result in less aggregation bias in forecasts of 
gross output than Modell. 
There are, hov.,rever, a number of similarid:ies and 
differences between the two models, which require some comment. 
Firstly, focussing upon the similarities, it is observed 
that the following industries remain isolated in both models: 
10. Fruit and Vegetable Preserving 
32. Footwear - not Rubber 
93. Residential Building 
94. Commercial Building 
97. Electicity and Gas 
103. Air Transport 
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Table 1\,1.3 -------
Modell: The Official 44 Sector Classification of Industries 
Sector Industries Comprising the Sector 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 6 
6 7 11 12 13 14 15 
7 8 9 
8 10 
9 16 17 18 
10 19 
11 20 21 
12 22 23 24 
13 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 33 34 
14 32 
15 35 36 37 38 39 40 
16 41 42 43 
17 44 45 46 
18 47 40 49 
19 50 51 52 
20 53 54 55 
21 56 
22 57 50 59 60 61 62 63 
23 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 
24 71 72 73 74 75 76 
25 77 78 
26 79 80 01 
27 82 84 85 86 87 
28 83 
29 88 89 90 91 92 
30 93 
31 94 
32 95 96 
33 97 
34 98 
35 99 
36 100 
37 101 
38 102 
39 103 
40 104 
41 105 
42 106 
43 107 
44 108 109 
. ~ ~ -- - . -- _. -- ---
----_ .. - --- .. 
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Table 4.1. 4 -----
Hode..!-2:-.-!2.~~lstry Cla~sif ication Produced~grJl:·."'CJa ting 
~ccording ~Si.~lilari ty of Partially Aggregated Input Coefficients 
Sector Industries Comprising the Sector 
1 1 21 22 23 24 
2 2 27 30 34 42 53 54 56 67 104 
3 3 4 44 48 71 72 76 78 79 81 
87 88 95 98 100 102 
4 5 
5 6 
6 7 
7 8 
8 9 
9 10 
10 11 
11 12 
12 13 15 18 52 59 61 90 91 92 
13 14 
14 16 
15 17 28 33 49 75 85 89 99 106 
16 19 25 26 29 31 
17 20 62 65 83 86 105 107 108 109 
18 32 
19 35 
20 36 
21 37 
22 38 
23 39 73 77 101 
24 40 
25 41 
26 43 
27 45 46 47 
28 50 
29 51 
30 55 
31 57 
32 58 
33 60 
34 63 
35 64 66. 70 82 84 
36 68 
37 69 
38 74 
39 80 
40 93 
41 94 
42 96 
43 97 
44 103 ~. _ T" __ ' ....... _ ~- .-
10 ~) 
In fact, these are the only sectors, for which there is a 
complete one-·to-one correspondence be·tween the two models. 
Nevertheless, other groupings of industries are common to 
sectors of both models, namely: 
13. Chocolate and Confectionery, 
and 15. Food p~~parations N.E.I. 
22. Other Spinning and Weaving, 
23. Hosiery and Other Knitting, 
and 24. Textiles N.E.I. 
25. Men's Ont.erwear f 
26. Women!s Outerwear, 
29. Corsetry, 
and 31. Apparel N.E.I. 
27. Underclo)ching, 
30. Shirts and Pyjamas, 
and 34. Made-up Textiles. 
28. Millinery and Hats, 
and 33. Canvas Goods. 
45. Cartons and Paper Bags, 
and 46. Paper Products N.E.I. 
53. Tyres and Tubes, 
arld 54. Other Rubber Goods. 
59. Paint and Varnish, 
and 61. Chemical Product:s N.E.I. 
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64. Structural Clay Products, 
66. Cement, 
and 70. Mineral Products N.E.I. 
71. Basic Metal Industries, 
72. Sheetmetal Working, 
and 76. Metal Products N.E.I. 
79. Range Making, 
and 81. Electrical Goods N.B.I. 
82. Boat Building a~ Repairs, 
and 84. Body Building. 
90. Toys and Sports Goods, 
91. Manufacturing N.E.I., 
and 92. Plastics Manufacturing. 
108. Services to Households etc. r 
and 109. Services to Government. 
An examination of the differences between the two models 
reveals some unexpected industry aggregations in the model 
generated by the clustering algorithm. However, it is difficult 
to interpret why certain combinations of industries have been 
chosen to form sectors, because the merger of two existing 
sectors affects, not only the error sum of squares for the 
resulting sector, as opposed to those of the original two 
sectors, but also the error sums of squares of all other 
existing sectors in the model. It would be misleading, 
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the]~efore f to attc-;lllpt to reconcile the sectors produced by the 
clustering methodoJ_ogy on the basis of expected similarity of 
the input structures of their industries. Consequently, the 
following discussion will be limited to pointing out those 
aggregations, which might be unacceptable to the input-output 
analyst, in that they contain industries, which have no 
readily identifiable relationship to one another. 
(a) The aggregation of industry 1 (Farming) with the following 
industries, to form .sector 1, is displayed in Figure 4.1.1. 
21. Wool Milling 
22. Other Spinning and Weaving 
23. Hosiery and Other Knitting 
24. TextilesN.E.I. 
Figure 4.1.1 
The Formation of Sector I in Model 2 
Industry 
1 
21 
22 
24 
23 
No. of Sectors 
in t-10del when 
Industries are 
Merged 
95 94 62 56 
Note that Farming is aggreg-ated with hlool Milling at an early 
stage of the aggregation procedure, when there is a high degree 
of discrimination between sectors. 
(b) The aggregation of the following industries, to form 
sector 2, is displayed in Figure 4.1.2. 
2. Hunting and Fishing 
27. Underclothing 
30. Shirts and Pyjamas 
34. Made-upTexti1es 
42. Mattresses 
53. Tyres and Tubes 
54. Other Rubber Goods 
56. Chemical Fertilizers 
67. Glass Products 
104. Road Transport 
The Formation of Sector 2 in Model 2 
IndusLcy 
2 
27 
. __ J---=J--}-34 
30 
42 
53 
56 
54 
67 
f----------' 
104 ----_._---------------------
No. of Sectors 
in Model when 
Industries are 
Merged 
103 99 96 86 82 74 72 48 47 
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The most unexpected mergers occur in the formation of the 48 
sector model, when Hunting and Fishing is aggregated with 
Underclothing, Shirts and Pyjamas, Made-up Textiles and 
Mattresses, and in the formation of the 47 sector model, when 
this same group of industries is merged with Tyres and Tubes, 
Other Rubber Goods, Che~i~al Fertilizers, Glass Products and 
Road Transport. Note, however, that both of these mergers 
occur late in the aggregation procedure, when the degree of 
discrimination between sectors is very low. 
(c) The aggregation of the following industries, to form 
sector 3, is displayed in Figure 4.1.3. 
3. Forestry 
4. Mining and Quarrying 
44. Pulp and Paper 
48. Job and General Printing 
71. Basic Metal Industries 
72. Sheetmetal Working 
76. Metal Products N.E.I. 
78. Machinery N.E.I. 
79. Range Making 
81. Electrical Goods N.E.I. 
87. Transport Equipment N.E.I. 
88. Jewellery 
95. Civil Engineering 
98. Water and Sanitation 
100. Banking and Insurance 
102. Shipping Transport 
Indulltry 
3 
44 
48 
71 
72 
78 
81 
76 
100 
79 
87 
98 
102 
4 
88 
95 
No. of Sectors 
114 
Figure ·1.1. 3 
The Formation of Sector 3 in Model 2 
~ 
1-
~ 
f---
r--
f-
L ~ 
in Model when 107 105 104 102 88 81 78 68 66 59 58 57 55 53 52 
Industries are 
Merged 
Again, the most unexpected aggregations take place late in 
the clustering procedure, when the degree of discrimination 
between sectors is low, namely, when models of 59 sectors 
or less are formed. 
i ,_, :.~.-, "," 
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(d) The aggregation of the following industries, to form 
sector 12, is displayed in Figure 4.1.4. 
13. Chocolate and Confectionery 
15. Food Preparations N.E.l. 
18. Aerated Waters and Cordials 
52. Leather Goods 
59. Paint and Varnish 
61. Chemical Products N.E.I. 
90. Toys and Sports Goods 
91. Manufacturing N.E.I. 
92. Plastics Manufacturing 
The Formation of Sector 12 in Model 2 
Industry 
13 =-~-----18 -----~--~------
61 --}--
15 
59 
92 
r-L_-----~ I~ 
90 
91 
52 
No. of Sec·tors 
in Model when 
Industries are 
Merged 
93 84 79 77 71 63 50 46 
Most surprising, perhaps, is the merger of Chemical Products 
N.E.I. and Plastics Manufacturing at such an early stage in 
the aggregation procedure. Other unusual groupings take place 
when the degree of discrimination between sectors is smaJ.l, 
namely, in the 63, 50 and 46 sector models. 
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(e) The aggregation of the following industries, to form 
sector 15, is displayed in Figure 4.1.5. 
17. Malting and Brewing 
28. Millinery and Hats 
33. Canvas Goods 
49. Printing and Trade Services 
75. Electro-Plating 
85. Vehicle Repair 
89. Brushes and Brooms 
99. Trade 
106. Services 
Figure 4.1,5 
The Formation of Sector 15 1n Model 2 
Industry 
17 JI----
89 
28 
33 
49 
75 
99 
_t--~ - r-l ____ _ 
85 
106 
No. of Sectors 
in Model when 
Industries are 
Merged 
JI------~ 
98 97 91 89 85 73 65 54 
A number of peculiar groupings of industries are found to occur 
relatively early in the aggregation process. In fact, only the 
merger of Millinery and Hats and Canvas Goods could have been 
foreseen. 
!' -
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(f) The aggregation of industry 19 (Tobacco and 
Cigarettes) with the following industries, to form sector 16 r 
is displayed in Table 4.1.6. 
25. Men's Outerwear 
26. Women's Outerwear 
29. Corsetry 
31. Apparel N,E.I. 
E.:ig~r.:e 4.1. 6 
The Formation of ,Sector 16 in Model 2 
Indus·try· 
19 
31 
25 
26 
29 -,-.----
No. of Sectors 
in Model when 
Industries are 
Merged 
100 87 69 61 
It is surprising to find Tobacco and Cigarettes aggregated 
with Apparel N.E.I. at such an early stage of the clustering 
process. 
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(g) The aggregation of the followi.ng industries, to form 
sector 17 r is displayed in Figure 4.1.7. 
20. Wool Scouring 
62. Petroleum and Coal Products 
65. Pottery Clay Products 
83. Vehicle Assembly 
86. Aircraft Repair 
105. Communications 
107. Ownership of Property 
108. Services to Households etc. 
109. Services to Government 
The Formation of Sector 17 in Model 2 
Industry 
20 
65 
62 
86 
83 
109, ---=--~----~I-----l--------' 108 
105 
107 ----.------------------------------------------------------
No. of Sectors 
in Model when 
Industries are 
Merged 
108 106 101 92 83 80 60 44 
The merger of Petroleum and Coal Products with Aircraft Repair 
occurs very early in the aggregation process. The merger of 
Wool Scouring with Pottery Clay Products also occurs surprisingly 
early, as does the grouping of industries 62, 86, 83, IOU, 109 
and 105. 
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(h) The aggregation of the following industries, to form 
sector 23, is displayed in Figure 4.1.8. 
39. Plywood and Veneer 
73. Wire Working 
77. Farm Machinery 
101. Rail Transport 
Figure 4.1. 8 
The Formation of Sector 23 in Model 2 
Indus"try 
39 
73 ----=-~.~-}---] 77 
101 
No. of Sectors 
in Model when 
Industries are 
Merged 
75 67 45 
Note that the most unexpected merger, namely, that of Plywood 
and Veneer with the other three industries, occurs very late 
in the aggregation process, when the degree of discrimination 
between the sectors is low. 
". \.~ .-, -
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(i) The aggregation of the following industries, to form 
sector 35, is displayed in Figure 4.1.9. 
64. Structural Clay Products 
66. Cemen'c 
70. Mineral Products N.E.I. 
82. Boat Building and Repairs 
84. Body Building 
Figure 4 .l-,,~ 
The Formation of Sector 35 in Model 2 
Industry 
64 
66 
70 
82 
84 
No. of Sect.ors 
in Model when 
Industries are 
Merged 
JI----
90 70 51 49 
The only totally unexpected merger takes place in the 
formation of the 49 sector model, when industries 64, 66 and 
70 are aggregated with industries 82 and 84. At this stage 
of the clustering procedure, the degree of discrimination 
between sectors is low. 
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4. 2 The Rc~sults of Constrai}]~::d A<tgrc::gation--,--_B(~sed_~_1...1 Si!!liJ.:....arit.y 
of Partially Ag(l!e't.?ted _. Inpl~~ Coeff iC~~_12ts 
Since some of the sectors, produced by the clustering 
algorithm, might be regarded as unsatisfactory according to 
a priori notions, it was decided to impose the following 
const.raints upon the intersectoral model. 
(a) Industries 1, 2, 3 and 4 must remain isolated. 
(b) Aggregation may ·take place ,'li thin the follm~Ting groups 
of indust::cies f but not between groups: 
industries 5 to 19 inclusive, 
industries 20 to 24 inclusive, 
industries 25 to 34 inclusive, 
industries 35 to 43 inclusive, 
industries 44 -[::0 49 inclusive, 
industries 50 to 52 inclusive, 
industries 53 to 55 inclusive, 
indust.ries 56 to 63 inclusive, 
industries 64 to 70 inclusive, 
industries 71 to 76 inclusive, 
industries 77 to 87 inclusive, 
industries 88 to 92 inclusive, 
industries 93 to 96 inclusive, 
industries 97 to 100 inclusive, 
industries 101 to 109 inclusive. 
Note that these constraints do not prohibit the formation of 
sectors, consistent with the Department of Statistics' 
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classification. In fact, they are likely to lead to an 
in'cersectoral model f which resembles the Department.! s model 
more closely than that produced when no constraints were 
imposed upon the clustering process. 
The final grouping of the 109 industries into 44 sectors, 
produced by the clustering algorithm under the constraints 
listed above, is referred to hereafter as Model 3 and is 
given in Table 4.2.1. The industry groupings, being consistent 
with the constraints' imposed upon the model, are satisfac·tory 
on a priori grounds. The sum of squared deviations of partially 
aggregated input coefficients from their means is 0.40350, 
compared with 0.15058 for the model produced by the algorithm 
when no constraints were imposed, and 1.46484 for the 
Department of Statistics' model. Hence, even when stringent 
restrictions were placed upon the grouping of industries, 
the clustering algorithm was able to produce a 44 sector model, 
for which the similarity between partially aggregated input 
coefficients, within sectors, is considerably greater than in 
the model given by the Department of Statistics. 
The composition of the sectors, appearing in the three 
models, will now be compared. The reader is reminded that the 
Department of Statistics t model is Modell, the model produced 
by the unconstrained clustering algorithm is Model 2, and 
the model produced by the clustering algorithm, with constraints 
imposed, is Model 3. 
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Table 4.2.1 ------
110del 3 : The Constrained 44 Sector /<1odel Produced by Clusterin_g 
According t.o Similarity of Partially 1I~gre2ated Input Coefficients 
Sector Indus·tries Comprising the Sector 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 - -
4 4 
5 5 11 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 
10 10 14 16 
11 12 13 15 17 18 19 
12 20 
13 21 22 24 
14 23 
15 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 33 34 
16 32 
17 35 
18 36 38 
19 37 
20 39 41 1\2 
21 40 
22 43 
23 44 49 
24 45 46 47 48 
25 50 51 
26 52 
27 53 54 
28 55 .-.----
29 56 59 60 61 62 
30 57 58 
31 63 
32 64 65 66 67 69 70 
33 68 
34 71 72 73 75 76 
35 74 
. -
36 77 79 80 87 
37 78 81 82 83 84 85 86 
38 88 !l9 90 91 92 
39 93 94 
40 95 96 
41 97 
42 98 99 100 
1\3 101 105 107 108 109 
44 102 103 104 106 
r_- ~ ~ - -.- -.-. -_ .. ~. 
Table 4.2.2 lists those sectors, for which there is a 
one~tO'~oDe co:crespondence in the three possible pair:::~ of models. 
Table 4.2,2 
Model 1 & Model 3 Model 1 & Model 2 Model 2 & Model 3 
-----
1 10 6 
2 32 7 
3 93 8 
4 94 9 
25 26 27 28 29 97 32 
30 31 33 34 
32 103 35 
88 89 90 91 92 37 
95 96 40 
97 43 
55 
63 
68 
74 
97 
The most striking feature of Table 4.2.2 is the number of single 
industry sectors produced by the clustering algori·thm I regardless 
- .-~ 
of whether or not constraints are imposed. However, the only 
sectors, which appear in all three models, are the two single 
industry sectors, Footwear - not Rubber (Industry 32) and 
Electricity and Gas (Industry 97). The constrained clustering 
algorithm produced nine sectors with a one-to-one correspondence 
in the.Departmentls model, but since industries 1, 2, 3 and 4 
were prohibited from being aggregated with other industries, 
only five of the nine were formed by the algorithm. This is a 
surprisingly small number, when one considers the nature of the 
constraints imposed upon Model 3. 
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However, a large number of COITm1on industry groupings 
ar)peuT in the three models. 'rhese are listed in Table 4.2.3. 
Table 4.2.3 
Common Industry Groupings 
-----~------~-.--------------_. 
Model 1 & Model 3 Model 1 & Model. 2 Model 2 & Model 3 
-----~--------- ,",.--. 
1 13 15 6 
2 22 23 24 7 
3 25 26 29 31 8 
4 27 30 34 9 
12 13 15 28 33 13 15 18 
17 18 45 46 21 22 24 
22 24 53 54 25 26 29 31 
25 26 27 28 29 59 61 27 30 34 
30 31 33 34 
32 64 66 70 28 33 
36 38 71 72 76 32 
41 42 79 81 35 
45 46 82 84 37 
47 48 90 91 92 40 
50 51 108 109 43 
53 54 45 46 47 
57 58 53 54 
59 60 61 62 55 
64 65 66 67 59 61 -- ,., .. 
69 70 
71 72 73 75 76 63 
79 80 64 66 70 
82 84 85 86 68 
88 89 90 91 92 71 72 76 
95 96 74 
108 109 78 81 
79 87 
82 84 
-83 86 
90 91 92 
97 -'-:-- :··c·~·-_··~·'"'_ 
98 100 
105 107 108 109 
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]\s expected, there is a considerable overlap between 
Model 3 and Modell, and between Model 3 and Model 2. Industry 
groupings, which are common to all three models, ar~: 
13. Chocolate and Confectionery, 
and 15. Food Preparations N.E.I. 
22. Other Spinning and Weaving, 
and 24. Textiles N.E.I. 
25. Men's Outerwear, 
26. ~.vorn'en ' s Outerwear, 
29. Corsetry, 
and 31. Apparel N.E.I. 
27. Underclothing, 
30. Shirts and Pyjamas, 
and 34. Made-up Textiles. 
28. Millinery and Hats, 
and 33. Canvas Goods. 
45. Cartons and Paper Bags, 
and 46. Paper Products N.E.I. 
53. Tyres and Tubes, 
and 54. Other Rubber Goods. 
59. Paint. and Varnish, 
and 6l. Chemical Products N.E. I. 
64. Structural Clay Products, 
66. Cement, 
and 70. Mineral Products N.E.I. 
71. Basic Metal Industries, 
72. 
and 76. 
82. 
and 84. 
Sheetmetal Working, 
Metal Products N.E.I. 
Boat Building and Repairs, 
Body Building. 
90. Toys and Sports Goods, 
91. Manufacturing N.E.I., 
and 92. Plastics Manufacturing. 
108. Services to Households etc., 
and 109. Services to Government. 
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The main differences between the model produced 
under constrained aggregation (Model 3) and the Department 
of Statistics' model (Modell) are as follows: 
(a) In Model 3, industry 5 (Meat Freezing and Preserving) is .-
aggregated with industry 11 (Grain Milling), rather than with 
industry 6 (Ham, Bacon and Smallgoods), as occurs in Modell. 
This probably occurs because both Meat Freezing and Preserving 
and Grain Milling receive a high proportion of their inputs 
from the single-industry sector, Farming, of both Models 1 and 3. 
(b) The following industries are aggregated to form a 
sector in Model 3: 
10. Fruit and Vegetable Preserving, 
14. Animal Feed, 
and 16. Wine Making. 
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In Modell, industry 10 remains isolated, while industries 
14 and 16 are placed in different sectors. 
(c) The aggregation, in Model 3, of industries: 
12. Biscuits and Bread Baking, 
13. Choboloate and Confectionery, 
and 15. Food Preparations N.E.I., 
with industries: 
17. Malting and Brewing, 
18. Aerated Waters and Cordials, 
and 19. Tobacco and Cigatettes, 
to form a sector, differs from the groupings found in Modell. 
In the latter, industry 19 remains isolated, industries 12, 
13 and 15 are aggregated with industries: 
7. Ice Cream, 
11. Grain Milling, 
and 14. Animal Feed, 
and industries 17 and 18 are grouped with industry 16 (Wine 
Making) to form a sector. 
(d) Industry 8 (Butter, Cheese and Milk-Powder etc.) and 
industry 9 (Milk Treatment) remain isolated in Model 3, but 
are combined to form a sector in Modell. 
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(e) There is a difference in the grouping of the following 
indus-tries in Model 1 and Model 3 : 
20. Wool Scouring, 
21. Wool Milling' f 
22. Other Spinning and Weaving, 
23. Hosiery and Other Knitting, 
and 24. Textiles N .E.I. 
In Modell, industries 20 and 21 form a sector, and industries 
22, 23 and 24 form another sector. In Model 3, industries 20 
and 23 remain isola-t'ed l while industries 21 r 22 and 24 are 
aggregated to form a sector . 
. (f) The following industries are isolated in Model 3: 
35. Sawmills, 
37. Joinery, 
40. Wood Products N.E.I., 
and 43. Venetian Blinds. 
Also in Model 3, industries: 
36. Planing Mills, 
and 38. Wooden Containers 
combine to form a sector, and industries: 
39. Plywood and Veneer, 
41. Furniture, 
and 42. Mattresses 
comprise another sector. Model 1 contains a sector consisting 
of industries 35 to 40 inclusive, and another sector 
containing industries 41, 42 and 43. 
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(g) Industries 44 to 49 inclusive are grouped differently 
in the two models. Model 3 contains a sector, comprised of 
industries: 
44. Pulp and Paper, 
and 49. Printing and Trade Services, 
and another sector, containing industries: 
45. Cartons and Paper Bags, 
46. Paper Products N.E.I., 
47. Printing and Publishing, 
and 48. Job and General Printing. 
By comparison, Modell groups industries 44, 45 and 46 into 
one sector, and industries 47, 48 and 49 into another sector. 
(h) Model 3 groups industries 50 to 55 inclusive into four 
sectors. Two of these are single-industry sectors, namely, 
industry 52 (Leather Goods) and industry 55 (Tyre Retreading). 
The third sector is made up of industries: 
50. Tanning, 
and 51. Fellmongery, 
and the fourth sector contains industries: 
53. Tyres and Tubes, 
and 54. Other Rubber Goods. 
Modell contains just tw6 groupings, the first of which 
consists of industries 50, 51 and 52, and the second is 
comprised of industries 53, 54 and 55. 
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(i) In Modell, industry 56 (Chemical Fertilizers) remains 
isolated, while the following industries are aggregated to 
form a sec·tor: 
57. Vegetable and Animal Oils, 
58. Soap and Candle, 
59. Paint and Varnish, 
60. Medical and Toilet Goods, 
61. Chemical Products N.E.I., 
62. Petroleum and Coal Products, 
and 63. Bituminous Materials. 
Industry 63 remains isolated in Model 3, industries 56, 59 
60, 61 and 62 form a sector, and industries 57 and 58 form 
another sector. 
(j) Both models group the following industries into the 
same sector: 
64. Structural Clay Products, 
65. Pottery Clay Products, 
66. Cement, 
67. Glass Products, 
69. Lime, 
and 70. Mineral Products N.E.I. 
However, industry 68 (Concrete Products) is included in the 
same sector in Model 1, but remains isolated in Model 3. 
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(k) Similarly, both models contain a sector consisting of 
industries: 
71. Basic Metal Industries, 
72. Sheetmetal Working, 
73. Wire Working, 
75. Electro-Plating, 
and 76. Metal Products N.E.I. f 
but in Model I, industry 74 (Nail Making) is part of the same 
sector, whereas it forms a single-industry sector in Model 3. 
(1) A substantial regrouping of industries 77 to 87 inclusive 
takes place ill Model 3, compared with Modell. The former 
contains two sectors, the first consisting of industries: 
77. Farm Machinery, 
79. Range Making, 
80. Radio and TV Assembly, 
and 87. Transport Equipment N.B.I. 
The second sector contains industries: 
78. Machinery N.E.I. , 
81. Electrical Goods N.E.I. , 
82. Boat Building and Repairs, 
83. Vehicle Assembly, 
84. Body Building, 
85. Vehicle Repair, 
and 86. Aircraft Repair. 
Modell arranges these industries into four sectors. Industry 
83 forms a single-industry sector, industries 77 and 78 are 
grouped to form a second sector, industries 79, 80 and 81 
form a third sector, and industries 82, 84, 85, 86 and 87 
make up the fourth sector. 
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(m) Industry 93 (Residential Building) and Industry 91 
(Commercial Building) are aggregated, in Model 3, to form 
a sector, whereas they remain isolated in Modell. 
(n) Industries 98 to 109 inclusive are grouped into the 
following sectors in Model 3. The first sector consists of 
industries: 
98. Water and Sanitation, 
99. Trade, 
and 100. Banking and Insurance. 
The second sector consists of industries: 
10L Rail Transport, 
105" COlm-nunicaLions, 
107. Ownership of Property, 
108. Services to Households etc. , 
and 109. Services to Government. 
The third sector is comprised of industries: 
102. Shipping Transport, 
103. Air Transport, 
104. Road Transport, 
and 106. Services. 
In Modell, however, industries 108 and 109 are aggregated 
to form a sector, but industries 98 to 107 inclusive each 
remain isolated. 
'.-.-.": 
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Coefficients 
It is interesting to compare both the Department of 
Statistics' model and the model produced by clustering 
according to similarity of partially aggregated input 
coefficients with the 44 sector model, produced using Ward's 
clustering algorithm. The latter is one of the methods employed 
by Blin and Cohen and it has been discussed already in Section 
2.6.~. The criterion' used to aggregate industries into sectors 
is similarity of input coefficients within sectors, as measured 
by the total, wi·thin sector r sum of squared deviations of inpu·t 
coefficients from their means. In particular, it is interesting 
to observe whether or not the sectors produced by Ward's 
algorithm are more intuitively appealing than those produced 
using the algorithm developed in Chapter 3, with no constraints 
imposed. 
Table 4.3.1 shows the successive mergers of sectors, 
according to similarity of input coefficients, down to the 
formation of the 44 sector model. The total, within sector, 
sum of squared deviations of input coefficients from their 
means is called the !!total error sum of squares!! in Table 4.3.1. 
The information, extracted from Table 4.3.1 to form Table 4.3.2, 
reveals a high degree of discrimination between sectors in that 
the proportion of sectors formed within various ranges of 
similarity, of the total of 65 mergers, decreases as the 
Table 4.3.1 
Progressive Aggregation of 109 Industries into 44 Sectors 
using Ward's Algorithm 
Stage Nwnber 
of Sectors 
1 108 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
107 
106 
105 
104 
103 
102 
101 
100 
99 
98 
97 
96 
95 
94 
93 
92 
91 
90 
89 
88 
87 
86 
85 
84 
83 
82 
81 
80 
79 
78 
77 
76 
75 
74 
73 
72 
71 
70 
69 
68 
67 
66 
65 
64 
63 
62 
61 
60 
59 
58 
57 
56 
55 
54 
53 
52 
51 
50 
49 
48 
47 
46 
45 
44 
28 
27 34 
Aggregation of Industries 
108 109 
72 76 
62 86 
53 56 
25 26 
62 86 83 
49 75 
27 34 
72 76 78 
62 86 83 105 
53 56 67 
99 106 
45 46 
28 33 
53 56 67 54 
30 91 
85 104 
62 86 83 105 108 109 
22 24 
25 26 31 
59 61 
20 65 
71 72 76 78 
90 92 
71 72 76 78 81 
30 91 42 
64 95 
20 65 49 75 
47 48 
27 34 53 56 67 54 
30 91 42 89 
33 
62 86 
20 
53' 56 
28 33 90 92 
13 18 
73 88 
17 19 
82 
59 
90 92 
84 
61 60 
30 91 42 
83 105 108 109 107 
1 21 
65 49 75 99 106 
64 95 66 
3 44 
79 87 
13 18 15 
79 87 82 84 
67 54 28 33 90 
91 42 89 
2 17 19 
89 
92 30 
20 65 49 75 99 106 62 86 83 105 108 
109 107 
27 34 
71 
53 
72 
64 95 66 
56 67 54 28 
91 42 89 
76 78 81 79 
93 94 
70 
33 
52 
87 
90 
82 
92 30 
84 
20 65 49 75 99 106 62 86 93 105 108 
109 107 85 104 
57 58 
3 44 39 
73 88 '74 
4 69 
1 21 10 
36 38 
2 17 19 20 65 49 75 99 106 62 86 
83 105 108 109 107 85 104 
23 25 26 31 
27 34 53 56 67 54 28 33 90 92 30 
91' 42 89 52 29 
1 21 10 14 
27 34 53 56 67 54 28 33 90 92 30 
91 42 89 52 29 41 
Total Error 
Sum of Squares 
0.00000 
0.00045 
0.00092 
0.00155 
0.00226 
0.00297 
0.00397 
0.00500 
0.00621 
0.00747 
0.00874 
0.01005 
0.01139 
0.01273 
0.01408 
0.01546 
0.01683 
0.01822 
0.01961 
0.02128 
0.02297 
0.02468 
0.02640 
0.02839 
0.03042 
0.03253 
0.03466 
0.03721 
0.03983 
0.04249 
0.04527 
0.04814 
0.05118 
0.05433 
0.05766 
0.06112 
0.06461 
0.06825 
0.07205 
0.07627 
0.08058 
0.08500 
0.08948 
0.09398 
0.09870 
0.10360 
0.10882 
0.11456 
0.12069 
0.12697 
0.13328 
0.13984 
0.14678 
0.15384 
0.16116 
0.16848 
0.17598 
0.18353 
0.19123 
0.19903 
0.20715 
0.21538 
0.22418 
0.23462 
0.24578 
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131) 
similarity measure increases, particularly as the 109 
industries are merged into 74 sectors. 
Table 4.3.2 
Nllmber and Percentage of Sectors Formed TriTi t:hin Various 
Ranqes of the Similarity Scale 
.~--'---' 
Similarity Number of Percentage of 
Measure Sec-t.oL'S Formed Sectors Formed 
-----
0.00-<0.02 19 29.2 
0.02-<0.04 10 15.4 
0.04-<0.06 6 9.2 
0.06-<0.08 5 7.7 
0.00·-<0.10 5 7.7 
0.10~<0.12 3 4.6 
0.12-<0.14 4 6.,2 
0.14-<0.16 2 3.1 
0.16-<0,18 3 4.6 
0.18-<0.20 3 4.6 
0.20-<0.22 2 3.1 
-_. --'::.::- - ',~-
0.22-<0.24 2 3.1 
0.24-<0.26 1 1.5 
The final 44 sector model produced by Ward's algorithm 
is given in Table 4.3.3 and has a total, within sector, sum 
of squared deviations of input coefficients from their means 
equal to 0.24578. For brevity, this model is called Model 4 
in the discussion which follows. 
- .-. 
---.----...:-~.-.;-
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Table 4.3.3 -----
}1oj_~~j4 Sc:.~tor ~1od<c..L!",yo~:!~]Ced 1~Lh'ar9' s Algorithm 
Sector Industries Comprising the Sector 
1 1 10 1<1 21 
2 2 17 19 20 49 62 65 75 83 85 86 
99 104 lOS lOG ] 07 108 109 
3 3 39 44 
4 4 69 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 
10 11 
11 12 
12 13 15 18 
13 16 
14 22 24 
15 23 25 26 31 
16 27 28 29 30 33 34 41 42 52 53 54 
56 67 89 90 91 92 
17 32 
18 35 
19 36 38 
20 37 
21 40 
22 43 
23 45 46 
24 47 48 
25 50 
26 51 
27 55 
28 57 58 
" . --,-
29 59 60 61 
30 63 
31 64 66 70 95 
32 68 
33 71 72 76 78 79 81 82 84 87 
34 73 74 88 
35 77 '1:-
, 
36 80 
37 93 94 
38 96 
39 97 
40 9<: 
41 100 
42 101 
43 102 
44 103 
--.----------
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Model 4, like Model 2, contains a number of sectors, 
which appear heterogeneous on a priori grounds; in particular, 
sectors 1, 2, 3, 4, 15, 16, 31, 33 and 34. The differences and 
similarities between the intersectoral models 1, 2 and 4 will 
now be examined. Table 4.3.4 shows the industry composition 
of sectors for which there is a one-to-one correspondence in 
the three possible pairs of models. 
Table 4.3.4 
-------.---~---
Model 1 & Model 2 ' Model 1 & Model 
10 32 
32 97 
93 98 
94 100 
97 101 
103 102 
103 
-------_. 
4 Model 2 & Model 4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
11 
12 
16 
32 
35 
37 
40 
43 
50 
51 
55 
63 
68 
80 
96 
97 
103 
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All of these sectors contain just one industry. Note that 
,.,', . 
Models 2 and 4 helve the greatest number of sectors in common. 
Only industries 32 (Footwear - not Rubber), 97 (Electricity 
and Gas) and 103 (Air 'rransport) are left unag!:Jregated ].n all 
three models. However, certain groupings of indus'cries al.°e 
comrnon to two or more of the modelso These are given in 
Table 4.3.5. 
Table 4.3.5 ----
Corrunon Industry G r 0 u p i E~.5I.§' 
Model 1 & Model 2 Model 1 & Model 4 Model 2 & Model 4 
13 15 13 15 1 21 
22 23 24 22 24 2 104 
25 26 29 31 25 26 31 3 44 
27 30 34 27 28 29 30 13 15 18 
33 34 
28 33 36 38 17 49 75 85 
99 106 
45 46 41 42 20 62 65 83 86 
105 107 108 109 
53 54 45 46 22 24 
59 61 47 48 25 26 31 
64 66 70 53 54 27 30 34 42 53 
54 56 67 
71 72 76 57 58 28 33 89 
79 81 59 60 61 45 46 
82 84 64 66 70 59 61 
90 91 92 71 72 76 64 66 70 
108 109 73 74 71 72 76 78 
79 81 
79 81 82 84 
82 84 87 90 91 92 
85 86 
89 90 91 92 
108 109 
.----
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'1'he following industry grollpings are found in all 
three models: 
13. Chocolate and Confectionery, 
and 15. Food Preparations N.E.I. 
22. Other Spinning and Weaving, 
and 24. Textiles N.E.I. 
25. Men's Outerwear, 
26. Women's Outerwear, 
and 3l. Apparel N.E.1. 
27. Underclothing, 
30. Shirts and Pyjamas, 
and 3Ll .. Made-up Textiles. 
28. Millinery and Hats, 
and 33. Canvas Goods. 
45. Cartons and Paper Bags, 
and 46. Paper Products N .E. 1. 
53. Tyres and Tubes, 
and 54. Other Rubber Goods. 
59. Paint and Varnish, 
and 6l. Chemical Products N.E.I. 
6<1. Structural Clay r'roducts, 
66. Cement, 
and 70. Mineral Products N.E.I. 
;- ..... 
71. Basic Metal Industries, 
72. Sheetmetal Working, 
and 76. Metal Products N.E.I. 
79. Range Making, 
and 81. Electrical Goods N.E.I. 
82. Boat Building and Repairs, 
and 84. Body Building. 
90. Toys and Sports Goods, 
91. Manufacturing N.E.I., 
and 92. Plastics Manufacturing. 
108. Services to Households etc., 
and 109. Services to Government. 
More interesting, perhaps, are those industry 
groupings, which are produced by both clustering algorithms 
and yet do not appear in the Department of Statistics' 
model. Since Ward's algorithm aggregates on the basis of 
similarity of input coefficients, these industry groupings 
can now be considered in relation to their input structures. 
(a) The aggregation of the two industries: 
1. Farming 
21. Wool Milling 
takes place much later when clustering is performed on the 
basis of similarity of input coefficients (see Figure 4.3.1) 
than when clustering is performed on the basis of similarity 
of partially aggregated input coefficients (se~ Figure 4.l.U. 
Nevertheless, the degree of similarity between the input 
structures of these two industries may appear surprisingly 
high. This is probably due to the level of aggregation of 
the Farming industry in the 109 industry, interindustry 
table. Farming buys a high proportion of inputs from itself 
and Wool Milling buys a large proportion of inputs from the 
Farming industry. 
Fig-ure 4.3.1 
The Formation of Sector 1 in Model 4 
Industry 
1 
21 
10 
14 
No. of Sectors 
in Model when 
Indus·tries are 
Merged 
~-}--I 
69 50 45 
" j, 
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(b) The following groups of industries appear in Model 2, 
are grouped into a single sector in Model 4, but do not appear 
in ModelL 
2. 
1.04. 
19. 
17. 
49. 
75. 
85. 
99. 
106. 
20. 
62. 
65. 
83. 
86. 
105. 
107. 
108. 
109. 
Hunting and Fishing, 
Road Transport. 
Tobacco and Cigarettes. 
Malting and Brewing, 
Printing and Trade Services, 
Electro-Plating, 
Vehicle Repair, 
Trade, 
Services. 
Wool Scouring, 
Petroleum and Coal Products, 
Pottery Clay Products, 
Vehicle Assembly, 
Aircraft Repair, 
Communications, 
Ownership of Property, 
Services to Households etc., 
Services to Government. 
The order in which these industries are aggregated, to form 
sector 2 in Model 4, is displayed in Figure 4.3.2. 
Industry 
2 
17 
19 
20 
65 
49 
75 
99 
106 
62 
86 
83 
105 
lOR 
109 
107 
05 
104 
No. of S"ctors 
in Mod"l when 
Industries lIrc 
, Hcrgcd 
Figure 4.3.2 
The Formation of Sector 2 in Model 4 
J 
r--
I l 
I I 
I I I--
108 106 103 102 99 97 92 91 87 81 74 70 68 61 60 55 48 
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Figure 4.3.2 reveals that the following groups of industries 
have surprisingly similar input structures: 
62. Petroleum and Coal Products, 
86. Aircraft Repair, 
83. Vehicle Assembly, 
105. ConUl1unications, 
108. Services to Household etc., 
and 109. Services to Government. 
49. Printing and Trade Services, 
and 75. Electro-Plating. 
'20. Wool Scouring, 
and 65. Pottery Clay Products. 
99. Trade, 
and 106. Services. 
85. Vehicle Repair, 
and 104. Road Transport. 
All but the last of these groups of industries are also formed 
early in the derivation of Model 2. Further aggregations take 
place at a stage when the discrimination between industries 
is not very high. In particular, the aggregation of industries 
2 and 104 and of industries 17, 49, 75, 85, 99 and 106 do not 
occur until the 48 sector model is formed. Industries 20, 62, 
65, 83, 86, 105, 107, 108 and 109 are aggregated to form ·the 
60 sector model. 
(c) Industries 13 (Chocolate and Confectionery) and 18 
(Aerated Waters and Cordials) are aggregated to form the 76 
sector model, and are joined with industry 15 (Food Preparations 
N.E.I.) relatively late in the clusterj.ng process, when the 64 
sector model is formed. This grouping also appears in Model 2. 
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(d) It is surprising to find industry 3 (Forestry) 
aggregated with industry 44 (Pulp and Paper) in the 66 seclor 
version of Model 4 and in the 59 sector version of Model 2. 
(e) The following groups of industries appear in Model 2, 
they form part of a single sector in Model 4, but they do not 
appear in Modell. 
27. Underclothing, 
30. Shirts and Pyjamas, 
34. Ma~e-up Textiles, 
42. Mattresses, 
53. Tyres and Tubes, 
54. Other Rubber Goods, 
56. Chemical Fertilizers, 
67. Glass Products. 
28. Millinery and Hats, 
33. Canvas Goods, 
89. Brushes and Brooms. 
The .order in which these industries, along with industries: 
29. Corse try 
41. Furniture 
52. Leather Goods 
90. Toys and Sports Goods 
91. Manufacturing N.E.I. 
92. Plastics Manufacturing 
are aggregated, to form sector 16 in Model 4, is displayed 
in Figure 4.3.3. 
\ --. 
Industry' 
27 
34 
53 
56 
67 
54 
28 
33 
90 
92 
30 
91 
42 
89 
52 
29 
41 
No. of sectors 
I 
Figure 4.3.3 
The Formation of Sector 16 in Model 4 
I 
I 
I I 
j 
I 
I 
J I 
I I 
I 
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I-- -
I--
in Model when 105 101 98 95 94 93 85 83 79 78 77 71 62 58 46 44 
Industries are 
Merged 
The amalgamation of industries, prior to the formation of the 
79 sector model, meets with expectations, with the exception 
of the merger of industries 30 (Shirts and Pyjamas), 91 
(Manufacturing N.E.I.) and 42 (Mattresses). The groupings 
which emerge at higher levels of aggregation were all 
unexpected. 
(f) The following industries are grouped into the same 
sector in Model 2 and in Model 4. 
7l. Basic Metal Industries 78. Machinery N.E.I. 
72. Sheetmetal Working 79. Range Making 
76. Metal Products N. E. I. 8l. Electrical Goods N.E.I. 
This grouping is considered to be acceptable on intuitive grounds. 
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The sectors produced by aggregating industries according 
to similarity of input coefficients are not significantly more 
appealing than those produced by grouping industries according 
to similarity of partially aggregated input coefficients. 
Model 2 and Model 4 contain a considerable number of overlapping 
sectors, and both contain sectors which would be unacceptable 
for most analyses. 
A fifth model, ModelS, was produced by aggregating 
industries accordini to similarity of input coefficients, but 
wi th -the same constraints imposed upon it as those imposed 
upon Model 3 (see Table 4.3.6). All but nine of the sectors 
in Model 5 also appear in Model 3. 
In order to compare the similarity of input structures 
of the sectors in Models 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, the within sector, 
sums of squared deviations of input coefficients from their 
means have been calculated also for the former three models. 
The similarity measures for Models 2, 3 4 and 5 are 0.42537, 
0.43270, 0.24578 and 0.39525, respectively, compared with 
Modell's value of 1.45733. Hence, the official 44 sector 
classification of the 109 industries is less homogeneous, 
terms of input structures, than the models produced by 
clustering either on the basis of similarity of input 
coefficients, or on the basis of similarity of partially 
aggregated input coefficients, with or without constraints 
being imposed. 
in 
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Table 4.3. G 
Hodel 5 : Constrained 4~ sector Model Produced by l~drd I s Algorithm 
Sector Industries Comprising tlw Sec~tor 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 ' - ~.-. 
5 5 11 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 
10 10 14 
11 12 13 15 17 18 19 
12 16 
13 20 23 
14 21 22 24 
15 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 33 34 
16 32 
17 35 
18 36 38 
19 37 
20 39 41 42 
21 40 
22 43 
23 44 49 
24 45 46 47 48 
25 50 51 
26 52 
27 53 54 
28 55 
29 56 59 60 61 62 
30 57 58 
31 63 
32 64 65 66 67 69 70 
33 68 
34 71 72 75 76 
35 73 74 
36 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 
37 88 89 90 91 92 
38 93 94 
39 95 96 
40 97 
41 98 9 0 100 
42 101 104 105 106 107 108 109 
43 102 
44 103 
~-----~----~---
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The main advantage of using a formalised procedure to 
determine the intersectoral model is that sectors are formed 
on the basis of a criterion, such as similarity of partially 
aggregated input coefficients or similarity of input 
coefficients, which is known to be theoretically sound, 
rather than on the basis of sUbjective judgement. Whether the 
criterion is similarity of partially aggregated input 
coefficients or similarity of input coefficients, the aim 
is the same; to group industries into sectors so that the 
elements of the matrix (XT - TA) are as close to zero as 
possible. As a result, the elements of the matrix 
will be close to zero, and aggregation bias, itself, 
X - TX = {(I-A)-IT - T(I-A)-I}F 
will be as close to zero as possible. 
The question, which remains to be answered, 
or not grouping industries according to similarity 
l' c' ,OJ 
of 
whether 
partially 
aggregated input coefficients results in significantly less 
aggregation bias than grouping industries according to 
similarity of input coefficients. The objective of this section 
is to compare the five models, presented in previous sections 
of this chapter, in terms of the amount of aggregation bias, 
which is likely to be present in each of their sectors. 
15) 
The task is complicated by the fact that aggregation 
bias jn each sector gross output is a function of the 
specific firlal demand vector being employed. Hm'le'\rer f 
aggregation bias vanishes when final demands are proportional 
to those of the base period, so each row of the matrix 
( I-A) -IT ---i(I -A) -1 
must contain both positive and negative elements (unless all 
of its elements are zero). Consequently, even if the elements 
- -] -1 
of {(I-A) -T - T(I-A) -} are not close to zero, there will 
exist many final dem~nd vectors, for which one sector has 
zero aggregation bias, although aggregation bias is unlikely 
to vanisll in the remaining sectors. However, if final demands 
are regarded as random variables, small amounts of aggregation 
bias are likely to be present in the majority of sectors if 
- ~ 1 -1 
each row of the matrix {(I-A) -T - T(I-A) } contains elements, 
which have a mean of zero and a small variance. 
Hence, the measure, which has been chosen to compare 
the sectors of Models 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in terms of their 
probable degrees of aggregation bias, is the sum of squares 
of elements in each row of the matrix {(I-~)-lT - T(I-A)-l}. 
This measure is also the squared Euclidean distance, from 
the origin, of a point in 109 dimensional space. The larger 
its value, the larger is the amount of probable aggregation 
bias for the sector. The total sums of squares for all 44 
sectors is a measure of the degree of probable aggregation 
, bias for all 44 sectors of a given model. 
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The index of aggregation bias, referred to above, was 
calculated for each of the 14 sectors in the five models 
presented earlier in this chapter, namely, the Department 
of Statistics' model (Model 1), the model produced by 
aggregating according to similarity of partially aggregated 
input coefficients (Model 2), the model produced by aggregating 
according to partially aggregated input coefficients, but with 
constraints imposed (Model 3) f the model produced by aggregating 
according to similarity of input coefficients (Model 4) and 
the model produced by aggregating according to similarity of 
input coefficients but with constraints imposed (Model 5). 
The 44 sectors of each model were ranked in descending order, 
according to the index of aggregation bias, and the results 
are presented in Table 4.4.1. 
A comparison of the indices of aggregation bias between 
sectors of the five different models (as ordered in Table 
4.4.1) reveals that: 
(a) Model 1 has a larger index of aggregation bias than 
Model 2 in 38 of the 44 sectors, while the remaining six 
sectors have the same indices in both models. Model 1 has 
a larger index of aggregation bias than Model 3 in 33 of the 
44 sectors, Model 3 has the larger index in six sectors and 
the remaining five sectors have equal values for the index in 
both models. Modell has higher values for the index of 
aggregation bias tJlan Model 4 in 38 of the 44 sectors, Model 4 
has the larger value in one sector, and the index is the same 
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Table 4.4.1 
Indices. of Agqre~ion Bias in Forecasts of Gross Output 
Nodel 1 Model 2 Hodel 3 Hodel 4 Hodel .') 
Sector 
1 
15 
17 
5 
24 
35 
3 
7 
23 
6 
22 
20 
11 
40 
25 
12 
4 
33 
18 
42 
27 
29 
37 
43 
16 
26 
32 
38 
36 
13 
19 
9 
21 
41 
2 
39 
31\ 
8 
28 
14 
10 
30 
31 
44 
'rota1 
Index Sector Index Sector 
1. 29435 
0.25037 
0.17062 
0.15075 
0.10838 
3 
15 
1 
2 
17 
0.08532 43 
0.08127 27 
0.06321 42 
0.05864 12 
0.04944 23 
0.03944 35 
0.03822 19 
0.03424 28 
0.02896 4 
0.02628 7 
0.01305 20 
0.01274 16 
0.01264 37 
0.00951 21 
0.00946 44 
0.00799 36 
0.00708 31 
0.00662 25 
0.00531 10 
0.00486 22 
0.00428 30 
0.00417 34 
0.00366 13 
0.00300 8 
0.00279 11 
0.00275 33 
0.00148 5 
0.00134 9 
0.00098 38 
0.00034 6 
0.00006 39 
0.00003 32 
0.00003 24 
0.00000 14 
0.00000 29 
0.00000 18 
0.00000 26 
0.00000 40 
0.00000 41 
2.59366 'l'oti.l1 
0.05205 
0.05088 
0.03689 
0.02916 
0.02891 
42 
1 
44 
34 
24 
0.02166 5 
0.01704 37 
0.01300 3 
0.01172 11 
0.00853 17 
0.00814 13 
0.00654 36 
0.00422 43 
0.00351 41 
0.00256 23 
0.00173 40. 
0.00125 32 
0.00121 29 
0.00094 4 
0.00076 20 
0.00046 38 
0.00045 18 
0.00044 8 
0.00041 19 
0.00041 27 
0.00040 15 
0.00037 12 
0.00033 10 
0.00029 30 
0.00024 2 
0.00022 33 
0.00012 9 
0.00007 25 
0.00002 6 
0.00001 31 
0.00001 28 
0.00000 35 
0.00000 21 
0.00000 7 
0.00000 16 
0.00000 26 
0.00000 14 
0.00000 22 
0.00000 39 
0.30495 Total 
Index 
0.11742 
0.08139 
0.07987 
0.05948 
0.04549 
Sector 
2 
33 
1 
18 
3 
0.04088 14 
0.03848 39 
0.03512 23 
0.02508 16 
0.02278 31 
0.02219 4 
0.02162 38 
0.02007 24 
0.01870 12 
0.01786. 42 
0.01520 19 
0.01455 29 
0.01358 25 
0.00962 5 
0.00642 8 
0.00496 41 
0.00398 43 
0.00295 20 
0.00231 10 
0.00180 34 
0.00156 28 
0.00103 32 
0.00094 44 
0.00077 30 
0.00039 15 
0.00031 11 
0.00029 9 
0.00020 27 
0.00012 6 
0.00011 40 
0.00010 35 
0.00002 21 
0.00001 7 
0.00001 36 
0.00000 13 
O.OOOOC 17 
0.00000 26 
0.00000 22 
0.00000 37 
0.73066 Total 
Index 
0.17343 
0.07536 
0.06557 
0.03209 
0.02623 
Sector 
41 
42 
14 
36 
1 
0.02260 34 
0.02036 24 
0.01798 5 
0.01498 3 
0.01270 17 
0.01039 40 
0.00993 23 
0.00780 11 
0.00609 39 
0.00606 29 
0.00501 4 
0.00441 32 
0.00430 20 
0.00409 37 
0.00343 18 
0.00292 43 
0.00277 8 
0.00248 19 
0.00089 27 
0.00078 15 
0.00065 13 
0.00062 10 
0.00059 30 
0.00050 44 
0.00044 35 
0.00024 2 
0.00024 33 
0.00012 9 
0.00012 25 
0.00007 28 
0.00004 6 
0.00001 31 
0.00001 21 
0.00001 7 
0.00000 12 
0.00000 16 
0.00000 26 
0.00000 22 
0.00000 38 
0.53631 'l'ota1 
Index 
0.12359 
0.10975 
0.09005 
0.08051 
0.07255 
0.05458 
0.04645 
0.04050 
0.03514 
0.02289 
0.01938 
0.01791 
0.01610 
0.01483 
0.01418 
0.00964 
0.00820 
0.00733 
0.00494 
0.00487 
0.00396 
0.00281 
0.00231 
0.00202 
0.00155 
0.00104 
0.00091 
0.00074 
0.00055 
0.00053 
0.00038 
0.00031 
0.00028 
0.00020 
0.00012 
0.00012 
0.00011 
0.00001 
0.00001 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.81135 
I. : 
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in the remaining five sectors of both models. Modell has 
a larger aggregation bias index than Model 5 in 36 of the 44 
sectors, Model 5 has the larger index in three sectors, and 
the remaining five sectors have the same index j.n both models. 
Hence, it is concluded that the Department of Statistics' 
model is likely to result in larger aggregation errors in 
forecasts of gross output than both models produced by 
aggregating according to similarity of partially aggregated 
input coefficients (unconstrained or constrained) and both 
models produced by aggregating according to similarity of 
input coefficients (unconstrained or constrained). The 
superiority of Model 3 and Model 5 over Model 1 is particularly 
noteworthy, since Models 3 and 5 consist of sectors which are 
acceptable on a priori grounds. 
(b) Model 2 has a larger index of aggregation bias than 
Model 4 in only one sector, Model 4's index 1S larger than 
Model 2's index in 38 sectors and the index is the same in 
the remaining five sectors. Consequently, it is concluded 
that the model produced by aggregating according to 
similarity of partially aggregated input coefficients is 
likely to result in less aggregation bias, in forecasts of 
gross output, than the model produced by aggregating 
according to similarity of input coefficients. 
(c) Model 3 has larger values for the index of aggregation 
bias than ModelS in 19 sectors, Model 5's index is larger 
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than Model 3's in 18 sectors, and the index J.~ .~ the· same in 
the remaining seven sectors. Hence, the two constrained 
intersectoral models are likely to give rise to approximately 
the same amounts of aggregation bias in forecasts of gross 
outputs. This result was to be expected since Model 3 and 
Model 5 are very similar in terms of the composition of their 
sectors. 
(d) The t6tals at the bottom of Table 4.4.1 indicate that, 
when all sectors are taken into account, Model 2 is likely 
to result in the smallest amount of aggregation bias, 
followed by Model 4, Mode]. 3, Model 5 and then Modell. 
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This chapter has been devoted -to a comparison of the 
following five models of the 1065-66 New Zealand economy: 
Modell: The 44 sector classification of industries used by 
the Nel'l Zealand Department of S+-atistics. 
Model 2: The 44 sector model produced by aggregating into 
the same sector industries which have similar 
partially aggregated input coefficients. 
Model 3: The 44 sector model produced by aggregating 
industries with similar partially aggregated input 
coefficients, but with constraints imposed to 
ensure that aggregation took place only within 
certain groups of industries. 
Model 4: The 44 sector model produced by aggregating into 
the same sector industries which have similar input 
coefficients. 
Model 5: The 44 sector model produced by aggregating 
industries with similar input coefficients, but 
with the same constraints imposed upon it as those 
imposed upon Model 3. 
Appendices Band C, at the end of this chapter, provide a 
pictorial comparison of the composition of sectors in 
Models 1, 2 and 4 and Models 1, 3 and 5, respectively. 
For each model the total, within sector, sum of 
squared deviations of partially aggregated input coefficients 
from their means, and the total, within sector, sum of 
, •. t. 
15G 
squared deviations of input coefficien1:s from their means, 
were calculat:ed and are summarised in Table 4.5.1 below. 
Table 4.5.1 
Total Sum of Squa.red Total Sum of Squared 
Deviations of Partially Deviations of Input 
Aggregated Input Coefficients Coefficients from 
from their Means their Means 
--_.-
Model 1 1. 46484 1. 45733 
Model 2 0.15058 0.42537 
Model 3 0.40350 0.43270 
Model 4 0.28237 0.24578 
Model 5 0.43620 0.39525 
Since aggregation bias in forecasts of gross sector outputs 
vanishes when the partially aggregated input coefficients, 
of industries of the same sector, are equal, it may be 
concluded that Model 2, which has the most similar partially 
aggregated input coefficients, is likely to result in the 
smallest amount of aggregation bias, followed by Model 4, 
Model 3, Model 5 and then Modell. However, equality of input 
coefficients is a sufficient, although not a necessary, 
condition for aggregation bias to vanish, so it is interesting 
to rank the five models according to this criterion. Table 
4.5.1 reveals that Model 4 has the most similar input 
coefficients of industries within sectors, followed by 
ModelS, Model 2, Model 3 and then Modell. Consequently, 
if Modell has been formed by aggregating, into the same 
~ ____ 0 ______ • __ 
.1::7 
sector, industries, which are expected intuitively to have 
similar input coefficients, it may be argued that subjective 
judgement does not always correspond to reality. 
The justificatio~lor using either similarity of 
partially aggregated input coefficients, or similarity of 
input coefficients, as the criterion for aggregation is th~t, 
when it is completely satisfied, aggregation bias vanishes. 
Aggregation bias is given by the elements of the vector 
~ - TX = {(I-~)-lT - T(I-A)-l}F 
and so js a function of the levels of final demand. Although 
it can be measured only for a specific set of final demands, 
the closer are the elements of the matrix 
- -·1 
(I-A)T .- T(I-A) 
to zero, the smaller is the amount of aggregation bias, which 
is likely to be present for rnos·t final demand vec·tOJ':-s < 
According to this criterion, Model 2 is likely to result in 
less aggregation bias than Model 4, followed by Models 3 and 
5, and then by Modell. Hence it is concluded that aggregation 
on the basis of partially aggregated input coefficients is 
more effective in reducing aggregation bias than aggregation 
on the basis of input coefficients. Although Model 2 and 
Model 4 both contain sectors, the compostion of which may 
not be acceptable for many analyses, Model 3 and Model 5 
do not contain such sectors, and yet they are superior to 
Model I, according to all three criteria discussed above. 
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CHAPTER 4: APPENDIX A 
Industry Classification in the 1965-66 Input-Output Model of the New Zealand Economy 
1. Farming 
2. Hunting and Fishing 
3. Forestry 
4. Mining and Quarrying 
5. Meat Freezing and Preserving 
6. Ham, Bacon and Smallgoods 
7. Ice Cream 
8. Butter, Cheese, Milk-Powder etc. 
9. Milk Treatment 
10. Fruit and Vegetable Preserving 
ll~ Grain Milling 
12. Biscuits and Bread Baking 
13. Chocolate and Confectionery 
14. Animal Feed 
15. Food preparations N.E.I. 
16. Wine Making 
17. Malting and Brewing 
18. Aerated Waters and Cordials 
19. Tobacco and Cigarettes 
20. Woolscouring 
21. Wool Milling 
22. Other Spinning and Weaving 
23. Hosiery and Other Knitting 
24. Textiles "N.E.I. 
25. Men's Outerwear 
26. Women's OUterwear 
27. Undercl~thing 
28. Millinery and Hats 
29. Corsetry 
30. Shirts and Pyjamas 
31. Apparel N.E.I. 
32. Footwear - not Rubber 
33. Canvas Goods 
34. Made-up Textiles 
35. Sawmills 
36. Planing Mills 
37. Joinery 
38. Wooden Containers 
39. Plywood and Veneer 
40. Wood Products N.E.I. 
41. Furniture 
42. Mattresses 
43. Venetian Blinds 
44. Pulp an~Paper 
45. Cartons and Paper Bags 
46. Paper Products N.E.I. 
47. Printing and Publishing 
48. Job and General printing 
49. Printing and Trade Services 
50. Tanning 
51. Fellmongery 
52. Leather Goods 
53. Tyres and Tubes 
54. Other Rubber Goods 
55. Tyre Retreading 
56. Chemical Fertilizers 
57. Vegetable and Animal Oils 
58. Soap and Candle 
59. Paint and Varnish 
60. Medical and Toilet Goods 
61. Chemical Products N.E.I. 
62. Petroleum and Coal Products 
63. Bituminous Materials 
64. Structural Clay Products 
65. pottery Clay Products 
66. Cement 
67. Glass Products 
68. Concrete Products 
69. Lime 
70. Mineral products N.E.I. 
71. Basic Metal Industries 
72. Sheetmetal Working 
73. Wire Working 
74. Nail Making 
75. Electro-Plating 
76. Metal Products N.E.I. 
77. Farm Machinery 
78. Machinery N.E.I. 
79. Range Making 
80. Radio and TV Assembly 
81. Electrical Goods N.E.I. 
82. Boat Building and Repairs 
83. Vehicle Assembly 
84. Body Building 
85. Vehicle Repair 
86. Aircraft Repair 
87. Transport Equipment N.E.I. 
88. Jewellery 
89. Brushes and Brooms 
90. Toys and Sports Goods 
91. Manufacturing N.E.I. 
92. Plastics Manufacturing 
93. Residential Building 
94. Commercial Building 
95. Civil Engineering 
96. Other Building Activities 
97. Electricity and Gas 
98. Water and Sanitation 
99. Trade 
100. Banking and Insurance 
101. Rail Transport 
102. Shipping Transport 
103. Air Transport 
104. Road Transport 
105. Communications 
106. Services 
107. OWnership of Property 
108. Services to Households etc. 
109. Services to Government 
CHAPTER 4: APPENDIX B 
Classification .of. Indust.riea in Model I,. Model 2 and Model 4 
10. 
1. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
24. 
23. 
19. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
33. 
34. 
83. 
105. 
107. 
108. 
109. 
106. 
104. 
2. 
99. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
56. 
4!. 
42. 
43. 
88. 
89. 
90. 
9!. 
92. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
15. 
14. 
13. 
12. 
11. 
7. 
Model 1 
Fruit and Vegetable Preserving 
Farming 
Woolscourinq 
Wool Milling 
Other Spinning and Weaving 
Textiles N. E. 1. 
Hosiery and Other Knitting 
Tobacco and Cigarettes 
Men I s Outerwear 
Women's Outerwear 
Underclothing 
Millinery and Hats 
Corsetry 
Shirts and Pyjamas 
Apparel N. E. I. 
Canvas Goods 
Made-up Textiles 
Vehicle Assembly 
Conununications 
Ownership of property 
Services to Households etc. 
Services to Government 
Services 
Road Transport 
Hunting and Fishing 
Trade 
Tyres and Tubes 
Other Rubber Goods 
Tyre Retreading 
Vegetable and Animal Oils 
Soap and Candle 
Paint and Varnish 
Medical and Toilet Goods 
Chemical Products N.E.I. 
Petroleum and Coal Products 
Bituminous Materials 
Chemical Fertilizers 
Furniture 
Mattresses 
Venetian Blinds 
Jewellery 
Brushes and Brooms 
Toys and Sports Goods 
Manufacturing.N.E.I. 
Pastics Manufacturing 
Wine Making 
Malting and Brewing 
Aerated Waters and Cordials 
Food Preparations N.E.I. 
Animal Feed 
Chocolate and Confectionery 
Biscuits and Bread Baking 
Grain Milling 
Ice Cream 
32. Footwear - not Rubber 
Model 2 
:J 
j 
:J 
Model 4 
~:1~ 22J 24 ~m 29 19 
20 
62 
65 
83 
86 
105 
107 
108 
109 
17 
49 
75 
85 
99 
106 
. 2 
104 
27 
30 
34 
42 
53 
54 
56 
67 
28 
33 
89 
41 
52 
90 
91 
92 
l3
j 15 
18 
59
j 61 
60 
12 
16 
11 
7 
8. 
9. 
5. 
6. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
4. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
7!. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
80. 
8!. 
82. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
3. 
98. 
100. 
10!. 
102. 
50. 
5!. 
52. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
103. 
Model 1 
Butter, Cheese, Milk-Powder etc. 
Milk Treatment 
Meat Freezing and Preserving 
Ham, Bacon and Smallgoods 
Sawmills 
Planing Mills 
Joinery 
Wooden Containers 
Plywood and Veneer 
Wood Products N.E.I. 
Pulp and Paper 
Cartons and Paper Bags 
Paper Products N.E.I. 
Printing and Publishing 
Job and General Printing 
Printing and Trade Services 
Mining and Quarrying 
Structural Clay Products 
Pottery Clay Products 
Cement 
Glass Products 
Concrete Products 
Lime 
Mineral Products ".E.I. 
Basic Metal Industries 
Sheetmetal Working 
Wire Working 
Nail Making 
Electro-Plating 
Metal Products N.E.I. 
Farm Machinery 
Machinery N.E.I. 
Range Making 
Radio and TV Assembly 
Electrical Goods N.E.I. 
Boat Building and Repairs 
Body Building 
Vehicle Repair 
Aircraft Repair 
Transport Equipment N.E.I. 
Forestry 
Water and Sanitation 
Banking and Insurance 
Rail Transport 
Shipping Transport 
Tanning 
Fellmongery 
Leather Goods 
Residential Building 
Commercial Building 
Civil Engineering 
Other Building Activities 
Electricity and Gas 
Air Transport 
:J 
:J 
:J 
j 
~ 
:J 
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Model 2 
8 
9 
Model 
6 
32 
35 
37 
36J 38 
40 
43 
~~ t:4 
71 
72 
76 
78 
79 
81 
87 
98 
100 
102 
88 
~ ~:j 101 77 73 
74 
68 
80 
50 
51 
55 
57J 58 
63 
93
J 94 
96 
97 
103 
CHAPTER 4: APPENDIX C 
Classification of Industries in Modell, Model 3 and ModelS 
Model 1 
1. Farming 
2. Hunting and Fishing 
3. Forestry 
4. Mining and Quarrying 
5. Meat Freezing and Preserving 
6. Ham, Bacon and Smallgoods 
7. Ice Cream 
11. Grain Milling 
12. Biscuits and Bread Baking 
13. Chocolate and Confectionery 
14. Animal Feed 
15. Food Preparations N.E.I. 
8. Butter, Cheese, Milk-Powder etc. 
9. Milk Treatment 
10. Fruit and Vegetable Preserving 
16. Wine Making 
17. Malting and Brewing 
18. Aerated Waters and Cordials 
19. Tobacco and Cigarettes 
20. Woolscouring 
21. Wool Milling 
22. Other Spinning and Weaving 
23. Hosiery and Other Knitting 
24. Textiles N.E.I. 
25. Men's Outerwear 
26. Women's outerwear 
27. Underclothing 
28. Millinery and Hats 
29. Corsetry 
30. Shirts and Pyjamas 
31. Apparel N.E.I. 
33. Canvas Goods 
34. 
32. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
Made-up Textiles 
Footwear - not Rubber 
Sawmills 
Planing Mills 
Joinery 
Wooden Containers 
Plywood and Veneer 
Wood Products N.E.I. 
Furniture 
Mattresses 
Venetian Blinds 
Pulp and Paper 
Cartons and Paper Bags 
Paper Products N.E.I. 
Printing and Publishing 
Job and General Printing 
Printing and Trade Services 
Tanning 
Fellmongery 
Leather Goods 
Tyres and Tubes 
Other Rubber Goods 
Tyre Retreading 
~ 
] 
~ 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
Model 3 Model 5 
1 
7 
9 
E~~J 16 
20J 23 
E~:j 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
33 
34 
32 
35 
[~:J 
37 
40 
43 
[:~J 
52 
C:!J 
55 
Modell 
56. Chemical Fertilizers 
57. Vegetable and Animal Oils 
58. Soap and Candle 
59. Paint and Varnish 
60. Medical and Toilet Goods 
61. Chemical Products N.E.I. 
62. Petroleum and Coal Products 
63. Bituminous Materials 
64. Structural Clay Products 
65. Pottery Clay Products 
66. Cement 
67. Glass Products 
68. Concrete Products 
69. Lime 
70. Mineral Products N.E.I. 
71. Basic Metal Industries 
72. Sheetmetal Working 
73. Wire Working 
74. Nail Making 
75. Electro-Plating 
76. Metal Products N.E.I. 
77. Farm Machinery 
78. Machinery N.E.I. 
79. Range Making 
80. Radio and TV Assembly 
81. Electrica~ Goods N.E.I. 
82. Boat Building and Repairs 
84. Body Building 
85. Vehicle Repair 
86. Aircraft Repair 
87. Transport Equipment N.E.I. 
83. Vehicle Assembly 
88. 
89. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
101. 
102. 
103. 
104. 
105. 
106. 
107. 
108. 
109. 
Jewellery 
Brushes and Brooms 
Toys and Sports Goods 
Manufacturing N.E.I. 
Plastics Manufacturing 
Residential Building 
Commercial Building 
Civil Engineering 
Other Building Activities 
Electricity and Gas 
Water and Sanitation 
Trade 
Banking and Insurance 
Rail Transport 
Shipping Transport 
Air Transport 
Road Transport 
Communications 
Services 
Ownership of Property 
Services to Households etc. 
Services to Government 
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Model 3 Model 
~ 63 
~ ~1~ 
~ ~i§ 73J 74 
J 
j 
.~ 
E
77 
79 
80 
7 
78 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
6 
[:!J 
[::J 
97 
E~:j 
~101~ 105 107 108 109 
~104 106 102 103 
'.-~-----. ---~-:' 
CHAP'l'ER 5 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
161 
Aggregation, as it applies to input-output analysis, 
is the process of combining industries of an original input-
output model into sectors, in order to form a hybrid model, 
the dimensions of which are smaller than those of the original 
model. The problem, which arises as a result of the aggregation 
process, is that, in general, forecasts of sector gross outpu~s, 
obtained from the intersectoral model, are biased in that they 
differ from forecasts of sector gross outputs, obtained by 
aggregating forecasts of industry gross outputs, produced by 
the original interindustry model. 
There are, however, a number of conditions under which 
aggregation bias vanishes in static, open, input-output models, 
namely: 
(a) When industries, which are grouped into the same sector, 
have equal partially aggregated input coefficients. 
(b) When industries, which are grouped into the same sector, 
have equal input coefficients. 
(c) When the outputs of industries, which are grouped into 
the same sector, are used in fixed proportions by other 
industries and by final consumers. 
(d) When k industries, which are grouped into the same sector, 
are such that the output of industry i is absorbed entirely 
by industry i+l (i=l,2, ... ,k-l). 
(e) When final demands are equal or proportional to those of 
the base period. 
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In addition, aggregation bias is small under the 
following conditions in that first-order aggregation bias 
vanishes: 
(f) WIlen fina] demands are proportional to base period gross 
outputs. 
(g) Wilen the structure of final demands, within each sector, 
corresponds to that of base period gross outputs. 
(h) When the only final demands, which differ from their 
base period values, are those of industries which are not 
aggregated with other industries in the intersectoral model. 
Most of the existing methodologies, for aggregating 
industries of an input-output model, employ a cluster analysis 
approach, where the criterion for aggregation is similarity 
of input coefficients of industries within sectors. In 
Chapter 3 of this thesis, an alternative clustering algorithm 
was developed, which aggregates into the same sector industries 
which have similar partially aggregated input coefficients. 
Similarity of partially aggregated input coefficients is 
considered to be a better criterion for aggregation than 
similarity of input coefficients, since equality of partially 
aggregated input coefficients is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for aggregation bias to vanish. Equality of input 
coefficients is a sufficient, but not a necessary, condition 
for aggregation bias to vanish. 
The algorithm allows the input-output analyst to impose 
constraints upon the intersectoral model to ensure that 
specific industries remain isolated, to force certain 
industries to be aggregated into the same sector f or to 
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ensure that certain industries are not aggregated into the 
same sector. Consequently, the analyst can ensure that the 
intersectoral model is operationally meaningful and is produced 
using a formalised procedure, which eliminates the need for 
subjective judgement. 
In Chapter 4, the algorithm was used to aggregate the 
109 industries of the 1965-66 input-output model of the New 
Zealand economy into 44 sectors. The resulting intersectoral 
model was compared to the official 44 sector classification 
of industries, published by the New Zealand Department of 
Statistics. It was found that the composition of sectors 
differed considerably in the two models, so constraints were 
imposed in an effort to produce an intersectoral model, which 
is more intuitively appealing. The sectors appearing in both 
the models, produced by the algorithm, were found to be more 
homogeneous than the Department of Statistics' model, in terms 
of partially aggregated input coefficients and in terms of 
input coefficients. 
A third model was produced by aggregating on the basis 
of similarity of input coefficients, a method used by previous 
authors. This model also contained sectors, which differed 
markedly from the official classification, and its sectors 
had more similar input coefficients and partially aggregated 
input coefficients than the Department of Statistics' model. 
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A fourth model was produced by aggregating on tIle 
basis of similarity of input coefficients, but with the same 
set of constraints imposed upon it as those specified for the 
model produced by constrained oggregation according to 
similarity of partially aggregated input coefficients. The 
two constrained models contained 35 identical sectors. As 
expected, constrained aggregation according to similarity of 
partially aggregated input coefficients produced sectors with 
more similar partially aggregated input coefficients and 
constrained aggregation according to similarity of input 
coefficients resulted in sectors with more similar input 
coefficients. 
Finally, the five models were compared using an index 
of probable aggregation bias. The model produced by aggregating 
on the basis of similarity of partially aggregated input 
coefficients was found to have the smallest amount of probable 
aggregation bias t followed by the model produced by aggregating 
using similarity of input coefficients as the criterion. 
These were followed by the model produced by constrained 
aggregation on the basis of partially aggregated input 
coefficients and the model produced by constrained aggregation 
using similarity of input coefficients, and finally the official 
44 sector model. 
The methodology, which has been developed and applied 
in this thesis, is suitable for aggregating industries of 
static, open, input-output models; it cannot be applied to 
165 
dynamic input-output models. The development of an aggregation 
procedure for use with dynamic input-output models remains a 
topic for further research. 
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17 I. 
1. FUNCTION OF THE PROGRAM 
The function of the program is to aggregate industries 
of an input-output model into sectors, so that aggregation 
bias in forecasts of sector gross outputs is minimized. 
2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
2.1 The Interindustr:.Y Mode~ 
A matrix of interindustry transaction flows and a set 
of industry gross outputs must be input to the program, using 
one of the following options: 
(a) The data may be read from cards and written to magnetic 
tape (from which it can be read during later runs). 
(b) The data may be read from cards, but not written to 
magnetic tape. 
(c) The data may be read from a magnetic tape, on which it 
has been stored during a previous run. 
The desired option is specified by setting a flag, which is 
read from cards, to one of three values. In general, the user 
will find it most convenient to enter the data from cards and 
store it on magnetic tape during the first run, and read it 
from magnetic tape during subsequent runs. 
Interindustry transactions and industry gross outputs 
are used to construct a matrix of input-output coefficients 
for use by the aggregation procedure. The interindustry 
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transactions, illPut-output coefficients and industry gross 
outputs are written to the line printer, unless the user 
specifies that their printing should be suppressed. 
Various constraints can be placed upon the intersectoral 
model to ensure that certain industries are, or are not, 
aggregated into the same sector. The user may constrain the 
intersectoral model ~n one or more of the following ways: 
(a) One or more sets of industries, where aggregation between 
members of the same set is prohibited, may be read from 
cards. 
(b) A list of industries, each of which is to remain isolated 
in the intersectoral model, may be read from cards. 
(c) One or more sets of industries, where aggregation may 
take place only between industries of the same set, may 
be read from cards. 
(d) One or more sets of industries, where all iridustries of 
the same set must be aggregated into a single sector, 
may be read from cards. 
Note that more than one of these options may achieve the same 
result. For example, given a six industry model, the user can 
ensure that aggregation takes place only between industries 
one to three and between industries four to six by specifying, 
using option (a) above, that aggregation is prohibited between 
1-.-· 
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the following sets of industries: 
{1,4} {l,S} {1,6} {2,4} {2 , S} {2,6} {3,4} {3,5} {3,6} 
The simpler method, however, is to specify, using option (c) 
above, that aggregation is restricted to sets of industries: 
{1,2,3} and {4,S,6} 
2.3 Construction of the Intersectoral Model 
Industries are aggregated into sectors using one of 
two clustering algorithms: 
(a) Aggregation may be performed on the basis of similarity 
of input coefficients, as measured by the total, within 
sector, sum of squared deviations of input coefficients 
from their means, (that is, using Ward's method). 
(b) Aggregation may be performed on the basis of similarity 
of partially aggregated input coefficients, as measured 
by the total, within sector, sum of squared deviations 
of partially aggregated input coefficients from their 
means, (that is, using the algorithm developed in this 
thesis) . 
The desired option is specified by setting a flag, which is 
read from cards, to one of two values. 
The user specifies, via card input, the number of sectors 
into which industries ar~ to be grouped. If however, constraints 
imposed upon the intersectoral model are such that this level 
of aggregation cannot be reached, each algorithm will terminate 
when all possible mergers have been completed. 
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2.4 The Intersectoral Model 
The composition of each sector is printed as it is 
formed and, at the conclusion of the clustering algorithm, 
the final composition of each sector is print.ed. A listing 
of intersector transactions, aggregated input-output 
coefficients and sector gross outputs may be written to the 
line printer, provided interindustry transaction flows have 
been written to magnetic tape during the current, or during 
a previous, execution of the program. 
3. DATA INPUT FROM CARDS 
Card 1 Cols 1-80: title 
where: 
title is an alphanumeric description of the job. 
Card 2 Cols I- 5: N (right justified) ----
Cols 6-10: M (right justified) 
Cols 11-15: Nl (right justified) 
Cols 16-20: N2 (right justified) 
Cols 21·-25: N3 (right justified) 
Cols 26-30: N4 (right justified) 
Cols 31-35: N5 (right justified) 
Cols 36-40: N6 (right justified) 
Cols 41-80: blank 
,_.-
1'18 
where: 
N is an integer r equal to the number of industries in 
the interindustry model, (NSllO). 
M is an integer, equal to the number of sectors in the 
intersectoral model, Ol~JI1~N). 
Nl is an integer, equal to 1 if industries are to be 
aggregated according to similarity of input coefficients 
within sectors, and equal to 2 if industries are to 
be aggregated according to similarity of partially 
aggregated input coefficients within sectors. 
N2 is an integer l equal to -1 if interindtistry transactions 
are to be read from magnetic tape, equal to 1 if 
interindustry transactions are to be read from cards 
and written to magnetic tape, and equal to 0 if 
interindustry transactions are to be read from cards 
but not written to magnetic tape. 
N3 is an integer which, if set to nonzero, suppresses 
the printing of interindustry -transactions and 
industry gross outputs. 
N4 is an integer which, if set to nonzero, suppresses 
the printing of input-output coefficients of the 
interindustry model. 
NS is an integer which, if set to nonzero, indicates that 
constraints are to be imposed upon the intersectoral 
model. 
N6 is an integer which, if set to nonzero, allows the 
printing of intersector transactions, aggregated 
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input-output coefficients and sector gross outputs. 
Note, however, that these listings will not be 
produced if N2 is equal to zero, even if N6 is nonzero. 
Cards 3, 4 and 5 
These cards are used to read interindustry transactions 
and industry gross outputs, if N2 is equal to 0 or 1. If these 
data are to be read from magnetic tape (and N2=-l), these cards 
should not appear in the input deck. Transactions are read, 
column by column, ignoring zero elements. Each column of data 
is preceded by its column number and a 20 character description. 
Elements within each column are preceded by their row numbers. 
The end of a column of data is indicated by an asterisk f as is 
the end of all columns of data. 
Card 3 Col. 1: C or * 
Cols 2- 5: Q (right justified) 
Cols 6-10: blank 
Cols 11-30: Name 
Cols 31-80: blank 
where: 
']~he character "c" indicates that a new column of 
transactions is to be read. The character ';*11 
indicates that all columns of transactions have 
been read. 
Q is an integer, equal to the column number of the 
set of transactions punched on the following set 
of cards of type 4. 
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Name is an alphanumeric description of the industry 
corresponding to colmnn Q. 
Card 4 Col. 1 : R or * -.---
Cois 2~- 5 : P (right justified) 
Col. G :. blank 
Cols 7 --13 : X(P,Q) (right justified) 
Cols 14~15: blank 
Col. 16: R or * 
Cols 17-20: P (right justified) 
Col. 21: blank 
Cols 22~28: X(P,Q) (right justified) 
Cols 29-30~ blank 
Col. 31: R or -A-
Cols 32-35: P (right justified) 
Col. 36: blank 
Cols 37~43: X(P,Q) (right justified) 
Cols 44-45: blank 
Col. 46: R or * 
Cols 47-50: P (right justified) 
Col. 51: blank 
Cols 52-58: X(P,Q) (right justified) 
Cols 59-60: blank 
Col. 61: R or * 
Cols 62-65: P (right justified) 
Col. 66: blank 
Cols 67-73: X(P,Q) (right justified) 
Cols 74-80: blank 
18L 
whel~e : 
The charact.er "R" indicat:es ·that a row element wi thin 
column Q (as specified on the most recent card 
of ·type 3) is t.O be read. The character "*" 
indichtes that all elements within column Q have 
been read. 
P is an integer, equal to the row number of the 
next transaction which is to be read. 
X(P,Q) is a real number, equal to the transaction in 
row P and column Q. 
Card 4 is repeated as many times as are necessary to accoTIunodate 
all nonzero transactions in a given column. The last item on 
the last of these cards must be an asterisk. Card 3 and the 
accompanying sets of cards of type 4 are repeated as many times 
as are required to accommoda·te all columns of transactions. 
The last card of type 3 must have an asterisk punched in 
colmllil 1 and has no accompanying type 4 cards. 
Card 5 Cols 1-15: X. (right justified) 
1 
Cols 16-30: X. (right justified) 
J_ 
Cols 31-45: X. (righ·t justified) 
1 
Cols 46-60: X. (right justified) 
1 .. 
Cols 61-75: X. (right justified) 
1 
Cols 76-80: blank 
where: 
X. is the gross output of industry i, (i=1,2, ... ,N). 
1 
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Card 5 is repea·ted as many -times as are required to accommodate 
all industry gross outputs. 
Cards 6, 7, 8 and 9 
These cards are used to place constraints upon the 
intersectoral model, if N5 is nonzero. If no constraints are 
to be imposed '(and N5=0) these cards should not appear in the 
input deck. Each card of type 6 lists a set of industries, none 
of which may be aggregated with the other. Cards of type 7 
specify industries which are to remain isolated in the 
intersectoral model. Each card of type B lists a set of 
industries, between which aggregation may take place. However, 
any industry listed on a card of type 8 may not be aggregated 
with any other industry which does not appear on the same card. 
Each card of type 9 specifies a set of industries, all of which 
must be aggregated into the same sector. 
Card 6 
where: 
Cols I- 5: 1. 
l 
Cols 6-10: 1. 
l 
Cols 11-15: 1. 
l 
etc. 
Cols 76-80: I. 
l 
or 999 (right justified) 
(right justified) 
(right justified) 
(right justified) 
I. is an integer, equal to the column number of any 
l 
industry, which may not be aggregated with other 
industries on the same card. 
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Card 6 is repeated as many times as are required to specify 
all groups of industries, within which aggregation may not 
take place. Note that a maximum of sixteen industries may be 
listed on any card of type 6. However, a group, which is 
larger than sixteen, can be specified using a number of cards 
of type 6. For example, a group consisting of industries 1 to 
17 would be specified by punching the following sets of 
industries on three cards of type 6: 
{17, 16, 
{17, '16, 
{2, I} 
, 3, 2} 
, 3, I} 
The last of these cards, of type 6, should contain the 
number 999 punched in columns 3 to 5 inclusive. If the user 
does not wish to specify any groups of industries, within 
which aggregation may not take place, then a single card of 
type 6, with 999 punched in columns 3 to 5, should be included 
in the input deck. 
Card 7 
where: 
Cols I- S: 1. or 999 
.~ 
Cols 6-10: 1. or 999 
1 
Cols 11-15: 1. or 999 
1 
etc. 
Cols 76-80: I. or 999 
1 
(right justified) 
(right justified) 
(right justified) 
(right justified) 
I. is an integer, equal to the column number of any 
1 
industry, which is to remain isolated in the 
- "."--
. ,~- -- ' .. ---"- ~-
intersectoral model. 
Card 7 is repeated as many times as are required to accommodate 
all industries which are to remain isolated. The last item on 
the last card of type 7 must be the integer 999. If the user 
does not wish to specify any such industries, then a single 
card of type 7, with 999~unched in columns 3 to 5, should be 
included in the input deck. 
Card 8 
--'-
where: 
Cols 1- 5 : r. 
1 
Cois' 6-10: r. 
1 
Cols 11~15: r. 
1 
etc. 
Cols 76-80: I, 
1 
or 999 (right justified) 
(right justified) 
(right justified) 
(right justified) 
I. is an integer, equal to the column number of any 
1 
industry which may be aggregated with other industries 
appearing on the same card. 
Card 8 is repeated as many times as are required to accommodate 
all groups of industries, to which aggregation is limited. 
Note that the maximum number of industries, which may be listed 
on any card, is sixteen. However, a group, which is larger than 
sixteen, can be specified using a number of cards of type 8. 
For ex~mple, a group consisting of industries 1 to 18 would 
be specified by punching the following sets of industries on 
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four cards of -type 8 : 
{18, 1'7, , 4 f 3} 
{18, 17, , 4, 2} 
{18, 17, , 4, I} 
{ 3 , 2, I} 
The last of these cards, of type 8, must contain the 
integer 999 punched in columns 3 to 5. If the user does not 
wish to constrain the intersectoral model in this way, then a 
single card of type 8, with 999 punched in columns 3 to 5, 
should be included in the input deck. 
Card 9 ---
where: 
Cols I- S: 1. 
1 
Cals 6-10: 1. 
1 
Cols 11-15: r. 
1 
etc. 
Cols 76-80: I. 
1 
or 999 (right justified) 
(right justified) 
(right justified) 
(right justified) 
I. is an integer, equal to the column number of any 
1 
industry, which must be aggregated with other 
industries appearing on the same card. 
Card 9 is repeated as many tim'es as are required to specify 
all sets of industries, which must be aggregated into the same 
sector. Note that the maximum number of industries per card is 
sixteen. However, a group of more than sixteen industries lTIay 
by aggregated into the same sector, using a number of cards of 
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type 9. For example, industries 1 to 19 may be aggregated into 
a single sector, by punching the following sets of industries 
onto five cards of "type 9 : 
{19, 18, f 5, 4} 
{19, 18, , 5, 3} 
{19, 18, f 5 , 2} 
{19,18, , 5, I} 
{4, 3, 2, I} 
The last of these cards, of type 9, must contain the 
integer 999 punched ,in columns 3 to 5. If the user does not 
wish to constrain the intersectoral model in this way, a 
single card of type 9, with 999 punched in columns 3 to 5, 
should be included in the input deck. 
Users should note that execution time will be minimized 
if cards Gr 7, 8 and 9 list industry numbers in descending 
order, as has been done in the examples given above. 
4. OUTPUT TO THE LINE PRINTER 
(a) The number of industries, N, the number of sectors, M, 
and the values of the flags, Nl, N2, N3, N4, N5 and N6, as 
read from card 2. 
(b) Interindustry transactions and industry gross outputs, 
if N3=O. Note that if N3t-O this olltput is suppressed. 
(c) Input-output coefficients of the interindustry model, 
if N4=O. Note that if N4tO this output is suppressed. 
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(d) The constraint.s imposed upon the intersectoral moclel, as 
read from cards 6, 7, 8 and 9, if NSf-D. 
(e) If aggregation is performed on the basis of similarity 
of input coefficients, the following are printed following 
each me):ger: 
(i) The stage number. 
(ii) The number of sectors in the model. 
(iii) The change in the total, within sector, sum of 
squared deviations of input coefficients from 
their mea'ns, that is, the "change in error s.s." 
(iv) The total, within sector, sum of squared deviations 
of input coefficients from their means, that is, 
the "total error sos." 
(v) The column numbers of industries in the most 
recently formed sector. 
When all mergers are completed, the composition of each sector 
is printed. 
(f) If aggregation is performed on the basis of similarity 
of partially aggregated input coefficients, the following are 
printed following each merger: 
(i) The stage number. 
(ii) The number of sectors in the model. 
I-
! 
(iii) The total, within sector, sum of squared deviations 
of partially aggregated input coefficients from 
their means, tha·t is, the "error s. s. " 
(i v) '1'he" error s. s." per sector. 
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(v) The column numbers of industries in the most 
recently formed sector. 
When all mergers are completed, the composition of each sector 
is printedo 
(g) Intersector transactions, aggregated input-output 
coefficients and sector gross outputs are printed, if N610. 
Note that if N6=O, this output is suppressed. 
·":i" 
4 
6. 
l'ILF: 
71" I LF: 
8 
9!"l To E 
C 
10C 
5=INPUT,UNIT=READER 
6=OUTPUT,UNIT=PRINTER 
7=CLU5TEH/SAVEDATA,UNIT=DISK 
11C SUBROUTIN~ TO WRITE TRANSACTIONS & INPUT OUTPUT TABLES 
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,---> \. ,'-
12C KFY=l ('J'RA~'SACTn)N FLmJS) 
~~--~K~·P.~:~{-~?-+(~I~N~PTlI~'f~-ri(~ll~Jf~P~j~J~~PC~A~f.~f'~-H"~jT~8~)T-------------------------~--------
13C Kf~ Y = 3 (AGG R EGA TED THA N S Ae 'J'T mJ F IJ(l \v S ) 
14C KEY=4 (AGGREGATED HIPUT-DUTPU'I' COEF'fl CrF.NTS) 
15C c: 
16 
17 
SlIBRO!JTINF. PIUN'!' 18 
19 
'--------lIi't'fFGr:P C R , LP~'tt-r--=-, !tt/":7,++tI-"'S--=r-l\'(."C'-'Iir-r ,~R::nD'I1'\-I-,' f-( SIT. Q-9f\-O-AO-1-)--:-,-fiG:-liHI-f01+lttJP}-j(F-"HO~)9'H-) -=-, L{-;-f-(+1-flO~9"')------------­
REAL TTTLE(t6),NAMF.( 24,4),DATA(110,125),SI~(5900) 
20 
21C 
22 
23 
C 0 ~1 M 0 N C I~ , L P , N , M , ~J 5 , K. E Y , S D~' , G R 0 (J P , L 
1 ,TITLE,NAM~,DATA,STM 
KK=N+l 
J.J=l 
NN=15 24 
25 
10 .-t-i~-~f' (r,!. [,r. (HI) rfN_II 
26 
27C 
28 15 
29 16 
30 17 
31 
32 20 
WRIT~CLP,1001)(TITLF(I),I=1,16) 
GO TO (15,25,16,2h),K~Y 
NIUTI::(Lr',100:n 
GO TO 17 
\" R IT r~ ( L P , 1008 ) 
WPITF(LP,10n4)(J,1=JJ,NN) 
DO 7.0 1-1. ,M 
vi R J T E ( L P , 1 005 ) r , (N AM E ( I , J ) , J = 1 , 4 ) , ( D A T A C 1 , J ) , ,J = ,J J , ~i~' ) 
CON'l'J NilE 
GO TO 35 ~----------------------------------------------------------------------------
34 2 5 \lIP I T F. ( [, P , 1 0 0 3 ) 
35 
36 26 
37 27 
38 
39 30 
C 
40 35 
41C 
42 
43 
44 
GO TO 27 
WRITE(LP,1009) . 
IHH 't' E ( r. p , t 0 (l 4 ) ( 1 , I - J cl , IW ) 
DO 30 T =1 , tJ 
i<J R I '1' I:: ( I, r , 1 00 b ) 1 , C r~ MI F. ( I , J) , J = 1 , 4 ) , C D A T II ( I , J ) , J = J ,J , 1'1 1'1 ) 
CONTBJUE: 
WRITECLP,1007)(DATA(I,KK),I=JJ,NN) 
IF' (N. FO. NN) RF:TURtl 
J J -LlJ1' 1 ~; 
NN::NN+15 
GO TO 10 
4sg 
46 1 0 0 1 FOR 1,1 A T( t H 1 , 2 0 X , 1 (, II 5 ) 
47 1002 FOPMAT(/,?OX,'IWrEPIf'IDlJSTRY TRANSACTIONS',/) 
48 1 003 FOP~'AT (I!, 20X, , II'JPUT-UlJTP[J1' COF.FrTCIEHTS',!) 
4-9---tl-f10I-fO~4HF""fA'HI"1dYriI /'t'I' ( 2 Ij X f 1 5 (J ~ , 3 X ) , /) 
1005 FOPNAT(tX,3,lX,4115,2X,t5F7.1) 
50 1 006 r' 0 P 1·1 II T ( 1 X 1 3 1 X , 4 A 5 , 2 X 1 5 f 7 • 4 ) 
51 1007 FOpr'!AT(/,7X,~T[l'l'IIf, OUTPUT',RX,15P7.1) 
-52--l1~OrfOI-fBI--IF;:.j' (+i)!R-tHtI< 'f ( / , 20 X, , A G G fi r; G A 'I' P, tl I!l'P I':: R HI tl (J:5'f R 'i '1' H t\:~ 3 A C 'f I n IJ :') « , I) 
1009 FOHMAT(/,20X,'AGGR~GATED INPUT-OUTPUT COfFFICIENTS',/) 
5~ 
54 END 
65 
66 
67 
58 
69 
60 
! 
"1 ' 
I, 
I 
2 
3C SUBROUTINE TO SORT INDUSTRIES INTO DESCENDING ORDER 
C 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 10 
15 
16 20 
17 
18 
19C 
20 25 
21 
23 
?" I I 1 
2 
SlJ[lROllTI ~H= SORT (Q, INO/) 
IWfE:GI?R Q(t6),P,I>I(, 
DO 20 J=1,15 
P=O (.1) 
IP(P.L~.O)GA YO 25 
K=J 
DO 10 I=J+l,16 
IF(Q(I).Lf.P)GO TO 10 
('-OCJ ) 
K=I 
CONTHJUE 
Q(K)=Q(.Jl 
QCJ)=P 
CON'rIN!JE 
NO=16 
IF(O(16).LE.0)NO=15 
R!';TUHN 
ND=J-l 
RETURN 
END 
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3C C 
SUBROUTINE TO IMPOSE CONSTRAINTS ON AGGR[GATION BY SETTING ELEMfNTS 
OF' Sl~IILARI'FY ~iA1'FIH 1'() IfWHlJI'Y OH ZERO 
6 
8 
9 
10 
llC 
I NT E G ERe R 6 L P , N , fA , q 5 , K Po Y , S D M ( 5900 ) , r; R 0 I J P ( 1 09 ) , L ( 1 0 q ) 
1 , P " (16 ) 
RElit. TITLE( 16) ,'J{uc,r:(124,4) ,DIITA( 110, 12S) ,51"1(5900) 
C 01'11'\ 0 N e tl , L P , rl , ~ I , N 5 , n"i , s 0 ~! , G R tJ II P , L 
1 ,TITL~,NAME,nATA,SlM 
WR1TF.:(LP,1000) 
! 
11e R ~ A D G fl f) U P .3 [J f Tr It) U S 'f P H~ 3 l<11 'f llli'l 
13 5 READ(CR,1001HO(I),T=1,16) 
~!lHCH I\GGR~(;ArIO!'! HAY 'lOT TAK~ !'('AU,~ 
14 WRITf(L~>,1002)(O(J),I=1 ,16) 
IF(Q(l) .r-:Q.999)C;() TO 15 
....,1S'-----rC"-Ir..HLL'S 0 PTe 0 , 1m ) 
16 DO 10 J=l ~jO-l 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 10 
22C 
IFCQ(J).Gf.N)GO Tn 120 
II=(Q(J)-1)*(Q(J)-2)/2 
DA 10 I=JI1,!iO 
.JJ=JJ+()(1 ) 
S I M ( ,J ,1 ) = 9 9 9 9 99 
CONTINUE 
Gn 'fO 5 
23C READ INDUSTRIES ~JHICH ARE Tn lu:ro1AIN 
24 15 RE J\ D (C R , 1001 )( Q ( I) , 1=1 , 16 ) 
H~TT~(LF,1003)(U(I),1-1,16) 
a DO 35 J=1,16 
26 P=Q (J) 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 20 
IF(P.EO.999)Gn TO 40 
IP(P.GT.N.nR.p.bT.l)GO fO 120 
IP(P.EO.l)GU TO 25 
II=(P-l)*(P~2)/2 
DO 20 I=I,P-l 
JeT-II +I 
ISOLATED IN INTERSECTORAL MODEL 
S T /·1 ( J cl ) = 9 q 9 9 9 9 
CON'J'l NUF. 
IF(P.F.O.N)GO TO 35 ~ DO 30~-~;,rl1~1--------------------------------------------------------
M JJ=(I-l)t(T-?)/2+P 
H SIM(JJ)=999999 
36 3 0 C 0 r.r TIN lJ E 
~5---eAI~tJ~T1J~fd~tH1E~'----------~------------------------------------------------
37 GO TO 1 ~ 
I ~ ... 
I 
191 
''''l.-e READ GRDIIPS OF INDUSTRIES l')I'J'HHJ l1fITCil AG(;RE:GA']'JOIJ r~AY TAKE PLACE: BUT 
39C R E 'f 111': E:#-W I II C 1/ A G (i REG A 9'I f)~r'rY'--1<r,tfl O't'l'fI'--"'l'f'iA~K(i' ~T'-, --jf~J Lf.;.,A~e~F.fi':". ------~~-----.:..---~ 40 READ(CR,lonl)eQeJ) 1=1,161 WPITE(LP,1004)(O(J~,1=1,16) 
I f( Q ( 1 ) • f: 0 • 9 <I 9J GOT 0 'i 0 
CAbb SOfH(Q,fin) 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
DO 45 ,J = 1 , N [] - 1 
IF(Q(J).GT.N)GO TO 120 
IJ=(Q(J)-1)*(O(J)-2)/2 
----i'll)f) 4~ I-Jt 1, flO 
46 
47 
48 45 
49 
50 50 
51 
52 
63 55 
64 
55 60 
65 
56C 
JJ=II+Q(J) 
SDfHJJ)=l 
CONTI NUl". 
JI<-l 
GO Tn 40 
If(JK.EQ.O)GO Tn 70 
JJ=(N-l )*(I'i-2)/2+(N-l) 
DO 65 T-t,JJ 
IF(SDM(I)-I )60,55,60 
SDM(l)=o 
Gn '1'0 65 
SHI (T) -999qq9 
COtJTI rJUE 
5~ READ GROUPS OF INDUSTRIES WHTCH 
58 '7 0 H ~ A fl ( \,. ~ , 1 0 () 1 ) (r;J ( 1 , (] 1, I 6 ) 
WRIT~.(LP,1005)(Q.(IJ~T=1,16) 
59 I f ( Q ( t ) • 1': Q • q 9 9 ) k F.! [Hd~ 
60 C II L L S [) R T ( Q , N [J ) 
75 
1C 
2 120 
3 
4C 
5e 
KEY-wt 
DO 75 J=1 ,~JD-l 
IF(Q(J).GT.N)GO 1'0 120 
II=(Q(J)-1)*(OeJ)-2)/2 
DO 7 5 J = elf 1 , 1'10 
JJ=II+Q(J) 
S D ~1( J J ) = KEY 
CONTH1UF. 
GO TO 70 
\~ RITE ( I. P , 1 0 0 6 ) 
KEY=9 
IU~'fUHN 
f4[JS1' HP. AGGRFGATU) 
6 1 0 0 0 I" n R "I A l' ( 1 H 1 , lOX, ' en II S T n A Hl T SON T H r. 1 rJ T ERoS E C TO [! A r , ~H(1) ~~ [, ' , I) 
lOOt rnPMAT(1615) 
7 1002 FOHMAT(/,2X,'THE FOLLOWING INDUSTRIES ~AY NOT RE AGGRr.GAT~D',2X, 
8 1 1615) 
9 1003 rORWITU,2X, 'THE FOLLO\HNG PJ[JlfS1'fUES "1IlST HF:MI\HI ISOIJAn:D' ,3X, 
1 16TS) 
10 1004 ror<HAT(/,2X,'AGGHEGflTlnN RESTHICTP.D TO H'DlJSrrnES',12X,lhI5) 
11 1005 p'nR~)I\Tu,n,'THF', FOL[,OI'iING INDUoS'J'Rlf.S MUST f1E AGGREGATED',5X,HT5) 
12 1006 fOR~lAT(/,2X,'P.HHOH - ILIJEGI\L INDUSTRY N(J~IBER UN 1,1\51' CAlU> fU;AD') 
C 
13 EN D 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
I 
I 
i I 
: I 
I I 
192 
2 
3C SUBRnlfT I NP. TO I'IG(;REGI'I TE HIDUSTR I ES BASED ON' S I M Ilo A R I'I'Y Or INPUT 
-t--€-8f.T n C IF. N T 5 
4C 
5C 
5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12C 
13C SET 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19C 
10 
SURROUTIN~ CLUSTI 
INTEGER CR,LP,N,M,N5,K8YtSDM(5900),GROUP(109),L(109) 
1 , n: 1"1 P ( I 0 B ) , In ~: ( 1 (l y ) , T (] 'f{1 L , r , Q 
IU: ft L 'fI 'fb F: (-+frtTN AI'I F. ( 1 21 , ,n , D A-'HIT1--1t--fOf-:,--11'-'i2I-"ST-')t-c,o-!S+-i' TH/.lhl (f-'5T'9'l10'tiOq-)'l----------
1 , VALIH 1'1 (10';1) , FPO, r·:r~sso 
CoMt~ON CR, r,p, N! 1'4, N5, K t:Y, SD'~, GRn[lp, L 
1 ,TTTLE,NAM~,DATA,SIM . 
UP SIMILARITY MATRIX USING SQUARED EUCLID~AN DISTANCES 
[) 0 1 () 1 = 2 , I,j 
II=(I-l)*(I-2)/2 
DO to J-l,l-J 
JJ=II +J 
DO 10 K=I,N 
SIM(JJ)=SlM(JJ)+(DATA(K,I)-DATA(K,J)1**2 
Cf]llTUJlJE 
20 I F ( N 5 ) 1 5 , 2 0 , 1 5 
218 HIPOliF. CONS'!'R-A-iWfS Ofl j,GGPt:GA'fIUN 
22 1 5 C A [J L CON 1'1 G G 
n IF(K~Y.EQ.9)RETURN 
C 
24C HII'l'TALIZE f,!,-n·:r~I~-H AP TIWl~~ I!~ F.ACH ~~.CTfJr~-·"1:,.,I-' .::-------------
25C INITTALIZr. AGGIH~GATION I~E'CnpDHjG HATHIX "GROIlP". 
26 2 0 D 0 2 5 I = 1 , N 
LO)=1 
r,HflUP(J)-I 
27 
28 25 
29C 
CONTINUF. 
WRITE(LP,1001)(TTTLE(I),I=1,16) 
31e f'IND ~1DST SH'lLAR INOUS'I'RJP'S IN ETICH ROl~ OF' SPlILAHI1'Y MATHTX 
~ DO 35 I=2,N 
33 
34 
35 
V A [. M H) ( T ) = 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Il~(I 1)1(1 2)19. 
DO 35 J=l,I-l 
JJ=II+J 
~ IF(SlM(JJ1-VALMIN(I))30,35,35 
30 \l-A:L~iHl(1)-Slll(JJ) 
37 ~HN(J)=J 
38 35 CONTI NUE 
39C Clt'."'.*"'''''''''' M{,IN [,our 
40 DOl 5 0 K K = 2 , N - M + 1 
FIND MINIMUM OF ROW MINIMA "P.PQ", CH~CKTNG FOR PREVTOUS MRRG~S. 
H'(KF.Y.J~O.O)(;A 'fA :~q 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 36 
48 
49 37 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 38 
55 39 
66 
67 
DD 36 T=2,N 
II=O-l)*Cl-;nl2 
DO 36 ,J=I,I-1 
JJ-II+J 
IF(SDM(JJ).NE.O)Gn TO 37 
CONTINUE 
KF.Y=O 
GO ~'O B 
P=I 
Q=,} 
t:PQ=S HI (J,J) 
DO 38 ,J-1,T-t 
JJ=II+J 
SDMCJ,J)=O 
CON'I'I NtJE 
flU 'I'[J1----<l4f6r-'------------------------------
EPQ=999999 
DO 45 I=2,N 
IF(LCI1.FO.01GO TO 45 
-----tifF' (VALMTII (1) -!-::PQ) 4 {'), '\5, 45 
58 40 E:PQ=VAJ,IHt-I (I) 
59 
60 45 
P:;:l 
CONTINUE 
:I'--r-{-t:PO.f:O.99'J'J'}9)60 'I'D 155 
Q:;:~n N (P) 
", i '. :"" 
193 
c 
C tJPDl>.TE P:RROH SUM OF' SOUI\RES "~RSSQ" 
·C 
C 
46 ERSSQ=ERSSQ+EPQ/2.0 
& ROW MINIMA, CHECKING FOR PR~VIOUS MERGES UPDl>.Tf. SIMILARITY MATRIX 
TOTA[.=l.(O)tl.(P) 
'·------~I~F~(~Q~.~~fO~.~1~)rtC~,Dr~1~Or16~5~----------------------------------~----------­
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
50 Yss 
10 
11 
12 60 
C 
13 65 
14 
15 
16 70 
17 
18 75 
19 80 
20 
21 
22 85 
23 
24 90 
25 
26 95 
27 
28 
29 
SMIIIJI.,=9 99 9 C) 9 
11=(0-1)*(0-2)/2 
JJ=(P-] )*(P-2)/2 
DO 60 "_t,Qwl 
IFCL(K).EQ.O)GO TO 60 
l=II tK 
IF(SIM(I).~Q~999999)Gn TO 50 
J-,JJ+K 
SIM(I)=(L(K)tL(P»*SIM(J)+(L(K)+L(O)*SI~(I) 
S 1M ( I ) = ( 11 1 r1 ( I) - r. ( K ) * F. P Q ) 1 ( TOT A L + L ( f() ) 
IF(SIM(T)-SMALL)55,55,60 
VHMHICO)-5HI(I) 
IHN(O)=K 
Sr"l>.I,(,=SJr~ (I) 
CONTI NUl-.: 
JJ=(P-] )HP-2)/2 
DO 110 K=Otl N IF(L(K).F.Q.O~GO TO 110 
lFU<-P)1'5/110 70 
J=( (K-l )*(K-:.d/2l+P 
GO TO 80 
,J=JJtK 
1-((K-1)*CK-?)/2)iO 
IF(SIM(I).~Q.999q99)Gn TO 85 
S J M ( I ) = ( T. ( K )+ I, ( P ) ) * S T 1"< ,1) + ( [J ( K ) tT. ( Q) ) * S HH I ) 
S Hl ( I ) = ( S I r.I ( T) - r. ( K ) * F. P Q ) 1 ( TOT AL +L ( K ) ) 
S I~' (J) - 9~J I) 9 
IF'(~lIN(I<).EQ •. Q.OP./HN(K).F~QiP)r.() TO 95 
I Fe S I ~, ( I ) - V A , ,1'11 N ( K ) ) 9 0 , 1 1 0, 1 0 
VIILMJN«<')=11H'!(T) 
rHPJ(K)-Q 
GO TO 110 
S ~1l\L r , = 9 9 () 9 9 9 
JI=(I<-l )*(K-2)12 
DO 105 J -1 , K '"1'-'----==----------------------------------------------------
J=IltJ 
IF(STM(T)-SMALL)100,100,105 
30 1 0 0 V II L '·1 Hi ( K ) = S frH I ) 
Mllq(K) ,1 
31 St·, ALL = S T M ( I ) 
32 1 05 CON TIN U F. 
33110 CON'THJU[ 
C 
37 II - I Itt. ( t ) 
115 CONTINUE 
38 
39 
40 
IF'(P.F.Q.Q+l )GO TO 145 
aJ=Il 
DO 120 I-Of1,P-l 
JJ=a,J+l, (I) 
41 120 CONTIN[lE 
42 DO 125 I=JJ+l,aa+L(p) 
4-3---~'f:'F.i'1!iJ ( I -Jd) -(a~f}tJf3 (I) 
125 CO tJ 'I' I N [J E 
44 J=J,J 
45 K=JJ+J,(P) 
'46 130 GROUP (K) -GROUP (J) 
J=a-l 
47 
48 
If(J.LE.Il)Gn TO 135 
K:K-\ 
49 1 3 5 DOl 4 0 1 = TT + 1 , TI + L ( P ) 
w GROUP(I)=T~MP(I-II) 
GO TO 13 0 
61 140 C[HJ'T'HllIf:: 
52 t45 ~~~P.~(~L~r~(1]'{~IO~2~'~K~K~,~(~[,r.J-~KHKr.frlr)~,E~t~'C~)~/~EtrR'S,Sno-----------------------­
J=II-L(OJtl 
53 K=lI+[J(P) 
54 WRITE(LP/l003)(GRUUP(I),I=a,K) 
55e 
C UPDATE NUMnER OF INDlJSTRJ[S IN EACH SECTOR 
56 1,(Q)=TOTAL 
57 
C 
58 150 
5ge 
60 155 
2 160 
4C 
IJ(P)=O 
CON'l'INUf<; 
WRITE(LP,1005) 
!.J -(l 
Il=O 
JJ=l 
DO 160 J=1.,N 
IF(L(J·).FQ.O)G8---1'O 160 
II=I IiL (!) 
r4=~'+1 
~HUTE'([,P, 1004Hl 
IJRI'f'ECLP, I G-(l3) (GRAlIP(,J) ,J-JJ,11) 
JJ=IItl 
CON'T'! NlIE 
RETURN 
194 
51001 PORMfI'T'(1Hl,20X 16A5) 
6 1 002 I" 0 R t·, A T ( 1 , 2 X, , sf A Co f'~ = • , J 5 , 5 X , , Non F SEC TOR S = ' , T 5 , S X, , C " 1\ N G F 
, s. s. - ' .L F" to. 'j , 5 X , , 'I' 0 TAb ERR D.H S. S • - ' , FlO. 5 ) 
71003 fORI·AAT(I.X,26I')) 
IN EHHOH' 
8 1 0 0 <1 F [) R r,j fiT (/ , 5 X , , SEC Tn R' I 4 ) 
91005 FORMAT(lHl ,20X,'~INA( COMPOSITION Of SECTORS') 
C 
10 
11 
12 
17 
2 
END 
3C SUBROUTINE TO AGGREGATE INDUSTRl~S BASED UN SIMTLARTTY DF PI\RTIALl,y 
C AGC~EGAr~D IMPUT co~rFI~N1~ 
4C 
5C 
6 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12C 
13
C SU 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 5 
21 
22 10 
C 
SUAROUTIN~ CLUST2 
INTEGER CP,LPrNl~,N5,KEY,SDM(590n),GROUP(109),L(109) 
1 TDIP( Ol{),H,f> 
REAL T!fL[(16),NAME(1?4~4),DATA(110,125),SJM(5900) 
1 , I~ E. A:Q ( 1 09 , 1 U 9 ) , r. P S, '. A r, , !!: ~ S,., (I 
COMMON rRLLP,~/~~N5lr~y,SDM,GROUP,L 
1 ,TITL~,~AM~,DArA,SIM 
UP SHilGARll'i nl\fRIX \If ERRUR SUJ.ti.J Of SQnl'iRES 
DO 10 l=?',N 
11=(1-1)*(1-2)/2 
DO 10 J=l ,1-1 
A=O.O 
1:l=0.0 
JJ=Il+J 
DO 5 K=I,N 
A-n~nATA(K,J)~~2+DATA(K,J)**2 
B=RtDATA(K,I)*OATA(K,J) 
CONTI Ntw . 
SIM(JJ)=A/2.0-Bt(DATfI(J,J)-DATA(J,I))*(DATA(I,J)-DATA(1,1)) 
eON1ItWE 
~ If(NS)15,20,15 
24C ~25~C~1"'~1;Mnp"'O""'~"""'~:--L"'L-': on--tif""g""'3"1'~1:I'~-tt~""'~1rr"": I-':S~O""~~J -I\:'"A r-br-CtrR""F..-rG-ttA""'Tj .... ' l"TO .... Nr--------------------.,:· 
26 1 Fe K E Yo E Q • 9 ) R F. T URN 
27C 
B
C Sf.! 
2 20 
29 
30 
31 ·25 
C 
() P 1'1 ALP .t X U F III E A 1% 
DO 25 l=l,N 
00 25 J=l,N 
MEAN(I,J)=DATA(I,J) 
eOI~n(lftJE. 
32C I N I TI ALIZE NUM B Ell OF' J NDIISTR J.. ES I N ~: AC H 
nC INITIALIZE ACGR~GATJON RECORDING MATRIX 
34 
35 
DO 30 I-l,N 
l,(I)=1 
GHOllP(l)=1 
CONTINUE 
WHTTr.(LP, 1001) (TITLE(!), 1=1,16) 
SECTOH "L". 
"GROUP". 
195 
•• HlL.; 
39C * * * * * * * * ~1 A T N l. 0 0 P DO 15(1 ~'~'~I"~-~I'~lf~l~---------------------------------------------------
4UC 
41C f'IND THE ~WST SH1ILAP PAIH OF' SECTORS,"R" JlND 
4£ OF' SQUAIlP.S "FoPS", CflECK r'OR PREVIOUS t,lERGES 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 31 
48 
49 32 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 33 
55 34 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
35 
40 
C 
IHi'1>:'('.EQ.6)(:O 'f0 H 
DO 31 1 =2, N----
II=(I-l )*(1-2)17. 
DO 31 J=l.,I-l 
JJ-TliJ 
IF(SDN(JJ),NP..O)GO TO 32 
CONTI NUE 
KF.Y=O 
GO 'fO 34 
R=I 
S=,1 
ERS=SIM{J~l) 
DO 33 ,J-I,1-1 
JJ=II +.J 
SDM(JJ)=O 
CONTI tJU E 
GO TO 41 
EflS=999999 
DO 10 I=2,N 
IF'(l.(I)'~:Q.())GO 'I'D 4() 
11=(1-1PlI-2J72 
DO 4 0 ,J = 1 , I - 1 
JeT=II .. ,T 
IF(Sl~(JJ)-ERS135,40,40 
F:RS-S J ~. (JJ) 
R=I 
S=J 
CON1'INUF. 
-If'(ERS~EQ,999999)GO-TO 155 
C RECORD AVERJl.GF. ERROR SI]11 
41 ERSSQ=ERS/(N-KKtl) 
OF SQUARES P~R SP.CTOR 
C 
3 
RECORD AGGREGJl.TION 
TI=O 
4 
6 45 
6 
8 
9 50 
10 
11 55 
12 
13 60 
14 
15 
16 
17 65 
DO 45 1-=1,6 
II=Il+L(l) 
CONTJt.JIJE 
IF(R,F.O.S+l)GO TO 75 
JJ-TI 
DO !)O T=S+l,R-l 
JJ=JJ+L(I) 
CONTI N LIE:: 
DO 55 I-JJ+1,JJ+L(R) 
TF.MP(I-JJ)=GRUUP(I) 
CONTINUE 
J=,JJ 
K - el ,}+ L ( R ) 
GROUP(K)=GROUP(J) 
J=J-l 
IF(J.LE,II)GO TO 65 
I'\-"'-J 
GO TO 60 
DO 70 1=11+1 II+L(R) 
GHOIIP (J) =TF.HP (I - JT) 
"S", RECORD ERROR SLIM 
18 70 
19 75 
C AldT HI+I (HI r:'7-. ------------------------------------------------------------.....; 
WfUn::CT,p! l002)KK, (N-KK+l) ,ERS,ERSSO 
J = T J -I., ( S J + 1 20 
21 K = 1 I t[, ( H ) 
=--------I-I/I-fRHI-'I'E (IJP , 1003) (GROUP (1) , I-J , K ) 
2~ 
2~ UPDATE ELEMENTS OF ST~TLARTTY ~ATPIX NOT INVULVING ROWS AND COLUMNS 
24C "R It AND " S", C H F. C K T N G ~. 0 R PRE V IOU S ~, E R C; f. S 
::::..-----''ffi'l'A f, - L ( P:-tTf ' ( [5 ) 
H XL=2.0*L(R)*L(Sl/TOTAL 
27 
28 
29 
196 
DO lOS I=2,N 
IP(L(1).E:Q.0)G~~Ur11fft~5r--------------------------------------------­
IF(I.fQ.S1Gn TO 105 
II=(I-l )*0·2)/2 
30 IF(l.EO.R)Gn TO 95 =------D~E~1~9~_d~-+1~t~1------------------------------------------------------­
IF(L(J).E6.0)GO TO 90 31 
32 
33 
34 BO 
35 
35 
37 
3B 
39 85 
~ 
41 95 
42 
43 100 
44 105 
4.£ 
IF(J.fQ.S)GO TO 90 
JJ=I l+J 
~F'(J-P)BO,85,f]O 
IF(SIM(JJ).EO.999999)Go TO 90 
YL=~.O*L(I)*L(J)/(L(J)+L(J)) 
A=YL*(M~AN(R,ll-MfAN(R,J))*(MEAN(S,I)-MRnN(S,J)) 
B - X b" ( n t AtJ ( I , fO - ,.q.; I'd: ( I !. S ) ) '" ( n I!! fI Ii ( J , to N 'If~ 'II<I (J , S ) ) 
SlM(JJ)=SIM(JJ1+ERS-EAu+A+B 
GO TO 90 
SIM(,l Ll)=999999 
COWl' HIIJE 
GO TO 105 
DO 100 J=1,1-1 
JJ=II+J 
S I II ( J 3 ) -IJ 9 '.l 9 '} '} 
CDN'fJFI1UF 
CONTINUE 
lJ PO 1\1'[ F.LD! F.II CPS OF 5 F1J L AR I 'Pi 'HI 'f' H I X Itl V 0 LVI N G R n liS Atl D eo LU!-Hi:5 "R ''---.. 
AND "5" CHP~CKING F'OR PPEvrnus M~~RGF.S 
4B 
UPDATE PARTIALLY AGGREGATED INPUT COEFFICl~NTS AND THEIR MEANS 
DO 11 0 1 = 1 , N 
49 DA'A(S,l)-DA'~(S,l)tDATA(R,I) 
50 
MEAN(S,I)=MEAN(S,I)+MEAN(R,I) 
MI':AI1(R{Il:O.O 
51 110 CONTHI J~ 
62 
63 
54 
65 115 
C 
66 
67 
5BC 
59 
60 
2 
120 
125 
130 
DO 11.5 I-t,N 
If(L(Il.EQ.01GO TO 115 
MEAN(I,S)=(L(S)*MPAN(I,Sl+LCR)*MEAN(I,R)/TOTAI, 
~I E A N ( I ! Ii ) = 0 • 0 e [J Ii 'P I NicHOl E'''--~ -----------------------------------------------------
L(S)=TOTAL 
L(R)=O 
II = (S ~ 1 ) * ( S .. 2 ) 12 
DO 14~ lJ:l,N 
IP(I,(,J).EO.O)(;O Tn 145 
IP(J-S)120,145,125 
JJ=l r t,J 
GO TO 130 
JJ=«J-l)*(J-2)/2)+S 
IF(SlM(JJ).EQ.999999)GO TO 145 
XL=TOTAL*L(J)/(TOTALtI,(J» 
A=O.O 
£1=0.0 
Yl,-O. () 
3 
4 135 
DO 135 I=l,fIJ 
YL=Yr,+DATA(S,T)*Oll.TII(,l,I) 
A=AtL(J)~~EAN(s!r)*MEAN(J1I) 
--"---------fl-B =-k"R i'++t( ItltA-fJ ( 1 , S ) .. " f '" r~ ( 1 , J ) ) '" * 2 
CO~ITTN!JF: 
6 
6 
145 
7 
Be 
9 150 
C 
10 155 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
SIM(JJ)=F:RS+2*YL-2*A+XL*B+2*XL*(MEAN(S,Sl-~EAN(S,J»)* 
1 (NEAN(J,S)-MEAN(J,J») 
C [HI 'fI rw E: 
EAI:l=ERS 
CONTINIJI': 
\~RITF~(r..P, 1005) 
14=0 
II=O 
JJ=t 
DO 160 J=1,N 
IF(L(I).EQ.O)GO TO 160 
II=I l+L (I) 
M=M+1 
WPJTf,(LP,1001Hl 
1B 
19 160 
WRJTE(LP,1003)(GHDUP(J),J=JJ,II) 
JJ=II+l 
~~~-~HjUff~~:---------------------------------------------------------
RETUHN 
20C 
!._--
I I 
197 
21C 
~~O~OMl~r~rrr,~~I'~1~~T~(Nl~H~11.,~2~O~X~,~lhf~)A~5~)----------------------------------------------
22 1002 fORr';ATCI{2X, 'i)TAGF.=' ,I5,5X, 'J-Jr) or SF:CTORS='6I5t5X, 'F:RRUR s.S.=', 
23 - 1 I" o. 5 , 5 X , , E RHO R S. s. P r:: R SEC TOR = ' , fl. 5 ) 
24 1 0 0 3 I" 0 R HAT ( 2X , 2 (IT 5 ) 
25 1 00 4 fOR PI A I (I , ') x , , SEX lOR' , I 4 ) 
1 005 f" 0 R MAT ( 1 HI, 20 X, , I" 1tI At. C ml P 0 S I TI 0 N 0 f S E: C l' 0 R S.' ) 
26C 
27 END 
28 
29 
2 
3C SUBROlJTINP. TO CALCULIITE I1A'fHIX Of AGr,HEGA1'f.[) TRANSACTIONS nrJI-Js AND 
--"e--M-A'PRIX OF' AGGREGATED 'fECHNICM. COr:fFICn:Wf5 
~ r 
5C 
6 
7 
8 
9 
loe 
8URROIJ'I'INF: MI\TAGG 
INTEGER CR,LPlN,M,N5fKEy,SD~(5900)6GROUP(109)~L(109) 
REAL TITLF:(16J,NAME(124,4),DATA(11 ,125),SIM(~900) 
C Df~ ~ION C R .t L P , N , M , N 5 ! K r:: '( , S D ,.1 , G R 0 I J P , L 
1 , 'l'ItLE, NAfi'F" DA'!:'A, 5II~ 
1£ READ ORIGINAL MATRIX Of INTERINDUSTRY TRANSACTION FLOWS f"ROM TAPE 
12 
13 
14·10 
R[WIND 7 
DO 16 cl-1 125 
READ(7)(DATA(I,J),I=1,110) 
CONTJNUF: 
NN=N+l 
lSC CALClJLATE MATRIX OF AGGREGATED TRANSACTION FLO~IS 
17 
18 
19 
20 
.21 
22 
23 
M=O 
11=0 
JJ=l 
DO 25 I=16 N 
IF(L(I).E .O)GO TO 25 
II = II + I, ( I ) 
r"-f~+ 1 
DO 2 0 J = 1 , rlf N 
TEMP=O.O 
DO 15 K=JJ II 
24 K I< _ @O()P (I< ~ 
w TRMP=T~MP+DATACKK,J) 
25 1 5 C mJ T Hl JJ ~ 
n DATA(~tJ)=TEMP ~~lr~~o~~~----------------------------------------------------------
28 JJ=II+1 ... 
29 2 5 CON TI N U E 
3rt 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
30 
35 
II=O 
J,l=l 
DO 40 1=1 N 
If(Io(l).E6.0)GO 'TO 40 
II=II+L(I) 
IJL,=L L + 1 
DO 35 J=l ,~1 
n:MP=O. [) 
DO 30 K=JJ II 
KK.=GROlIP (K ~ 
T~MP=TF:MP+DA'fA(J,KK) 
corH'Hlur 
DATA (J, LL)=TF:fVJP 
CONTINUE 
fc:----
42 J.J= I 1+1 
~---€C~O~IJ~TqI~~~U~E~---------------------------------------------------------4Jc 
4< PRINT MATRIX OF AGGREGATED 
45 
46 • 
47 
48 
49 55 
50 
51 
DO 55 1=1 1,\ 
DATA (T,;1 f f) =IlATA (I, NIl) 
NA~W(I,J )='SECTO' 
NAMECI,2)='R ' 
NAMECI,3)=' 
NAME:O,4)-' 
CDNTINUE 
N=M 
KEY=3 
Cfll,[, PRJN1' 
TRANSACTION fLOWS 
f": 
! 
I ~' 
198 
"T 
5~ CALCULATE MATRIX OF AGGREGAT[D TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS AND PRINT -
54 Dll 60 J=l,M 
5-5---[JlI 1'11-' Y. - E) rrr l\ ( J , It!~ ) 
DO 60 1=1,11 
DATA(I,J)=DATA(I,J)/DUMMY 
CO lIlT I N UE 
56 
67 60 -
5B 
59(: 
60 
2 
KP:Y-4 
CAI,L PRINT 
RETUHN 
f~NO" 
3C PROGRAM TO AGGREGATP. INDUSTRIES nF AN INTERINDUSTRY TABLE 
C PROGRA~\I'r-:R - JOAr~ rt(lE)r.PflS, 
4C - Dr:rT AGRIClJLTURAL ECONOIHCS & MARK~'l'ING, 
6C - Lll'j(~OT,N COf,LEGF.. 
6C - APRIL, 1977. 
7~ II1STI\LLA1HlN - OtJfHWUGf!S" 6700, UNHEMTTi (IF" CAN1E.HI'\l1R~ 
BC 
9 
10 
11 
12 
I I~ 'IE: G I'!.I't en, L P , I'l 1.. I" , H '5 6 ~\ P: J 1. 5 i! '01 ~ 5 9 0 0 ) , GPO tJ P ( I 0 9 ) , IJ ( 1 0 9 ) 
1 f N 1 , N 2 ( N j , N 4, _ J. P , KO;oJ ( S ) , N n 
RF-AL Tl LE(16),NAI!E(l/4,4),fJATA(110,125),SIM(5900) 
1 , D lnH1Y , I) (J ! I ( ') ) , T RAN S ( '5 ) 
COM H 0 I~ C f{ t I, P , 1,1 , I-I , I I 'i , K t. 'i , S D h , G R I] UP, L 
t ,TI LE,NAMF,DATA,SIM 
- ORD READF.R 
- LIrH~ PRIN'lE.R 
CR=5 
LP=6 
19C RI':AD PPO~LP~I 'I'!1'f,1!: CAPt) 
READCCR,1001)(TITLE(I),T=1,16) 
20C 
21C READ PROBLEM D[SCRJPTIlP CAPO 
~r-----~"~r~.J[~)-ft~Yf~I~rl~I)~t~IS~'M~~IH~~_,5~~I-~rl~I~rr~f~r,~~Hl~'~ffr~d~IS~r~~Y-tlH~I)~Ii~~~L~---------------------
22C M - NO OF Sfo:CTOnS pi Ir'!TEP~[':CTon r'10[)~:L 
23C Nt - CLlJSTERH1G i\LGORIT!lr~ (1 =HIPlJT CDE:n"ICIENTS, 
24C 2=PARTJ ALLY AGGHF:GATED H1PlJT CD~:rF 1::: I niTS) 
25CC IJ 2 - -1 (fl E II D t, A r 1\ F" J:l U 1,1 ,. 1\ P E ), f t ( R \-.1m [J A TA P P (Jr,I CAR n b & W R I. orE: 
TO 'f A I? F~ ), 0 C REA [J D A 'f l\ F' ROM CAR D S fJ II T DO'" 0 T WRIT E TnT T\ P E ) 
~C N3 - NON ZERO TO SUPPRESS PRINTING Of INTERINDUSTRY TA8LE 
27C N 4 - r~ [I N Z E: RUT [) S lJ P P R !' SSP P H! T HI G 0 FIN P {) T - D I r T PUT TAB L f 
2BC N5 - ,WN ZERU IF COI')S J I~Jt I ['lED At,GHU .. A 1 Illl) IS PI",QUIJ<F,D 
C N6 .. NON ZERO TO CAI,C(J"A'fE Ar!O PRIiJT (IATRI:::ES rw AGGI,EGATED 
~c TRANSACTION FLO~S AMO AGGR~GATEO T~CHNICAL cnE~F'ICIENTS 
REAO(CR 100?)N,M,~1,N2,N3 N4,N5,Nh 
W R nl~ ( [, (:. , 1 003 ) N , 1'1 , I'll , 1'12 , rJ ~ , 111 , l-J 5 , 116 30 
31 NN=N+l 
40 II' ( D U r'II·1 • Eo t.I. ' * ' ) (, II [U 2 () 
IF(Q.GT.N.OR.Q.LT.l)GO TO 95 
READCCR,lOQ5)(DUM(I),ROW(I),TRANS(I),I=1,S) 
DO 15 1=1,5 
41 10 
42 
43 -
44 
Ir(OUM(I).~Q.'*')GO TO 5 
Jf(ROW(I).GT.N.OR.RDW(I).LT.l)GO TO 100 
p=RmJ (I) 
45 DATA(p,O)=TnANS(I) 
4-
6
-tl--<i5i-----fC"--t(lTlilf-'n'-a u ~: 
GO 'fO 10 
l 
", :-" 
"tIL: 
4BC READ INDUSTRY OUTPUTS 
49 2 0 R Po AE) ( C R , 1 0 () b ) ( D A T A ( I , I'HI , , r = 1 , j<J ) 
C 
w If(N2)55,55,25 
51C 
52C WRI1E IMIERHJ[HlS'IH1 IABLE. 10 llXPE 
25 DO 30 J=l 125 ~ WRITE(7)(6ATA(I,J),I=1,110) 
54 30 CONTINUf: 
65 DO 3~) J=1,4 
WRITE(7)(NAME(I,J),I=1,124) 
56 3 5 CON TIN II E 
67 GO Tn 55 
"Be • C READ INTERINDUSTRY TABLE FROM TAPE 
~ 40 DO 45 J=1,125 
60 R f. A D ( 7 ) ([l A T A ( I , J) , T = 1 , 1 1 0 ) 
45 C 0 l~ 1 I IQ U E 
50 
C 
DO 50 J=l 4 
READ(7)(NlME(I,J),J=1,1241 
CONTINUE: 
C 
55 IF(N3)65,60,65 
C PRINT INTERINDUSTRY 
1 
2C 
60 I<EY-1 
CA[,L PRJ NT 
'I'ABLE 
~ CALCULATE INPUT-OUTPUT MATRIX 
65 DO 70 d-l,N 
4 DUMMY=DATA(J,NN) 
5 DO 70 I=l,N 
DATA(I,J)=DATA(J,J)/DUMMY 
COWfJ HII[ 6 70 
7C 
B IF(N~)80,75,80 
C 
ge PRIN'f HJPIJ1' OH1'Pll'f' t1A'i'RIX 
10 75 Kf.Y=2 
11 CALL PRINT 
199 
C 
12C CONS1'I~IJC'f 3H~1t,f\fUC["f I~ATRIX AND AGGRf.GA'fE IfJDUg'l'RI~5 IWI'O Sf.C'I'ORS 
13 KEY=O 
1480 GO TO (B5,90),NI 
15 85 CALL eLliS,], 1 
GO 'fO !}2 
16 90 
17 92 
C ALr. CLlJST2 
IF(KEY.EQ.9)GO TO 105 
I 
I 
I 
lB IF(N6.NE.O.AND.N2.NE.0)CALL MATAGG 
=----t1G~Af--'fT~OH1-fOf"'Sr----------------------------__ ,_~,: 
19C 
2~ WRITE ERROR ~ESSAGES 
21 95 
22 100 
23C 
24 105 
25 
2sC 
WRJTE(LP§1007)Q,N 
GO 'PO 10 
WRITE(LP,100R)ROW(I),N 
EIWFIf,E 7 
!JOCK '1 
CALL EXIT 
2~1()Ol PDtW1I;'f(t6f15) ~-
2B 1 0 0 2 F' 0 P MAT ( 1 6 I 5 ) I 
291003 F'ORMAT(1Hl(2x,'Nn OF' INf)USTRIE:S=',I~,5X,'NO OF SECTORS=',I5,5X, I 
30 1 ' eLl S T Po R I N G A I. G U FU T H~' [II [J = ' ! I ~ , I , 2 X ( , 1'12 = ' , I 5 , 5 X, , N 3 = ' , 15 , 5 X I 
Z 'r-q-',I~;,~IX,'rJ5-',I'j,5X,'1.11J-',I5,IJ ' 
31 1004 F'ORHAT(Al,14,5X,4l15) , 
32 1005 fOR II A T ( 5 ( AI, 14 ,IX, F7 .0 , 2 X) ) 
D 1006 F'OR~AT(5F15.0) 
1007 F'nm1T\'f(2X,'CRL NO (',IO,') F:XC[~EDS NO OP CALS (',B,')--PI-!f'-ABIJE') 
34 1 0 0 B F' 0 R 1,1 AT ( 2 X , , R () \,/ NO (', I 8 , ') EX C ~; E D S N 0 0 F R [) W S (', I 3 , ') J N T A [3 L E ' ) 
3sC 
36 END 
